ZANGOORA

1995556    19/07/2010

GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
AUDITORIUM COMPLEX SECTOR -29 GURGAON, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer aided transmission of messages and images, web sites, web portals
GREAT INDIAN NAUTANKI COMPANY PVT. LTD
AUDITORIUM COMPLEX SECTOR -29 GURGAON, HARYANA.
MANUFACTURERS ,MARCHANTS AND SERIVCE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIAN.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer aided transmission of messages and images
"NEwSBUZZ"

2009944  17/08/2010

AJEET KARN
SKC-308 VISTA SHIPRA KRISHNA, AHINSHA KHAND-1, INDRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD, U.P.-201010, INDIA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :01/07/2010

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES
2071475  21/12/2010
RELIGARE TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
25, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110019.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANOJ G. MENDA, ADVOCATE.
6/7, SORAB BHARUCHA ROAD, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 005.
Used Since : 01/12/2010
To be associated with:
2071471
DELHI
Transmitation of information by computer, electronic means, radio, telephone, over a global computer network; providing access to online computer databases; communication of information by computer or by electronic means; electronic transmission of information; providing access to a global computer network and online sites containing information; telecommunication and data communication services; remote loading of digital data and computer software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 38

ZIQITZA BRAND MANAGEMENT PVT.LTD.
401 B, NIRANJAN BUILDING, 99, MARINE DRIVE, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 400002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAM PARKASH KUMAR & CO.
13, MANISH CHS. LTD. BRINDABAN SOCIETY,THANE(W) - 400 601.
Used Since :30/11/2010
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 38
2184626 03/08/2011
HUZEIFA UNWALA
RIZWANA UNWALA
C-701, MARY ELLEN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, OFF CEASARS ROAD, AMBOLI, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI 400058
TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONALS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BMR LEGAL,
GROUND FLOOR, DHAPLA HOUSE, GENERAL NAGESH MARG, DR. S.S. RAO ROAD, PAREL EAST, MUMBAI-400 012
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATIONS BY TELEPHONE, TELECONFERENCE SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL, FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, VOICE MAIL SERVICES,
MUJHSE FRAAANSHIP
KAROGE

2193820   23/08/2011

YASH RAJ FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
YASH RAJ FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED # 5, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BRAIN LEAGUE IP SERVICES
Brain League IP Services, No. 18, 2nd floor, 5th A Cross, 24th Main, J.P.Nagar 2nd phase, Bangalore-78

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PROVIDING CHAT ROOMS AND CHAT SPACES MORE SPECIFICALLY CHAT ROOMS AND CHAT SPACES ON SPECIFIC MOVIE WEBSITES
2197420  30/08/2011
MOHAMMED ASHRAF
trading as ;MOHAMMED ASHRAF
PEVUMTHARAMMAL HOUSE, KIKHAKKOTH.P.O, KODUVALLY, CALICUT, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/06/2010
CHENNAI
IT SUPPORT FOR INTERNET TELESERVICES, INTERNET TELEPHONING, COMMUNICATION BETWEEN COMPUTERS AND NETWORK, COMMUNICATION THROUGH TELEPHONE, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES (COMPUTER AIDED).
2262611  06/01/2012
SATYA NARAYAN AGRAWAL
trading as ;RAJSHREE JEWELLERS
18, JAWAHAR BHAWAN, ROSHANPURA SQUARE, NEW MARKET, T.T. NAGAR, BHOPAL-462 003 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF TEXT AND IMAGES
2332870    17/05/2012
M SQUARE MALL MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
Mega Mall, M Square Management Office, New Link Road, Oshiwara, Andheri (West), Mumbai-400102
Service Provider
A Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR Law Associates (Mumbai)
Gyan Bhavan, Ground Floor, 8, Kumtha Street, Ballard Estate, Mumbai-400 001.

Used Since : 28/06/2007

Mumbai

Transmission of Information and Images Through Electronic Media, Website
2332873  17/05/2012
PAWAN J SHUKLA
trading as ;TIMELINE STUDIO
FLAT NO-104, 1ST FLOOR, TRUPTI CHS, RAM NAGAR, NEAR SAI BABA NAGAR, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND IMAGES THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEBSITE
2440186 10/12/2012
GOLDSTAR TELE NETWORK PVT. LTD
ROOM NO 707 7TH FLOOR, 63/2 C MEGA MALL THE MALL KANPUR
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL.
30 - A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA -281 001. (U.P.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

BROADCAST SATELLITE TELEVISION CHANNEL, WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES, TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, R.AD10 AND ON-LINE BROADCASTING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, TELE TEXT AND INTERACTIVE BROADCASTING SERVICES, NEWS INFORMATION AND NEWS AGENCY SERVICES. RENTAL OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING FACILITIES
2440187    10/12/2012
GOLDSTAR TELE NETWORK PVT. LTD
ROOM NO 707 7TH FLOOR, 63/2 C MEGA MALL THE MALL KANPUR
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV AGRAWAL
30 - A, JAGANNATH PURI, MATHURA -281 001. (U.P.).

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2440186
DELHI
BROADCAST SATELLITE TELEVISION CHANNEL, WIRELESS BROADBAND COMMUNICATION SERVICES, TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, R AD10 AND ON-LINE BROADCASTING SERVICES, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES, TELE TEXT AND INTERACTIVE BROADCASTING SERVICES, NEWS INFORMATION AND NEWS AGENCY SERVICES. RENTAL OF RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING FACILITIES
2581932  19/08/2013

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :10/06/2013

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING BROADCASTING / DIFFUSION OF COMMUNICATION AND DATA SIGNALS INCLUDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMME SIGNALS
2586866    27/08/2013
INX MUSIC PVT LTD
SCO 306 SECTOR 38D CHANDIGARH UT
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :11/07/2013

DELHI
TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO AND ON-LINE BROADCASTING SERVICES; TRANSMISSION, BROADCAST, RECEPTION AND DISSEMINATION OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES, TEXT AND DATA WHETHER IN REAL OR DELAYED TIME; INTERACTIVE BROADCASTING, NEWS INFORMATION AND NEWS AGENCY, RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING; PROVIDING ACCESS TO AND LEASING OF ACCESS TIME TO A COMPUTER DATABASE; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES
2586868  27/08/2013
INX MUSIC PVT LTD
SCO 306 SECTOR 38D CHANDIGARH UT
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :11/07/2013

DELHI
TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO AND ON-LINE BROADCASTING SERVICES; TRANSMISSION, BROADCAST, RECEPTION AND DISSEMINATION OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES, TEXT AND DATA WHETHER IN REAL OR DELAYED TIME; INTERACTIVE BROADCASTING, NEWS INFORMATION AND NEWS AGENCY, RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING; PROVIDING ACCESS TO AND LEASING OF ACCESS TIME TO A COMPUTER DATABASE; TELECOMMUNICATIONS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES
2598077  18/09/2013

ALOK RANJAN
1114, SERCOR A, POCKET A, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-110070
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR MANISH ADV
C-71 ROHIT APARTMENTS, PLOT NO 30 SEC-10 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :30/03/2010

DELHI
COMMUNICATION NETWORK CONSULTANCY, COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANCY, CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS, CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO COMMUNICATIONS, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANCY, TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; TELE PRESENCE SOLUTIONS, CONFERENCING SERVICES, AUDIO VIDEO CONFERENCING SOLUTIONS; CHAT ROOM SERVICES; PORTAL SENDEES; E-MAIL SERVICES; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO THE INTERNET; RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 38

TIRTHANJAN BANERJEE & NILANJAN BANERJEE
TIRTHANJAN BANERJEE
NILANJAN BANERJEE
trading as ; JAISHREE ENTERPRISES
OPPOSITE WATER TOWER, SADAR HOSPITAL ROAD, HAZARIBAGH JHARKHAND. PIN - 825301
Telecommunication.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since : 24/03/2013
KOLKATA
Telecommunication.
2602700  26/09/2013

FURNISHING 54 INTERIORS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as; FURNISHING 54 INTERIORS PRIVATE LIMITED

NO.219-50/3, 3RD MAIN ROAD, 6TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560082

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,Sripuram Colony,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA (WEBSITE)
2602705  26/09/2013
NIRANJAN TRAVEL AND LEISURE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NIRANJAN TRAVEL AND LEISURE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.219-50/3, 3RD MAIN ROAD, 6TH BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE-560 082, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA (WEBSITE)
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA ( WEBSITE )
timesinternet.in

2602887 26/09/2013
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :05/07/2011

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING TELEVISION BROADCASTING, SATELLITE BROADCASTING, RADIO BROADCASTING; CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, ELECTRONIC MAIL, PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS, SATELLITE TRANSMISSION; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO/VIDEO MATERIALS OVER THE INTERNET; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES, PROVISION OF COMMUNICATION FACILITIES FOR INTERCHANGE OF DATA BY DIGITAL OR ELECTRONIC MEANS; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES [TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES]; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; WIRELESS BROADCASTING.
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED
trading as; KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED

POST BOX NO. 3209, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE - 641 014, TAMIL NADU
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS- NEWS CHANNELS, INFORMATIVE CHANNELS
www.arefer.com

2603444  27/09/2013
S. V. PRATAP REDDY
trading as ;M/s. A REFER
JAIN DEEPAK KUMAR & CO., PURNIMA, D - 365/5, TAGORE NAGAR, RAIPUR - 492 001 (CHHATTISGARH)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :29/07/2013

MUMBAI
Computer aided transmission of text & images (Website)
2604426    30/09/2013

PUVAIAHH KODENDER

NO. 102, 1 FLOOR, VARSHA APARTMENT 6A CROSS, RMV EXTENSION, SADASHIVANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560080,
KARNATAKA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ALMT LEGAL

2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Used Since :01/08/2004

CHENNAI

PROVIDING QUALITY SERVICES OF COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER
OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC
BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES; MESSAGE SENDING; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR
TELESHOPPING SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS
TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS; RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF ACCESS TIME TO
GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION; TELECONFERENCING SERVICES; TELEVISION
BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES; VIDEOCONFERENCING SERVICES; VOICEMAIL SERVICES;
WIRELESS BROADCASTING,
2606508    03/10/2013
HIKE LTD
BHARTI CRESCENT 1 NELSON MANDELA MARG VASANT KUNJ PHASE-II NEW DELHI 70
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THR LAWS OF TNDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :19/06/2013
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES TRANSMISSION; DELIVERY AND RECEPTION OF DATA, TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHIC IMAGES OR VIDEO.
2606509 03/10/2013

HIKE LTD
BHARTI CRESCENT 1 NELSON MANDELA MARG VASANT KUNJ PHASE-II NEW DELHI 70
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY ORGANISED UNDER THR LAWS OF TNDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since: 19/06/2013

DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES; TRANSMISSION; DELIVERY AND RECEPTION OF DATA, TEXT, AUDIO, GRAPHIC IMAGES OR VIDEO.
ZINDAGI

2628855  18/11/2013
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :17/10/2013
To be associated with:
1597398, 1597404
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING BROADCASTING/DIFFUSION OF COMMUNICATION AND DATA SIGNALS INCLUDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMME SIGNALS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017  Class 38

BHANSALI PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
601 B SWATI MITRA CHS, GULMOHOR CROSS ROAD NO.7 JVPD SCHEME ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400049, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since: 25/05/2006

MUMBAI
CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING, COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, WIRELESS BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, WEB SITES, WEB PORTALS, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
2798786    27/08/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :20/06/2014
To be associated with:
2581932
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING BROADCASTING / DIFFUSION OF COMMUNICATION AND DATA SIGNALS
INCLUDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMME SIGNALS
2810228    16/09/2014

UST GLOBAL (SINGAPORE) PTE LIMITED
31 Cantonment Road, Singapore 089747
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since: 09/06/2005

CHENNAI
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES(WEBSITE)
INNOVCARE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
704, The Landmark, Plot No. 26A, Sector 7, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai-410210, Maharashtra

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Telecommunication services, namely, call centers for assisting and counseling patients; telecommunications.
2918780  09/03/2015
M/S. TRENDYBELLA FASHION PVT. LTD.
312-A, WAVE SILVER TOWER, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201301, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI
Telecommunications, in particular, telecommunications services, namely the electronic transmission of data and information, paging services, providing an online, interactive bulletin board for the transmission of messages among computer user concerning trading, and the purchase and sale of items via a global computer network; data streaming; transmission of videos; videotext services
2945938    20/04/2015

BHUMIKA SELVADIA
trading as ;M/s. MOHIKA JEWELS
A-101, Nagindas Mansion, 57-61, J.S.S. Road, Girgaon, Mumbai-400004

Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Computer aided transmission of information and images through electronic media
2965127    17/05/2015
M/S PEPTECH TIME
trading as ; M/s PEPTECH TIME, Khere Ki Devi Road, Chhatarpur 471 001 (M.P.)

M/s PEPTECH TIME, Khere Ki Devi Road, Chhatarpur 471 001 (M.P.)
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :19/07/2006

MUMBAI
News agencies, Radio broadcasting, Satellite transmission, Television broadcasting, Telex services, Providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services, Paging services [radio, telephone or other means of electronic, Electronic mail, Electronic bulletin board services, Telecommunications services, Broadcasting (Cable television, Radio & Television).
IN SHORTS

2975178    01/06/2015

INSHORTS MEDIA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
RZ-F/144A, FLAT-1, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, MAHAVIR ENCLAVE, GALI NO.4, PALAM, NEW DELHI 110045
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATTICUS LAW PARTNERS
E-150, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI

ENABLING COMPUTER USERS TO ACCESS, UPDATE, MODIFY, ORGANIZE, STORE, BACK UP, SYNCHRONIZE, AND SHARE DATA, DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA INTERNET; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; SERVICES RELATING TO THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA, VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS; ELECTRONIC MAIL; PROVIDING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATABASES; DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS, CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG USERS
INSHORTS MEDIA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
RZ-F/144A. FLAT-1, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, MAHAVIR ENCLAVE, GALI NO.4, PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATTICUS LAW PARTNERS
E-150, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-II, NEW DELHI-110048

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI

ENABLING COMPUTER USERS TO ACCESS, UPDATE, MODIFY", ORGANIZE, STORE, BACK UP, SYNCHRONIZE, AND
SHARE DATA, DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT VIA INTERNET: TELECOMMUNICATION
SERVICES: SERVICES RELATING TO THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND DATA, VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS; ELECTRONIC MAIL; PROVIDING ACCESS TO COMPUTER DATABASES; DATA TRANSMISSION
SERVICES: PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS, CHAT ROOMS AND ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS FOR TRANSMISSION
OF MESSAGES AMONG USERS
PATANJALI YOG GURU SANSTHAN

3116927   07/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
1915262, 2254649, 2254668, 3108122, 3108425

DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BROADCASTING AND AIR TRANSMISSION SERVICES
3246284   28/04/2016
E9714 LLC
Fourth Floor, Emirates Towers, Trade Centre 2, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of United Arab Emirates
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Telecommunications.
3264853   21/05/2016
TARSEM SINGH GILL
trading as ;HAANI RECORDS
BXX-666, GHUMAR MANDI LUDHIANA-141001
Service Provider
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :21/04/2016
DELHI
Transmission of digital files; computer aided transmission of messages and images; radio broadcasting; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; television broadcasting
3271614    30/05/2016
S MOBILE DEVICES LTD.
trading as ; S MOBILE DEVICES LTD.
S GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE PARK 19A & 19B, SECTOR-125, NOIDA GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR U.P.-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KAPOOR & ASSOCIATES
F-150 VENUS APARTMENTS SEC-9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION: TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION OF VOICE COMMUNICATION SERVICES: PROVIDING ACCESS TO INTERNET, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS OR WIRELESS DEVICES, FOR TRANSMISSION OR RECEPTION OF DATA, AUDIO, VIDEO, MULTIMEDIA CONTENT OR COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND APPLICATION;
PROVIDING ACCESS TO GPS NAVIGATION SERVICES; WEB CASTING SERVICES; E-MAIL SERVICES; DELIVERY OF MESSAGE BY ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION; WIRELESS DATA MESSAGING SERVICES, PARTICULARLY SERVICES THAT ENABLE A USER TO SEND AND/OR RECEIVE MESSAGES THROUGH A WIRELESS DATA NETWORK
SPARTEN
3412105  18/11/2016
SPARTEN GRANITO PVT. LTD.
JETPAR ROAD, NR. RANGPAR VILLAGE, AT : JIVAPAR, MORBI - 363630. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 38.
3412536    18/11/2016
RAMANDEEP SINGH
GAGANDEEP SINGH
trading as ;DOS BROS. PICTURES
H. NO. B-34, 10747, NEW PATEL NAGAR, NEAR GAUSHALLA, HAIBOWAL KALAN, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3413570  19/11/2016
SANTOSH ALLURI VERMA
No1 Madhu Hans Building, 263 Dr Annie Besant Road, Behind Union Bank, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2016
MUMBAI
Telecommunications
3415702    22/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041910
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
3416663   23/11/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since : 01/10/2016

DELHI
COMMUNICATION, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS, MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT & INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION, RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS), COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS, COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY, SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3416665    23/11/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since :17/09/2016

DELHI
COMMUNICATION, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS, MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT & INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION, RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET,
FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS), COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS, COMPUTER AIDED
RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION
CONNECTION & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY, SENDING, NEW AGENCIES,
TELEX SERVICES)
3416673    23/11/2016

TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P.201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :09/11/2016

DELHI

COMMUNICATION, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS, MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT & INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION, RADIO (CABLE SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET,
FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS), COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS, COMPUTER AIDED
RECORDING STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION
CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY, SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES,
TELEX SERVICES)
3416679   23/11/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :10/11/2016

DELHI
COMMUNICATION, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS, MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT & INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION, RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET,
FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS), COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS, COMPUTER AIDED
RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION
CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY, SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES,
TELEX SERVICES)

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783,  06/02/2017         Class 38

3416681    23/11/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :27/10/2016

DELHI
COMMUNICATION, BROADCASTING PROGRAMS, MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT & INFORMATION VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION, RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET,
FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS), COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS, COMPUTER AIDED
RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION, TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION
CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY, SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES,
TELEX SERVICES).

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
3418920  25/11/2016
AADHARRSHILA ENROLL SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
211-A, 2ND FLOOR, TRIVENI COMPLEX, E-10-12, JAWAHAR PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHLAWAT & ASSOCIATES
A-33, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI 110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
3420578  28/11/2016
USP STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SILVER CROFT, OFF. T.P.S. III, CORNER OF 16TH AND 33RD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400050
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER ,THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/10/2015
MUMBAI
PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND ON-LINE SITES CONTAINING INFORMATION ON
A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF DATA, MESSAGES, IMAGES, SOUND, VOICES, TEXT,
AUDIO, VIDEO; EDUCATIONAL AUDIO AND VIDEO BROADCASTING SERVICES OVER THE INTERNET OR OTHER
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, NAMELY, UPLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING,DISPLAYING, TAGGING AND
ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTING INFORMATION VIA WEBSITES IN RELATION TO PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
USP STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SILVER CROFT, OFF. T.P.S. III, CORNER OF 16TH AND 33RD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400050
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/10/2016
MUMBAI
PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND ON-LINE SITES CONTAINING INFORMATION ON A WIDE RANGE OF TOPICS, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF DATA, MESSAGES, IMAGES, SOUND, VOICES, TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO; EDUCATIONAL AUDIO AND VIDEO BROADCASTING SERVICES OVER THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK, NAMELY, UPLOADING, POSTING, SHOWING, DISPLAYING, TAGGING AND ELECTRONICALLY TRANSMITTING INFORMATION VIA WEBSITES IN RELATION TO PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
KOFFEE WITH KARAN

3422070  29/11/2016

STAR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Star Centre, Plot No. 77, Institutional Area, Sec- 32, Gurgaon 122 001, Haryana Also registered office at: Star House, Urmi Estate, 95 Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel West, Mumbai 400 013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :19/11/2004

DELHI

Television, cable television, radio and on-line broadcasting services; transmission, broadcast, reception and dissemination of audio, video, still and moving images, text and data whether in real or delayed time; Interactive broadcasting, news information and news agency, radio and television broadcasting; providing access to and leasing of access time to a computer database; telecommunications; information and advisory services for aforesaid services;
HYVE PRYME

3423827    01/12/2016

ADITYA AGARWAL
K-1/17, GROUND FLOOR, CHITTRANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI-110019.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL BANSAL & ASSOCIATES
H-34, LGF, SOUTH EXTENSION PART-I, ND-49
Used Since :01/10/2016

To be associated with:
3285682, 3285684, 3299316, 3423825

DELHI
MOBILE TELEPHONY, MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICES, MOBILE COMMUNICATION/ SERVICES, TELEPHONE AND
MOBILE TELEPHONE SERVICES, TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, ETC. AND RELATED SERVICES CLASS 38.
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :14/09/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3424784 02/12/2016
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :14/09/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
MIRWAIS ALIZAI & NANDA KUMAR
trading as ;GRAND TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES (GTR)
4TH FLOOR, KABUL BUSINESS CENTER, HAJI YAQOUB SQUARE, SHAHRE NAW, KABUL, AFGHANISTAN
SERVICES
Used Since :03/10/2007
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS (INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY (ICT), E-GOVERNMENT, SOLUTIONS, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION)
3429185  08/12/2016

SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, STATE INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
UNIQUE CONSULTANCY SERVICES FLAT NO.4, CHINTAMANI APT. 507, KASBA PETH, PUNE - 411 011. MAHARASH
Used Since :01/05/2005

To be associated with:
1799541, 2035590

MUMBAI
CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING, RADIO BROADCASTING, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, COMPUTER AIDED
TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES, ELECTRONIC MAIL, MESSAGE SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, PAGING
SERVICES, SATELLITE TRANSMISSION, TELECOMMUNICATIONS, WIRE SERVICES
3432286  14/12/2016
VIKING TECHNOLOGY AND TRADE PVT. LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI- 400 076
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DATA TRANSMISSION AND TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, E- PAYMENT, TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES, DATA TRANSFER, AUTOMATIC TRANSFER OF DIGITAL DATA USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS, TRANSFER OF INFORMATION AND DATA VIA ON-LINE SERVICES AND THE INTERNET, PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; ON-LINE MESSAGE SENDING SERVICES, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, DATA AND IMAGES, WIRE SERVICE, WIRELESS ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION
3432449   14/12/2016

YELLOW BANANA FOOD CO. PVT LTD
OFFICE NO. 1 AND 2 DURGA CHAMBERS, GROUND FLOOR, VEERA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BEHIND BALAJI STUDIO, FUN REPUBLIC LANE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/01/1996

MUMBAI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES AND PICTURES THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA (WEBSITE)
FLOCK

3433803  16/12/2016

RIVA FZC
F-19, BUSINESS CENTER-1, RAK FREE TRADE ZONE, RAS AI KHAIMAH, U.A.E., P.O BOX NO. 16113
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION FORMED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since :23/10/2014

MUMBAI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES INCLUDING PROVIDING VOICE, VIDEO AND CONFERENCE CALLS, FILE SHARING. SCREEN SHARING, MESSAGING, SOCIAL NETWORKING AND CONTACT DIRECTORY; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES; PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES; PROVIDING INTERNET CHATROOMS; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL FILES
3434961 19/12/2016
EDUHUB EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
A- 605, DHAIVAT, KALPANAGARI BALRAJESHWAR ROAD, VAISHALI NAGAR, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI-400080
SERVICES
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/11/2016
MUMBAI
TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEBSITE
DYCINE

3435038  19/12/2016

DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANGA SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :03/08/2010

DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; ELECTRONIC MESSAGE DELIVERY SERVICES; COMMUNICATION BY COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC MAIL; NEWS AGENCIES; TELECOMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC MESSAGING SERVICES VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS; COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSMISSION OF DATA; TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES ENABLING COMMERCIAL INTERACTION OVER A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK.
3437569  21/12/2016
DIGITAL NETWORK ASSOCIATES PRIVATE LIMITED
E-14, ROOP RAJAT NAGAR, NEAR CIDCO COLONY BOISARTARAPUR ROAD, BOISAR-401501
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2006
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
3437943    21/12/2016
BRAND VALUE COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
GODREJ WATERSIDE, TOWER-1, 2ND FLOOR, OFFICE NO.-201 & 202, BLOCK-DP, SALT LAKE, SECTOR-5, KOLKATA-700091, IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL.
SERVICE
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2010167
KOLKATA
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, CABLE & RADIO BROADCASTING, COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES & MESSAGES, ELECTRONIC MAILING SERVICES.
INDIA’S BEST
DRAMEBAAZ

3439035 23/12/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 23/02/2013

To be associated with:
2546761
DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES AND SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES. TELEVISION BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES.
3439036    23/12/2016

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/12/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS: COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING. RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING. TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
नवे पर्व

3439039 23/12/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/12/2016

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES AND SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS
(COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES. PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR
TELESHOPPING SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK,
TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES.
3439041 23/12/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/12/2016

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES AND SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES. TELEVISION BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES.
3439043 23/12/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/12/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES AND SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS
(COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR
TEleshopping SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK,
TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES. TELEVISION BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES
3439045    23/12/2016
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/12/2016
To be associated with:
3439041
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES), NEWS AGENCIES. PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping Services, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, TELEVISION AND RADIO BROADCASTING, RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING AND JUNCTION SERVICES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES.
3443162    27/12/2016
SHRI MANOJ JAGANNATH KORE
104, Jivadani Krupa, Jivadani Road, Near Ganesh Hospital, Virar-East, Pin-401 305, Taluka-Vasai, Dist. Palghar, Maharashtra, India.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/11/2015

MUMBAI
Broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; television broadcasting, satellite transmission, included under Class-38.
BRAINBEES SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Rajashree Business Park, Plot No 114, Survey No 338, Tadiwala Road, Nr. Sohrab Hall, Pune-411001, Maharashtra, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAGHMARE DHANAJI LAXMAN

Used Since: 09/12/2016

To be associated with:
3104808

MUMBAI
Providing access to online directories, databases, current events websites and blogs, and on-line reference materials; providing access to electronic devices in the nature of providing telecommunication connectivity services for the transfer of images, messages, providing access by commercial on-line address lists, by a by search bar database concerning business information by a global computer network, by a by search bar; Online searching for goods and services by another on-line sellers being services included in class 38
3445394  30/12/2016
RAJENDRA JAIRAM BHOIR
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES
GALA NO.B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N.H.NO.03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE-421601, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :06/01/2014
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 38
3446142  31/12/2016
M/S. BUBBLEFLY TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
D-103, 1ST FLOOR, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
telecommunications services; telecommunication data; electronic mail services; providing user access to the internet or databases; telecommunications access services; leasing of telecommunications lines, rental of telecommunications lines, provision of technical help line services in the field of telecommunications to the telecommunications access providers, help line services and advisory services, provision of facilities to assist others in the provision of telecommunications services and internet services, transmission of data through internet over broadband
INTERNETONGO

3446495   31/12/2016
VIDVAS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;VIDVAS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED

HOUSE NO 87,GROUND FLOOR,2ND CROSS,BRINDAVAN LAYOUT,TC PALYA MAIN ROAD,K R PURAM,BANGALORE-560036,KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/12/2016

CHENNAI
wireless broadcasting.
3446559  31/12/2016
MR. AMOL MONGA
trading as ;M/S. BRANDS IMPACT
H.NO. LOWER, G/F, PROPERTY NO.7, KHASRA NO.361/25 DANG COMPLEX, SAIDULAJAB EXTN, NEW DELHI-110030
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BROADCASTING AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES.
3446664    31/12/2016

E9 NEWS
Mrs. Sunita Singal
Ms. Henna Singal

trading as ;E9 NEWS
Opp. Deepak Builders, Lodhi Club, Shaheed Bhagat Nagar, Ludhiana

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since :10/11/2016

DELHI

News agency services [transmission of news]; Transmission of news; Transmission of news items to news reporting organizations; Electronic transmission of news; Transmission of news and current affairs information; Providing access to a web, mail and news portal
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017  Class 38

3447177  31/12/2016
SIVA SRI SOFT TECH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat, No 207, Block ‘C’, Satyanarayana Enclave, Madinaguda, Hyderabad – 500049, Telangana, India
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :01/11/2016
CHENNAI
Telecommunications, Telephone Communication Services Provided For Hotlines And Call Centers, Electronic Order Transmission, Broadcasting.
3447859 02/01/2017

TRADE & TECHNOLOGY EXPOSITION CO. (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
FGP CENTRE, COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, 9 WALLACE STREET, FORT, MUMBAI-400001, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :02/01/2017

MUMBAI
PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND MOBILE INTERNET PLATFORMS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO WEBSITES, WEB PORTALS, BLOGS, FORUMS AND CHAT-ROOMS ON THE INTERNET OR ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; WEBCASTING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES [TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES]; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AND IMAGES BETWEEN MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVICES; COMMUNICATIONS BY MOBILE TELEPHONES; NEWS AGENCIES.
DARKHORSE

3448619  03/01/2017

CANDID OPTRONIX PVT. LTD.
1A & 2A, Khasra No. 476, Swaroop Nagar Road, Burari, Delhi - 110084, India
Manufacturers, Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III FARIDABAD HARYANA

Used Since :30/06/2016

To be associated with:
3448617

DELHI

Telecommunication, cellular telephone communication, information about telecommunication, providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network, sending apparatus (Rental of message), rental of telecommunication equipment, rental of telephones, satellite transmission, telecommunications routing and junction services, teleconferencing services, telephone (communications by), telephone services, telex services, voice mail services.
MOTORCYCLE DIARIES

3448980  04/01/2017
MOTORCYCLE DIARIES PVT. LTD.
402, T1D, OMAXE PALM GREENS, SECTOR MU, GREATER NOIDA-201310 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :04/01/2016
DElHi
TELECOMMUNICATION
3448981    04/01/2017
MOTORCYCLE DIARIES PVT. LTD.
402, T1D, OMAXE PALM GREENS, SECTOR MU, GREATER NOIDA-201310 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :04/01/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
3449019  04/01/2017
G.MEGANATHAN trading as ;MEGHANZ
NO.04/101, THIRU.VI.KA STREET, KIZH PADAPPAI, PADAPPAI -601301, KANCHIPURAM DST. TAMIL NADU,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROGETT CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
14/14,2ND FLOOR,NARASINGAPURAM,1ST STREET,MADUVANKARAI,GUIINDY,CHENNAI-600032

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALL KINDS OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 19/12/2016
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATION SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3449840 05/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 20/12/2016

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3449990   04/01/2017
UDMA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;UDMA TECHNOLOGIES
AMMA NILAYA, 52 HEROOR VILLAGE, & POST, UDUPI TALUK Udupi Udupi KA 576213
Service Provider
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASANNA BHAGWAN. D
Lexnovate Legal No. 164, 3rd Floor, 1st Cross, 1st Main, AECS Layout, RMV II Stage, Sanjaynagar Bangalore-560094
Used Since :13/07/2016
To be associated with:
1261086, 1261096, 1261100
CHENNAI
Telecommunications, Telecommunication gateway services, providing payment gateway, providing telecommunication services for e-commerce platforms on the internet and other electronic media, e-commerce and mobile commerce services, providing access to the internet and other communication networks, and other parts of class 38.
3449992    04/01/2017
UDMA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;UDMA TECHNOLOGIES
AMMA NILAYA, 52 HEROOR VILLAGE, & POST, UDUPI TALUK Udupi Udupi KA 576213
Service Provider
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASANNA BHAGWAN. D
Lexnovate Legal No. 164, 3rd Floor, 1st Cross, 1st Main, AECS Layout, RMV II Stage, Sanjaynagar Bangalore-560094
Used Since :13/07/2016
To be associated with:
1261086, 1261091, 1261096
CHENNAI
Telecommunications, Telecommunication gateway services, providing payment gateway, providing telecommunication services for e-commerce platforms on the internet and other electronic media, e-commerce and mobile commerce services, providing access to the internet and other communication networks, and other parts of class 38.
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES) NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
3451348  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017

To be associated with:
2163216, 2167166

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451354  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2163216, 2167166

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
3451381  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1356442, 2163172

DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES. IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES:
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451387    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1356442

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
3451394   06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017

To be associated with:
2553433, 3280024, 3283696, 3283740

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR T ELESHOPPING SERVICES:
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451454  06/01/2017

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1356443, 1356457

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451460    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356445, 2068086, 2068092

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451466   06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356445, 2068086
DELHI
3451478    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1356445, 2068086, 2068092

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451484  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
2238456, 2238462, 3228102, 3295610, 3295616

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
3451490    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
2238456, 2238462, 3228102, 3295610, 3295616

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER Terminals (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES:
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783 , 06/02/2017  Class 38

3451502  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/01/2017

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
3451526  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356443, 1356457

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS: COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451531  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1356443, 1356457

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING: COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES): NEWS AGENCIES: PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES:
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES: TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451549  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1355817, 2167142, 2182710, 3260089

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS:
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES. IMAGES & SOUNDS: COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES:
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK: TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING: RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
Used Since: 01/01/2017

DELHI

TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451561    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1906726
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS;
COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshOPPING SERVICES;
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO
BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION
SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017

To be associated with:
1842983, 1906726

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2189378
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TELESHOPPING SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
3451591  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2068098, 2151696, 2151702, 2167160

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION: CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR T Eleshopping SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVISION & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVISION BROADCASTING: TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES
MEDIA YAANA
3454672    10/01/2017
MEDIAYAANA COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; MEDIAYAANA COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
# 33, Trident, 2nd Floor, Primrose Road, Bangalore - 560025, Karnataka.
Service Providers
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.
Used Since :23/04/2012

CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO TELECOMMUNICATION, ELECTRONIC, ELECTRIC, AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION OF VOICE, DATA, IMAGES, SIGNALS, AND MESSAGES; BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS; TRANSMISSION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; CABLE RADIO BROADCASTING; RADIO BROADCASTING CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION; RADIO, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATION SERVICES; SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SERVICES AND SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; DATA COMMUNICATION BY ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE OF DATA STORED IN DATABASES ACCESSIBLE VIA TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORKS.
CCI LOGISTICS LIMITED
trading as ;CCI LOGISTICS LIMITED

P-4,BLACK BURN LANE,3RD FLOOR,KOLKATA 700012.

SERVICE PROVIDER.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Used Since :14/01/2005

KOLKATA

TRANSPORT, WAREHOUSING, CUSTOM CLEARING, CLEARING AND FORWARDING, FREIGHT FORWARDING.
1 ALLIED

1586911    02/08/2007

ALLIED VAN LINES, INC.

trading as : ALLIED VAN LINES, INC.

700 OAKMONT LANE, WESTMONT, ILLINOIS 60559, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS

A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE, USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PACKING, STORAGE AND TRUCK TRANSPORTATION OF THE GOODS OF OTHERS.
2199933  05/09/2011
S AND S OCEAN AIR LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;S AND S OCEAN AIR LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.
#449/1, 1ST FLOOR, RAILWAY PARALLEL LANE, NGEF LAYOUT, SADANANDA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560038.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEXTLEGAL SERVICES
437, 9th Main, 2nd Cross, 80 Feet Road, Indira Nagar, Bangalore-560008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES-SHIPPING, FREIGHT FORWARDING, COURIER, TRANSPORTATION AND WAREHOUSING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 39

2201859 08/09/2011
R.PRADEEP
trading as :R.PRADEEP
ASWATHY HOUSE, MANIKKAMANGALAM, P.O, KALADY, PIN-683574, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :01/09/2011

CHENNAI
ARRANGING OF TOURS AND CRUISES, HOUSE BOATS, BACK WATER TOUR OPERATIONS SIGHTSEEING (TOURISM), TRAVEL RESERVATION, TOURIST OFFICES, CAR RETAIL, BOAT RENTAL, VEHICLE RENTAL, TAXI SERVICES, DELIVERY OF GOODS AND MESSAGES, MARINE TRANSPORT, TRANSPORT BROKERAGE, INFORMATION (TRANSPORTATION).
2213469    30/09/2011
K.P.P.THANGAL
trading as ;SAB TRAVELS
SAB TRAVELS, NEAR BUS STAND, PAYYANNUR-670307, KANNUR DIST,KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA
Used Since :15/03/1984

CHENNAI
TOURS, TRAVELS, TICKETING, TOUR PACKAGE, AIR TICKETING, ARRANGING OF TOURS AND CRUISES, TOUR OPERATIONS, SIGHTSEEING (TOURISM), TRAVEL RESERVATION, TOURIST OFFICES, CAR RENTAL, BOAT RENTAL, VEHICLE RENTAL, TAXI SERVICES, DELIVERY OF GOODS AND MESSAGES, MARINE TRANSPORT, TRANSPORT BROKERAGE, FREIGHT (SHIPPING OF GOODS), INFORMATION, (TRANSPORTATION).
SMS

2224261  22/10/2011
NAGESH
trading as ; SMS PACKERS AND MOVERS
NO 37, 4TH CROSS, OUTER RING ROAD, ADARSHA LAYOUT, MALATHAHALLI, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA, PIN-560056
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since : 15/04/2001
CHENNAI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
2235844 18/11/2011
SUNIL KUMAR MUTHYALA
trading as ;Tirumala Cabs
14/4A, 4DBharani Complex, Minister Road, Secanderabad HO, Hyderabad Urban - 500003
Cabs and Cargo Services
Used Since :01/10/2011

CHENNAI
Cabs and Cargo Services
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the
descriptive words in the logo. considering the registration of earlier similar mark of the applicant, this mark is
accepted. This application is accepted for registration subject to association with the Application No. 1338685
class 39 in Certificate No. 570571 Dated : 16/10/2006. Necessary fees should be paid within a month of receipt of
the order copy.
2237103  21/11/2011
MR HIREN RANCHODBHAI PATEL
trading as ;SHREE BHAGWATI TRANSPORT CO
A-306, Millenium Plaza, Opposite, Swaminarayan Temple, Mansi Cross Road, Vastrapur Ahmedabad, Gujarat
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :16/07/2007

AHMEDABAD
TRANSPORT AND LOGISTIC SERVICES
2349403 18/06/2012
INDIAONTIME EXPRESS PVT,LTD.
trading as ;INDIAONTIME EXPRESS PVT,LTD.
AT SURVEY NO.81, S.S.COMMERCIAL ZONE, NAGVARPALYA, C.V.RAMAN NAGAR, BANGALORE-560093, KARNATAKA,
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :23/05/2011
CHENNAI
LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICES, NAMELY STORAGE, TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF
DOCUMENTS, GOODS, PACKAGES, RAW MATERIALS, AND ANY OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR
TRUCK OR ANT OTHER FORM OF TRANSPORTATION.
2467372    28/01/2013

DHIREN GULATI
trading as ;TRAVXPRS
S -21 LGF GREATER KAILASH II NEW DELHI 110048 DELHI INDIA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :17/01/2013

DELHI
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
2595327  12/09/2013
HAMILTON HOUSEWARES PVT. LTD
KAISER-I-HIND BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, CHURRIMBHOY ROAD, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
2595385  12/09/2013
SELECT VENTURES PVT.LTD
109 SUNDER NAGAR NEW DELHI 110003
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1ST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :27/07/2012

DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO TRAVEL AND TOUR RESERVATION, ARRANGING AND BOOKING OF HOLIDAYS, SHORT BREAKS, TRAVEL, TOURS, CRUISES, EXCURSIONS AND SIGHTSEEING, ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS, LUGGAGE HANDLING; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID; CONSULTANCY FOR TOURISTS AND BUSINESS TRAVELLERS INCLUDING DESTINATION SELECTION, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, TRAVEL ROUTE, INFORMATION AND MAPS OF DESTINATION, FLIGHT AND TRANSPORT SCHEDULING; PROVIDING ROAD, RAILWAY, RIVER AND AIR TRANSPORT; AIRLINE, RAILWAYS AND SHIPPING SERVICE; CARGO AND FREIGHT HANDLING
SELECT ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD
109 SUNDAR NAGAR NEW DELHI 110003
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED AND INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
IST FLOOR, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :24/07/2012

To be associated with:
2595385

DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO TRAVEL AND TOUR RESERVATION, ARRANGING AND BOOKING OF HOLIDAYS, SHORT BREAKS, TRAVEL, TOURS, CRUISES, EXCURSIONS AND SIGHTSEEING, ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS, LUGGAGE HANDLING; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID; CONSULTANCY FOR TOURISTS AND BUSINESS TRAVELLERS INCLUDING DESTINATION SELECTION, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, TRAVEL ROUTE, INFORMATION AND MAPS OF DESTINATION, FLIGHT AND TRANSPORT SCHEDULING; PROVIDING ROAD, RAILWAY, RIVER AND AIR TRANSPORT; AIRLINE, RAILWAYS AND SHIPPING SERVICE; CARGO AND FREIGHT HANDLING
DTDC

2595720  13/09/2013
DTDC COURIER AND CARGO LTD.

trading as :DTDC COURIER AND CARGO LTD.

DTDC HOUSE, NO.3, VICTORIA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 047.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :26/07/1990

To be associated with:
1696594, 1696595, 1696596

CHENNAI

COURIER, CARGO, TRANSPORT, FREIGHT AND SUPPLY CHAIN SERVICES; LOGISTICS; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN RELATION TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES; AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
CHUTI CHUTI

2597406  17/09/2013
ALOK RANJAN MONDAL
trading as ;CHUTI CHUTI TRAVELS
6 NO. NASKAR PARA ROAD, JADAV PUR, KOLKATA - 75.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD, KONNAGAR, HOOGHLY, PIN 712 235, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :24/04/2012
KOLKATA
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
2598817   19/09/2013
TRIPOFFER INDIA PVT. LTD.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE

Used Since : 15/07/2013

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATING TO TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO TRAVEL VIA A WEBSITE INCLUDED IN CLASS 39
ATUL SINGH
trading as ; TRAVEL CONNECTION
SHOP NO.149, ARCADE SLIVER 56, 1ST FLOOR, NEW PALASIA, NEAR CHAPPAN DUKAN, INDORE (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 15/03/2004
MUMBAI
TOURS AND TRAVELS
2599646   20/09/2013
SUNIL ANANT NAVGARE
trading as ;KRUPASINDHU TRAVELS
C/10, DARSHAN BLDG. ROS GARDEN COMPLEX, SHANKESHWAR NAGAR, NEW SAIBABA MANDIR, NALLASOPARA (EAST), THANE-401209
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Used Since :01/11/2010
MUMBAI
PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, ARRANGEMENT OF TOURS, AIR TRANSPORT AND CAR RENTAL IN CLASS 39
2599798  20/09/2013

CHHANDA DATTA BISWAS
SWAGATA GHOSH DATTA BISWAS

trading as ;SUVAYATRA TRAVELS
T.G. ROAD, RAMNAGAR, AGARTALA, WEST-TRIPURA, PIN - 799 002, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PARTNERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Used Since :01/04/2013

KOLKATA
Tours & Travel, Online Air & Rail ticket booking for Passengers,Hotel booking,Transport; Packaging And Storage Of Goods; Travel Arrangement

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2600418   23/09/2013
BMA STAINLESS LTD.
P.O.KALYANESHWARI, DIST.BURDWAN, PIN - 713369, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :10/07/2006

KOLKATA
Transport, packaging and storage of goods, travel arrangement, tours & travel services for tourist home, resorts & lodging, meeting rooms, hotels, motels, tourist camps, hotel booking for travellers, restaurants, cruises, voyages, river rafting, sky gliding, para gliding, para sailing, trekking, group tours, arrangement of passports, visa, insurance, travel guides, online booking, e-ticketing, travel portal, courier services, cargo management, logistics.
2600439  23/09/2013
SRINIDHI IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SRINIDHI IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
AT NO.143/74/4, III HOSPITAL STREET, THIRUTHURAIPPOONDI PO AND TALUK, THIRUVARUR 614713, TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BABU ASSOCIATES
FLAT-A, SAVITA MANOR, NO. 33 (OLD NO. 18), MANGADUSAMY STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 034.
Used Since :01/05/2012

CHENNAI
CLEARING AND FORWARDING AGENTS, PORT CLEARANCES, IMPEX LICENSING, STEVEDORES, WAREHOUSEMEN,
FREIGHT FORWARDERS, MULTIMODAL TRANSPORT CONTRACTORS, CARRIERS, STEAMER AND AIR CARGO INTER
NODAL TRANSPORTATION, CUSTOMS HOUSE AGENTS, BOOKING AGENTS, CONTAINER AND OTHER
TRANSPORTATION, PACKAGING AND TRANSPORT OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
2601782    25/09/2013
APNA PALACE HOTELS PVT. LTD.
Opp. District Hospitals, Dhar Road, Near Gangwal Bus Stand, Indore - 452002
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 28
Used Since: 13/04/1999

MUMBAI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement included Class 39.
TAMARIND TOURS PVT LTD
OFFICE NO.101, SHARYANS CENTRE, 3-GURUNANAK ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/09/2013

To be associated with:
1907798, 2602598

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT IN CLASS 39
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED

2603368  27/09/2013
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED
trading as : KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED
POST BOX NO. 3209, AVINASHI ROAD COIMBATORE - 641 014, TAMIL NADU
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPTURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSPORT - COURIERS, LOGISTICS, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT - TRAVEL AND TOURISM

No exclusive right over KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark
SNEH AGRIFOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SNEH AGRIFOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
TU-70, PITAMPURA, DELHI 110034
SERVICES
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since: 25/09/2013
DELHI
WAREHOUSING SERVICES; RENTAL OF WAREHOUSES; TRANSPORT SERVICE; GUARDED TRANSPORT OF GOODS;
FREIGHT FORWARDING; FREIGHTING, PACKAGING OF GOODS, TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS, TRANSPORTATION
INFORMATION; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
LUCCA RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
3/636, Abirami Nagar, Old Karur Road, Dindigul - 624001, Tamil Nadu.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREM RAJA KUMARI
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, BOTTLING SERVICES, STORAGE / WAREHOUSING, STORAGE INFORMATION, WRAPPING OF GOODS
SMARTTAXI

2844978  17/11/2014

MIRDAD TEXTILES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 5/300 E, JEEVA NAGAR EXTENSION, SULTHANPETAI, MANGALAM (P.O), MANGALAM ROAD, TIRUPUR-641663.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Transport; Packaging and Storage of Goods; Travel Arrangement.
2937895 08/04/2015
KUONI REISEN BETEILIGUNGS AG
at Neue Hard 7, 8005 Zurich, Switzerland.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
275587, 1275587, 1698322
MUMBAI
ORGANIZING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF TOURS; SERVICES RELATING TO TRAVEL RESERVATIONS; BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS IN VARIOUS KINDS OF TRANSPORT FOR TRAVEL PURPOSES NAMELY RAILWAY BOOKINGS, BOOKINGS FOR BUS AND OTHER SURFACE VEHICLES, CAR AND COACH RENTALS, AIRLINE BOOKINGS, BOOKING AND ARRANGING CRUISE TRAVEL; ARRANGING SIGHTSEEING; CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
2998440  30/06/2015

RIGHT LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as : RIGHT LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED

No. F42, FOURTH FLOOR, METRO TOWER, 115, POONAMALLEE HIGH ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 084

SERVICE PROVIDERS

a company incorporated under the Indian companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

A K ASSOCIATE

#2, GROUND FLOOR, M.G.ROAD, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600041.

Used Since : 21/06/2004

CHENNAI

CARGO LOADING & UNLOADING, CARGO HANDLING SERVICES
3004130  08/07/2015
UNIPER HOLDING GMBH
E.ON Platz 1, 40479 Düsseldorf, Germany
Service Providers
a company organized and existing under the laws of Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2949924

MUMBAI
Electricity, gas, heat and water supply; Transport and storage of gas; Transport of coal; Transportation services; Storage of electricity
LAUNCHPAD.SOLUTIONS
3016882  25/07/2015
JASUNDEEP SINGH GREWAL S/O JASWINDER SINGH GREAL
trading as ;Launchpad.Solutions
S/O JASWINDER SINGH GREAL SCO 11-12, Basement, Leela Bhawan Market, Patiala
Service Provider
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :24/07/2015
DELHI
travel arrangement;Transport; packaging and storage of goods.
3019028    27/07/2015
AIMIA COALITION LOYALTY UK LIMITED
trading as ;Aimia Coalition Loyalty UK Limited
6th Floor, 80 Strand, London WC2R 0NN, United Kingdom
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301
Used Since :01/11/2001

DELHI
Travel and booking agency services, namely, arranging, booking and reserving holidays, vacations, and tours by land, sea and air.
3057739   16/09/2015
KARVANSARAI TRAVEL & LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD
A-6, Defence Colony Flyover Markt, Opp. Moolchand Hospital, New Delhi – 110024
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :17/12/2013
DELHI
TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TRANSPORTATION, PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION, NEWS & TRAVEL-RELATED TOPICS VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; TRAVEL, EXCURSION, HOTEL TRANSPORTATION & CRUISE ARRANGEMENTS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE DATA IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; ON-LINE TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION & TRAVEL TICKETS RESERVATION SERVICES, PROVIDING TRAVEL PLANNING, INFORMATION, RESERVATION & TICKETING SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION.
KĀRVĀNSĀRAI

3057740 16/09/2015
KARVANSARAI TRAVEL & LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD
A-6, Defence Colony Flyover Markt, Opp. Moolchand Hospital, New Delhi – 110024
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since: 10/10/2014

DELHI
TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES, NAMELY MAKING RESERVATIONS AND BOOKING FOR TRANSPORTATION, PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION, NEWS & TRAVEL-RELATED TOPICS VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; TRAVEL, EXCURSION, HOTEL TRANSPORTATION & CRUISE ARRANGEMENTS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE DATA IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES; ON-LINE TRANSPORTATION RESERVATION & TRAVEL TICKETS RESERVATION SERVICES, PROVIDING TRAVEL PLANNING, INFORMATION, RESERVATION & TICKETING SERVICES FOR TRANSPORTATION.
3103043  20/11/2015
LE HOLDINGS LTD.
trading as ; LE HOLDINGS LTD.
SERTUS CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 2547, CASSIA COURT, CAMANA BAY, GRAND CAYMAN, CAYMAN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Transport; Boat rental; Car transport; Piloting; Car rental; Vehicle rental; Chauffeur services; Rental of warehouses; Escorting of travelers; Motor coach rental.
3155554 08/01/2016
VINAY BOTHRA, MANJU BOTHRA
trading as ;VIBOT ONLINE LLP
8B MIDDLETON STREET, ROOM NO. 9F, KOLKATA 700071, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Used Since :01/10/2015
KOLKATA
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS
3189571    18/02/2016
M W FREIGHT PVT. LTD.
A2/189, Road No 5, Phase - V, Ayanagar, New Delhi - 110047
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI
Freight forwarding, Airline and shipping services, Warehousing, Supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services, namely, storage, transportation and delivery of goods for others by air, rail, ship or truck.
3200309  02/03/2016
DINESHBHAI RANCHHODBHAI MISTRI
trading as ;JAY BHARTI CORPORATION
15,22, Moti Vachan Sheri, Saraspur, Ahmedabad- 18
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/03/2016
AHMEDABAD
MINERAL WATER AND WATER SUPPLY.
3281385  09/06/2016
MERU CAB COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
128, IJMIMA-RAHEJA METROPLEX BEHIND GOREGAON, SPORTS CLUB OFF LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400 064
Service Providers
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VOHRA & VOHRA
L-4073, Devinder Vihar, Sector- 56, Gurgaon-122011
Used Since : 16/01/2015
To be associated with:
1532952, 2302504, 2536854, 2536855
MUMBAI
Providing taxi services
3314467  20/07/2016

PRATHEEP P S
1112, SOBHA ROSE, WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE -560 066, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATED TO TRAVEL, TOURISM, DESTINATIONS AND PLACES; PROVIDING GUIDANCE, REVIEWS, RATINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SERVICES RELATED TO TRAVEL AND TOURISM; SHARING OF INFORMATION, FEEDBACK AND EXPERIENCES FEATURING TRAVEL, TOURISM AND TOURIST DESTINATIONS; PROVIDING TRAVEL AND TOURISM RELATED SERVICES AND INFORMATION; PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO TOURISTS RELATING TO EXCURSIONS AND SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS; CONSULTANCY RELATING TO TOURIST TRAVEL AND SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS; ONLINE INFORMATION AND BOOKING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TOURIST TRAVEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017

3398417 28/10/2016

SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3398416

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
Lively Roadsters

3411105   16/11/2016
AJAY USHARANJAN PAUL
trading as ; Suppliers, Traders or Service Provider
at Flat No 208, Sunshree The Gold Nibm Road, Kondhwa Pune Maharashtra 411048 India
Trader, Supplier and Service provider
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUYOG
Shaniwarpeth,Deulgaonraja
Used Since :23/06/2016
MUMBAI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
SPARTEN
3412106   18/11/2016
SPARTEN GRANITO PVT. LTD.
JETPAR ROAD, NR. RANGPAR VILLAGE, AT : JIVAPAR, MORBI - 363630. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, COURIERS SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
3413027  18/11/2016
VARUN GUPTA
9 Prithvi Raj Road, AS-3 Marble Arch Apartments, New Delhi-110011
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129 IIND FLOOR LAJPAT NAGAR-I NEW DELHI-110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
3413056    20/11/2016
RAJANI SHARMA ALIAS RAJANI MAHALAXMI SATWANTI
VILLAGE, NAGLA HARJIWAN, (BHAG MUJAHIDPUR) POST MAHAVAN, DISTT. MATHURA, (U.P.) 281305
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :18/03/1995
DELHI
Transport, packaging and storage of goods, travel arrangement.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3413402  21/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041844
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
3413571  19/11/2016
SANTOSH ALLURI VERMA
No1 Madhu Hans Building, 263 Dr Annie Besant Road, Behind Union Bank, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI
Transport, Packaging and storage of goods, Travel arrangement
3415703  22/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041911

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
3416408    23/11/2016
D.SAMJEBARAJ
trading as ;JJ WATER SUPPLIERS
NO.3, WATER TANK COMPLEX, TAMIL SANGAM ROAD, SIMMAKKAL, MADURAI-625 001, TAMILNADU INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.P.PADMANABHAN,BA,BL.
NO:90, J.J.COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040.
Used Since :01/01/2007
CHENNAI
JJ WATER SUPPLIERS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
CAPRI OVERSEAS EDUCOM

3416976    23/11/2016
MR. ASHOK DHRUVA
trading as ;CAPRI OVERSEAS EDUCOM
20, EASTERN SOCIETY, OPP. EMPEROR BUILDING, FATEHGUNJ MAIN ROAD, FATEHGUNJ, VADODARA-390002.
GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ARRANGING FOR VISA TRAVEL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 39.
FAD INTERNATIONAL
3416979 23/11/2016
MR. ASHOK DHRUVA
trading as : FAD INTERNATIONAL
20, EASTERN SOCIETY, OPP. EMPEROR BUILDING, FATEHGUNJ MAIN ROAD, FATEHGUNJ, VADODARA-390002.
GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ARRANGING FOR VISA TRAVEL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 39.
3419004 24/11/2016
JAMES GEORGE  
trading as ;ADVENTURESCAPE  
18/13, 3rd Floor, Pusa Lane, Jhandewalan, New Delhi - 110005, Delhi NCR  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA  
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu  
Used Since :12/12/2015

DELHI  
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, TRANSPORT RESERVATION, TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION, TRAVEL AND PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL, BUS TRANSPORT, TAXI TRANSPORT, TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS, TRAVEL RESERVATION, TRANSPORT SERVICES FOR SIGHTSEEING TOURS, ARRANGING OF TRAVEL TOURS
3419603  25/11/2016
NAQEL COMPANY
trading as ;Naqel Company
P.O. Box 6164, Riyadh 11442, Saudi Arabia. (Street Address: Diplomatic Quarter, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia)
Service Provider.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH
ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075
Used Since :24/05/2016
DELHI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
3421361  28/11/2016

MOHAMED FAWAZ
Baitul Qamar, Saad-bin-vaqaz street, Bunder Road, 6th Cross Road, Bhatkal, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELIZABETH SUBASH
3-19,Santhome Estate,Ajri,Kundapura,udupi-576283,karnataka,india
Used Since :22/01/2016

CHENNAI
ARRANGEMENTS OF TOURS AND TRAVELS, TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL AGENCY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF TOURS & TRAVEL; TRAVEL RESERVATION; ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS; TRAVEL GUIDE SERVICES; TRANSPORT SERVICES; TRAVEL CONSULTANCY; HOLIDAY TRAVEL RESERVATION SERVICES; BOOKING OF TICKETS FOR TRAVEL; BUS TICKET BOOKING SERVICES, TRAIN TICKET BOOKING SERVICES, AIR TICKET BOOKING SERVICES; ARRANGING OF SIGHTSEEING TOURS; TRAVEL INFORMATION SERVICES.
Mink
3431626   09/12/2016
AAKARSHAN BHARDWAJ
trading as ;Mink
S-5/50, Sec-2, Rd-5, Professor Colony, Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/05/2016
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, TAXI TRANSPORT, TRAVEL AND PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION, CAR TRANSPORT, TRAVEL RESERVATION, TRANSPORT OF TRAVELLERS
3432285  14/12/2016
VIKING TECHNOLOGY AND TRADE PVT. LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI- 400 076
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES OF TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
3432934  15/12/2016
LANDSCAPE HOSPITALITY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
B-18, CHOICE APPTTS, 1043 WARD NO.-8, JAIN MANDIR ROAD, MEHRAULI NEW DELHI SOUTH WEST DELHI-110030.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KAUSHIK & ASSOCIATES
D-248, 101, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE LAXMI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
DYCINE

3435039  19/12/2016

DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANAG SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :03/08/2010

DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
3435481    17/12/2016
NUMISMATIC CONSERVATION SERVICES, LLC
5501 Communications Parkway, Sarasota, Florida 34240, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049

Used Since: 04/08/2002

To be associated with:
3435471

DELHI

Storage of coins.
3437694    21/12/2016
ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
G 4, AL AMANA TOWER, OLAVANNA, CALICUT, CALICUT DISTRICT, 673 019 PIN, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :29/04/2010
CHENNAI
ARRANGING OF TOURS TRAVELS HAJJ UMRAH SERVICES SIGHTSEEING ESCORTING CRUISES HOUSE BOAT BACK
WATER TOUR OPERATORS RENTAL OF BOAT BUS CAR FLIGHT SHIP COACHES VEHICLE INFORMATION OF ROAD
RAIL RIVER AIR MARINE AMBULANCE RESERVATIONS TOURIST OFFICES TRAVEL VISAS PASSPORTS AND TRAVEL
DOCUMENTATION DELIVERY FOR ORDER PLACED BY MAIL OR TELEPHONE OR TELEX OR FACSIMILE OR E-MAIL OR
BY PERSON OR WEBSITE WATER SUPPLY COURIER FREIGHT SERVICES PARCEL DELIVERY RENTAL OF WAREHOUSE
OR GARAGE
3438395  21/12/2016
PARTHO PROTIM BANERJEE
HASTINGS TOWERS, FLAT NO. 9D KASBA, KOLKATA - 700 042
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASISH GHOSH
SEENERGI IPR, 7K TANGRA 2ND LANE, KOLKATA-700046
Used Since :25/07/2016

To be associated with:
3219654, 3219655

KOLKATA
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement
Redibike

3439633    23/12/2016

DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED

trading as ;DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES LIMITED

8-2-337, ROAD NO.3, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, TELANGANA , INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA,

Used Since :01/12/2016

CHENNAI

SERVICES FOR THE TRANSPORT OF PEOPLE FROM ONE PLACE TO ANOTHER BY ROAD AND SERVICES NECESSARILY CONNECTED WITH SUCH TRANSPORT; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
Meal Bucket

3441013  26/12/2016
ZAV ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
204/22, GAURAV TOWER, G-BLOCK COMMERCIAL COMPLEX BEHIND PVR CINEMA, VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI-110018
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERITAS PROTECTION SERVICE
S-557 HIRA COMPLEX 2ND FLOOR OFFICE NO 209 SCHOOL BLOCK SHAKARPAR DELHI-110092
Used Since :21/12/2016

DELHI

FOOD DELIVERY, FOOD DELIVERY SERVICES, DELIVERY OF FOOD BY RESTAURANTS, DELIVERY OF HAMPERS CONTAINING FOOD AND DRINKS, DELIVERY OF FOOD AND DRINK PREPARED FOR CONSUMPTION.
3441014  26/12/2016
ZAV ENGINEERS PVT. LTD.
204/22, GAURAV TOWER, G-BLOCK COMMERCIAL COMPLEX BEHIND PVR CINEMA, VIKAS PURI NEW DELHI-110018
TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERITAS PROTECTION SERVICE
S-557 HIRA COMPLEX 2ND FLOOR OFFICE NO 209 SCHOOL BLOCK SHAHARPUR DELHI-110092
Used Since: 21/12/2016

To be associated with:
3441013

DELHI
FOOD DELIVERY, FOOD DELIVERY SERVICES, DELIVERY OF FOOD BY RESTAURANTS, DELIVERY OF HAMPERS CONTAINING FOOD AND DRINKS, DELIVERY OF FOOD AND DRINK PREPARED FOR CONSUMPTION.
3442739  28/12/2016
MOTIL DEVI ORGANIC FOOD INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
D-21, GROUND FLOOR, PANDARI TEXTILE MARKET, RAIPUR, (CHHATTISGARH), PIN-492001
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antphill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT IN CLASS 39
3443898  28/12/2016
MR. NISHAN SINGH
trading as ;M/s. NISHAN DHILLON TPT CO.
VILLAGE PANJWAR, TEHSIL & DISTRICT TARN TARAN, PUNJAB-143301
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMPERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
TRANSPORT SERVICE
3444154    29/12/2016
RUCHIKA MEHTA
trading as ; RAHAGIR TRAVELS
FLAT NO-55, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK-4, SUBHASH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110027
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
RAJENDRA JAIRAM BHOIR  
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES  
GALA NO.B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N.H.NO.03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE-421601, MAHARASHTRA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
INDIAN NATIONAL  
Used Since: 06/01/2014  
MUMBAI  
TOURS AND TRAVELES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39
3446974   29/12/2016
ABBOTTROOMS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Ground Floor, Tower B Technopolis Building, Golf Course Road Sector-54, Gurgaon, Haryana-122001
Services Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA JAIN
H-2697, Sector-49, Sainik Colony, Faridabad, Haryana
Used Since :07/03/2016

DELHI
Tours and Travels Organizing and Arranging
3447619    31/12/2016

E-FAST PRIVATE LIMITED

trading as ;E-FAST PRIVATE LIMITED

Empora Views, Second Floor, NO.33, Malaparamba Junction, Malaparamba P.O, Kozhikode District, Pincode 673009, Kerala, India

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

UPRIGHT LEGAL SOLUTIONS

NO.9/437-B6, CHALATH TOWER, OPP.COURT COMPLEX GATE, COURT ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001. KERALA

Used Since :09/06/2016

CHENNAI

Transport, Tram transport, Transport reservation, Transportation information, Transportation logistics, Freight [shipping of goods], Freight forwarding, Freighting, Garage rental, Freight Brokerage, Transport Brokerage, Delivery of goods by mail order, Vehicle rental.
3448183    02/01/2017
M/S. OWIC CAR RENTAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. OWIC CAR RENTAL PRIVATE LIMITED
18/162, M.P. PURA INFRONT OF KAILASH CINEMA, FATEHABAD ROAD, TAJGANJ, AGRA (UTTAR PRADESH). SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO
36- SMT BHAGIRATHI DEVI MARG KHANDRI AGRA 282003 UP
Used Since :31/10/2016

DELHI
TRANSPORT SERVICE FOR HUMAN, TRANSPORT SERVICE FOR ANIMAL, TRANSPORT RELATING SERVICES FOR GOODS, SERVICE CONNECTED WITH HIRING OF TRANSPORT VEHICLES, VEHICLES RENT SERVICE, TRANSPORT SERVICE WITH THE PACKING AND PARCELLING OF GOODS AND TRANSPORT SERVICE.
I-APEX AGRICOLD

3448200  02/01/2017

ANEES KHAN
MOHALLA AMBEDKAR NAGAR, KADURA, KALPI, JALAUN 285203, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Used Since :01/12/2016

DELHI
PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, ICE AND COLD STORAGE
3448253 03/01/2017

ERA HOTEL & RESORTS

trading as ERA HOTEL & RESORTS

CAPER HOUSE, 327, FIRST FLOOR, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE IV, GURGAON 122016

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since: 04/04/2014

DELHI

TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, AIR TRANSPORT, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL, BUS TRANSPORT, CAR TRANSPORT, CAR RENTAL, COURIER SERVICES, PASSENGER TRANSPORT, RAILWAY TRANSPORT, TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS.
3448705  03/01/2017
MINIBO ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MINIBO ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
MINIBO ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED,5/742 A, SIVASAKTHI,VASANTH NAGAR,PATTURAICKAL,TRICHUR,THRISSUR- 680022,KERALA,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.
Used Since :24/11/2016
CHENNAI
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT INCLUDING ARRANGEMENT OF VEHICLES AND HOTELS; PROVIDING VEHICLES FOR RENT; TOUR OPERATORS;
SUNBRIGHT OVERSEAS

3449899 04/01/2017

SUMIT KUMAR S/O SH. LAL CHAND,
trading as ;M/s SunBright Overseas, Abov Indus Ind Bank, Near Madhu Hotel, Yamuna nagar -135001
C-7/727,Sham Sunder Puri, Jagadhari - Distt Yamuna Nagar (Haryana)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :06/10/2013

DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO TOURIST OFFICES, ARRANGING FOR TRAVEL VISAS, STUDY VISA, BUSINESS VISA, PASSPORTS & TRAVEL DOCUMENTS FOR PERSONS TRAVELING ABROAD, ARRANGING OF TOURS & SIGHTSEEING, ESCORTING OF TRAVELS, TRANSPORT AND CARRIER SERVICES BY LAND, AIR, SEA AND MAIL, CAR, SHIP & COACH RENTAL, RESERVATION OF ALL TYPES OF TRANSPORT, TRAVELS AND HOTELS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS, TRAVEL MANAGEMENT, VEHICLE RENTAL & CAB SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
3451893  06/01/2017
TRUX APP PRIVATE LIMITED
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :19/11/2016
DELHI
Transport, packaging and storage of goods, travel arrangement
3452238  06/01/2017  
BAJINIA EXPRESS CARGO PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;BAJINIA EXPRESS CARGO PRIVATE LIMITED  
NEAR JAT DHARAMSHALA, VPO BAJINA, TH. TOSHAM, DISTRICT BHIWANI, PIN -127111, HARYANA, INDIA  
MANUFACTURING & TRADING  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.  
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.  
Used Since :04/04/2016  
DELHI  
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
3454295   10/01/2017
JUST BUY LIVE ENTERPRISE PRIVATE LIMITED
404, Sunrise Business Park, Plot no. B#68, Road no. 16, Wagle Industrial Estate, Thane (W) - 400604
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
Transport, packaging and storage of goods, freighting, storage/warehousing, transportation logistics, packaging of goods.
NEELAKSHI COURIERS
3456337  10/01/2017
HEMANT RAMESH PATIL
trading as : NEELAKSHI COURIERS
ROOM NO 18, MALEKAR NIWAS, JAI BHAWANI MATA MARG, NEAR SHIVSENA SHAKHA, AMBOLI, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI 400058 MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
11, GURU GORAKH COLONY, NEAR NAGAR NIGAM STADIUM, SANGANER, JAIPUR - 302029 - RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 23/12/2016

MUMBAI
COURIER AND CARGO SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
MysticCures

2161340 17/06/2011
MYSTIC CURES LTD.
H - 35/3, CONNAUGHT CIRCUS, NEW DELHI
SERVICE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL KUMAR
JUS CUNSOIUM A-65, SEC-71, NOIDA U.P-201301
Used Since : 14/09/1998

DELHI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
2275464    01/02/2012
ANAND JEWELS INDORE PVT. LTD.
G-1, NRK BUSINESS PARK, SCHEME NO. 54, PU4, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :26/04/2007

MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
TRIBOMOL

2391230  06/09/2012
TRIBOLOGY INDIA LTD.
trading as ;TRIBOLOGY INDIA LTD.
NEXT TO SUNDARAM BRAKE LININGS LTD, TVS COMPLEX, PADI, CHENNAI - 600050.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SURFACE COATING / PAINTING ON METAL OR NON - METAL COMPONENTS
"GOPAL'S FRIER'S DELIGHT"

2594851  11/09/2013

SRI GOPAL GUPTA
APOORV GUPTA
VINEETA GUPTA

trading as ;HARI CHAND SHRI GOPAL

339, F.I.E., PATPARGANJ, DELHI 110092
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI

TREATMENT OF MATERIAL; TREATMENT & PROCESSING OF RAW TOBACCO TO THE STAGE OF READY TOBACCO, FOOD PRODUCTS, DHOOP, AGARBATTI, HAWAN SAMAGIRI, CONFECTIONERY. CHIPS, SCENTED SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS, MATCHES INCLUDED IN CLASS 40.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 40

2595328 12/09/2013
HAMILTON HOUSEWARES PVT. LTD
KAISER-I-HIND BUILDING, 3RD FLOOR, CHURRIMBHOY ROAD, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE AND COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
VENTUS ENERGY GROUP, SHREE TOWERS, 2ND FLOOR, 578, ANNASALAI, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI-600018, INDIA.

MANISH BHAGNARI
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru nanak High School, ULHASNAGAR 421004

GENERATION OF ELECTRICITY FROM SOLAR ENERGY; PRODUCTION OF ENERGY; PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER GENERATION.
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED

2603369    27/09/2013
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED
trading as ;KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED
POST BOX NO. 3209, AVINASHI ROAD COIMBATORE - 641 014, TAMIL NADU
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
No exclusive right over KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 40

2606927  04/10/2013
NOSHIR J. SETHNA
trading as ;JADE LIFESTYLES INDIA
218, JAYWANT INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 63 TARDEO ROAD, MUMBAI 400034.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARYLOU A BILAWAL
Wadia Ghandy & Co, NM Wadia Buildings, 2nd Floor, Fort, Mumbai 400001
Used Since :01/02/2013
MUMBAI
TAILORING SERVICES
2996977  30/06/2015
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED
PLOT NO. R 847/1/1, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, RABALE, NAVI MUMBAI - 400701, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
RETAILERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since :01/04/2015

MUMBAI
TAILORING AND STITCHING ALL TYPES OF GARMENTS AND ACCESSORIES AND TREATMENT OF MATERIALS INCLUDING DYEING, CLEANING, EDGING, CUTTING, TREATING, WATERPROOFING, FIREPROOFING, PRE-SHRINKING, ALTERATION, CUSTOM FASHIONING, MOTHPROOFING, GLOSSING AND SATINING OF TEXTILE, CLOTHS, FUR, LACE AND LEATHER MATERIALS.
RADHIKA TAILORS

3242920  25/04/2016
HARI KRISHAN VERMA
trading as ;TAILORING, STCHING ETC
S/O RAM LAL, H. NO 1100, WARD NO 13, MOHALLA JALOTIAN, JALANDHAR CITY PUNJAB 144040
TAILORING , STITCHING AND TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK WADHWA ADVOCATE
EE-63 BAGH KARAM BAKSH, JALANDHAR
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
TAILORING , STITCHING AND TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
3398418  28/10/2016

SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
3398419   28/10/2016
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3398418
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
SPARTEN

3412107    18/11/2016

SPARTEN GRANITO PVT. LTD.
JETPAR ROAD, NR. RANGPAR VILLAGE, AT : JIVAPAR, MORBI - 363630. GUJARAT - INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, 2ND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, O/S. RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380022.
GUJARAT - INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO TREATMENT OF MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 40.
3413403    21/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041845
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
3413572   19/11/2016
SANTOSH ALLURI VERMA
No1 Madhu Hans Building, 263 Dr Annie Besant Road, Behind Union Bank, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2016
MUMBAI
Treatment of materials
3415704  22/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041912
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
MR. PARVEEN MALIK trading as ;ALPHA ENGINEERS & SERIVCES
D-1, SECTOR -5, DSIDC, BAWANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI-110039.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARAMOUNT TRADE MARKS CO.
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
MATERIAL HANDLING, AND STORAGE SOLUTIONS, CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS FOR MATERIAL HANDLING & STORAGE, TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
MAXIM LABEL AND PACKAGING SHANGHAI CO., LTD.
NO. 639 HONG ZHONG ROAD, MIN HANG DISTRICT, 201103 SHANGHAI CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH & ASSOCIATES
505, PEARLS BUSINESS PARK, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE PITAMPURA DELHI 110034

Used Since : 28/09/2016

DELHI
APPLYING FINISHES TO TEXTILES, GARMENT DECORATION SERVICES, TAILORING (CUSTOM MANUFACTURE), PATTERN PRINTING, CUSTOM FABRICATING, MAKING OR MANUFACTURING OF GOODS OR MATERIALS (FOR OTHERS), LEATHER WORKING, PAPER TREATING, EMBROIDERING OF LABELS, OFFSET PRINTING.
3431773  14/12/2016
CANDOR POWER PRIVATE LIMITED
HUBTOWN SOLARIS BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR, UNIT NO. 406, N.S. PHADKE MARG, NEAR TELLI GALL, ANDHERI (EAST)
MUMBAI 400069
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, 133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since : 16/09/2016
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS; TREATMENT OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES; GENERATION OF ENERGY AND POWER;
GENERATION OF ENERGY AND POWER FROM RENEWABLE RESOURCES; PROCESSING AND TRANSFORMATION OF
ENERGY; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE GENERATION OF ENERGY,
TREATMENT, RECYCLING, TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY
3431775   14/12/2016
CANDOR POWER PRIVATE LIMITED
HUBTOWN SOLARIS BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR, UNIT NO. 406, N.S. PHADKE MARG, NEAR TELLI GALI, ANDHERI (EAST)
MUMBAI 400069
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :16/09/2016

To be associated with:
3431773

MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS; TREATMENT OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES; GENERATION OF ENERGY AND POWER;
GENERATION OF ENERGY AND POWER FROM RENEWABLE RESOURCES; PROCESSING AND TRANSFORMATION OF
ENERGY; PROVISION OF INFORMATION, PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO THE GENERATION OF ENERGY,
TREATMENT, RECYCLING, TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY
DYCINE

3435040    19/12/2016
DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANGL SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :03/08/2010
DELHI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS FOR USE IN PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3435482    17/12/2016
NUMISMATIC CONSERVATION SERVICES, LLC
5501 Communications Parkway, Sarasota, Florida 34240, USA
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :04/08/2002

To be associated with:
3435472
DELHI
Treatment of coins for the purpose of preservation.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017  Class 40

3436469  16/12/2016
B AND C AGRI SOLUTIONS LLP
In-between UAS Dharwad and Bypass P.B Road, Shantisagar Colony, Narendra, Dharwad, Karnataka, India - 580005
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekananda Road, HBR Layout, 1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043
Used Since: 03/10/2014

CHENNAI

Material Treatment This class includes mainly services not included in other classes, rendered by the mechanical or chemical processing or transformation of objects or inorganic or organic substances.
AMEX

3438501  22/12/2016
AMEX ALLOYS PRIVATE LTD
trading as ;AMEX ALLOYS PRIVATE LTD
SF NO 289/2, KUNNATHUR PUDUR (POST), SATHY ROAD, COIMBATORE, TAMIL NADU, INDIA PIN - 641107
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
U.KASIPANDIAN
B1, SIRNIVASA APARTMETNS, 24D,GREENWAYS ROAD, RAJA ANNAMALAI PURAM, CHENNAI-600 028.
Used Since :01/12/2003

CHENNAI
SERVICES RENDERED BY MECHANICAL OR CHEMICAL PROCESSING OR TRANSFORMATION OF OBJECTS INCLUDING
SERVICES OF TREATMENT OF METALS WHICH INVOLVE CUTTING, SHAPING, CASTING, FOUNDRY, MOLDING,
POLISHING BY ABRASION OR METAL COATING, PREPARATION OF COMMON METALS, METAL CASTOR AND THEIR
ALLOYS
3439607   22/12/2016

AMIT JOSHI

trading as ;SastiPasti - We collect Pasti from your doorstep

A - 61, Shantivan Tower, Devidas Lane, Near Lawrence School, Borivali - West, Mumbai - 400092, Maharashtra

SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :09/11/2016

MUMBAI

TREATMENT AND TRANSFORMATION OF MATERIALS, PAPER FINISHING, PAPER TREATING, RECYCLING AND WASTE TREATMENT, RECYCLING OF WASTE AND TRASH, SORTING OF WASTE AND RECYCLABLE MATERIAL [TRANSFORMATION], UPCYCLING [WASTE RECYCLING], WASTE TREATMENT [TRANSFORMATION]
3440402  24/12/2016
RAJA K G
trading as ;Libey
Libey Fashionz, Prathibha Eye Hospital Building, Opposite Syndicate Bank, Kadri Rd, Mangaluru - 575002, Karnataka
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/02/2015
CHENNAI
CUSTOM MANUFACTURE AND ASSEMBLY SERVICES, CLOTHING ALTERATION, CUSTOM FASHIONING OF FUR, CUSTOM TAILORING, CUSTOM ASSEMBLING OF MATERIALS FOR OTHERS, DRESSMAKING, EMBROIDERING, FRAMING OF WORKS OF ART
3442151    24/12/2016
JITENDER MAKAN
trading as ;SERVICE PROVIDER
330, SHOP NO. B-5, SUPERTECH MARKET, SECTOR-4, VAISHALLI, GHAZIABAD,UP-201010
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
, ADVOCATE
AWAR LEGAL ASSOCIATES, 103, PARADISE COMPLEX, SAROJINI MARG, BEHIND PARK PRIME HOTEL, NEAR STATUE CIRCLE, JAIPUR - 302005, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS.
BURLINGTONS' OF CALCUTTA

3443654    28/12/2016
HARI OM SOOD
RATUL SOOD
trading as BURLINGTONS' OF CALCUTTA
43 PARK MANSIONS,PARK STREET,KOLKATA 700016
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Used Since:01/01/1971

KOLKATA
TAILORING SERVICES.
3445397 30/12/2016
RAJENDRA JAIRAM BHOIR
trading as ;POURNIMA INDUSTRIES
GALA NO.B-14, APURVA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, N.H.NO.03, MANAS MANDIR ROAD, ASANGAON (WEST), THANE-421601, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :06/01/2014
MUMBAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 40
3449747  04/01/2017
LSC INFRATECH LTD
trading as LSC INFRATECH LTD
COMPOUND KUMAR OXYGEN LTD, RAMPUR ROAD, RUDRAPUR, U.S. NAGAR, UTTRAKHAND-263153
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since: 22/10/2012
DELHI
STONE CRUSHING
1884900 16/11/2009
ACE CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as ;ACE CHARITABLE TRUST
CHERANI, KARUVAMBRAM (P.O) MANJERI 676121 PIN ERNAD TALUK OF MALAPPURAM DISTRICT KERALA
-
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
ROLL NO; K/1000/2003, TRADE INPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURTGATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM -DIST, KERALA-
676 121.
Used Since :28/10/2006
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, COLLEGES, CENTRE FOR ARTS, SCIENCE, ENGINEERING, LAW AND COMMERCE, ENTRANCE
COACHING; CONDUCTING LECTURES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, COLLEGIUMS,
STUDY SCHOOLS IN DIFFERENT SYLLABUS LIKE CBSE, SCERT, NCERT, ICSE, IGCSE ETC., MONTESSORI, EUROKID,
VOCATIONAL AND SPORTS SCHOOLS; POST GRADUATE COLLEGES ,TEACHERS TRAINING LIKE T.T.C, B.ED. ETC.
1971002 26/05/2010
VEDANTA EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS
trading as ;VEDANTA EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS
L-3/44 MOHAN GARDEN UTTAM NAGAR NEW DELHI-110059
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDAIN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOOD DEAL CONSULTANTS
334A/4, 1ST FLOOR GOVINDPURI KALKAJI NEW DELHI
Used Since :01/01/2005
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
WLLNESS SPHERE-A BINA ASHAR INITIATIVE

1975313 04/06/2010

BINA ASHAR trading as; BINA ASHAR

8-B, Jenab court, 14 Forjett Hill rd, Near Bhatia, Hospital, Mumbai - 36

Service Provider

INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102

Used Since: 01/01/2010

MUMBAI

PROVIDING TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF DIET AND NUTRITION
THE SHIVOM PRINCIPLE OF BEYOND LIFE HIGHEST FREQUENCY GRAVITATION OF THE UNIVERSE

1989651 06/07/2010
VINOD KHODARIA
trading as ;VINOD KHODARIA
144A IIND FLOOR KATRA MASHROO DARIBA KALAN DELHI-06
SERVICES & CONSULTANCY PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since :30/06/2010

To be associated with:
1885486, 1885497, 1907295, 1907296, 1907297, 1907298

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
S.S.D.M.M.U FOUNDATION
1993937  15/07/2010
S.S.D.M.M.U FOUNDATION
144 A/203 IIND FLOOR KATRA MASHROO DARBA KALAN DELHI-06
SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :05/07/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
1996836    21/07/2010
ATUL CHANDRA DUBEY
HERAMB SHARMA
ASHWANI
9 HARGOBIND ENCLAVE MAIN VIKAS MARG DELHI-92
TRANSLATION AND TRANSLITERATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 5 & 7, 10, HAILEY RD, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :01/09/2004

DELHI
PROVIDING SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL EDUCATION CONSULTANCY, EDUCATION CENTERS, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COACHING SERVICES, TRAINING SERVICES, TEACHING SERVICES, TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, TECHNICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, CAREER COUNSELING, PROVIDING JOB-ORIENTED EDUCATIONAL COURSES, PUBLISHING AND PRINTING OF EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE INCLUDING ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING, ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES RELATED TO EDUCATION
1996856  21/07/2010
VIJAY VISWANATHAN
trading as ;FASHION DC
NO. 16/15, 3RD FLOOR, 3RD CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :03/01/2000

CHENNAI
SCHOOL FOR ACTING AND MODELLING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

1996857 21/07/2010
VIJAY VISWANATHAN
trading as ;FASHION DC
NO. 16/15, 3RD FLOOR, 3RD CROSS STREET, KASTURIBAI NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C . N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :02/04/2003

CHENNAI
THEATRE CLUB FOR CHILDREN AND THEATRE TRAINING FOR CHILDREN

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD KIDS.
1997019  22/07/2010
TECH PLUS MEDIA PVT.LTD.
370 A, 2D FLOOR SANT NAGAR EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI-110065
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
SERVICES OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION RELATING TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING ENTERTAMMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING THROUGH ACDEMISE, SCHOOLS, INSTRUCTION SERVICES, TEACHING, TUITIONS, LIBRARIES, PUBLICATION OF TEXT BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, BOOK MOBILE SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING COLLOQUIUMS, CORIFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUUNS, WORKSHOPS, ORGANIZING COMPETITIONS (EDUCATION AND ENTERTAIRUNENT), EXHIBITIONS
SHANTI GYAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

1997125   22/07/2010

SHANTI GYAN EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
7/123-124 Ramesh Nagar, New Delhi - 110015
ALL TYPES OF SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/04/2004

DELHI
ALL TYPES OF SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTES
1997615  23/07/2010
KULDEEP SONI
trading as ;K7 T.V.NEWS NETWORK
A-160 A-BLOCK NEAR SHERAWALI MANDIR JAHANGIRPURI DELHI-33
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :25/12/2008
DELHI
T.V.NEWS, DOWMENTRY , SOCIAL & RELIGIONS BOG., INTERVIW, SERIALS, CULTURAL ACTIVITES ETC.
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9 TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI - 400 021.
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/02/2002
To be associated with:
1244561
MUMBAI
Arranging and conducting entertainment, sports & games activities; live performances; IT & computer training; Vocational & skill development guidance (education or training advice); Educational services; Providing education to the underprivileged children; Club services; Organizing colloquiaums, seminars, symposiums, conferences & training workshops; Publication, Providing & organizing of educational, cultural, entertainment competitions, shows & festivals; Event management.
2088413  24/01/2011
PIONEER BOOK CO. PVT. LTD
C-14, ROYAL INDUSTRIES ESTATE, 5-B, NAIGAUM CROSS RD., WADALA, MUMBAI - 400 031.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, TEXTS, MAGAZINES, ENTERTAINMENTS, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, EXHIBITION OF CULTURAL PROGRAMMES, ARRANGING OF CONTESTS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS, ORGANIZING OF CULTURAL PROGRAMMES, ORGANIZING OF SHOWS, LIVE PERFORMANCES, FILM PRODUCTION, GAME SERVICES / GAMING, LOTTERIES (OPERATING).
SUNRISE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AND JUNIOR COLLEGE

2176521  18/07/2011

SUNIL INDERLAL TALREJA

trading as ;SIDDHI EDUCATION TRUST

VILLAGE VAALIVALI, BADLAPUR(WEST)-421503 (DIST THANE)

MANUFACTURERS

INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DIPAK S. MOHINANI, ADVOCATE

601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-3.

Used Since : 30/06/2010

MUMBAI

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS, ACADEMIC TEACHING FROM NURSERY TO COLLEGE, TUITIONS, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
X-ZONE

2177401  19/07/2011

VIACOM 18 MEDIA PVT. LTD.
ZION BIZWORLD, 461/462, 5TH FLOOR, SUBHASH ROAD-A, NEXT TO GARWARE INSTITUTE, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400057.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS; FILM PRODUCTION; CINEMA PRESENTATION; RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES; MOVIE STUDIOS; TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT; AUDIO VIDEO PROGRAMMES; ENTERTAINMENT; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING;
2186646   05/08/2011
NINE DEGREES INC.
#1, COMMERCIAL HOUSE, CENTRAL AVENUE, KALYANI NAGAR, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA, PIN-411006.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GANESH SHANKAR HINGMIRE
959, BUDHWAR PETH, PUNE-411 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND RELATED SERVICES
DHOOM 3
2193798 23/08/2011
YASH RAJ FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
YASH RAJ FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED # 5, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP SERVICES
Brain League IP Services, No. 18, 2nd floor, 5th A Cross, 24th Main, J.P.Nagar 2nd phase, Bangalore-78
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY ENTERTAINMENT RELATED TO FILM PRODUCTION, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND OTHER SIMILAR ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1319835.
2195455    25/08/2011
PRATIBHA MILIND LADGE
trading as ;FUN SCHOOL
FULORA BUNGLOW, NEXT TO PARANJAPE AKASHDEEP SCHEME, GANESH NAGAR, DHAYARI, PUNE-411041
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :30/04/2005
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION FOR PLAYGROUP NURSERY, JR KG AND SR. KG. SERVICE FOR THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA ONLY
INDEGENE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INDEGENE LIFESYSTEMS PVT. LTD
4TH FLOOR, PINE VALLEY, EMBASSY GOLF LINKS BUSINESS PARK, OFF INTERMEDIATE RING ROAD, BANGALORE-560071
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062
Used Since : 02/08/2011

CHENNAI
ORGANISING OF MEETINGS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMMERCIAL, TRADE AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES.
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo..
Pharma Future

2196195  26/08/2011
INDEGENE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : INDEGENE LIFESYSTEMS PVT. LTD
4TH FLOOR, PINE VALLEY, EMBASSY GOLF LINKS BUSINESS PARK, OFF INTERMEDIATE RING ROAD, BANGALORE-560071
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP SERVICES
Brain League IP Services, No. 18, 2nd floor, 5th A Cross, 24th Main, J.P.Nagar 2nd phase, Bangalore-78
Used Since : 02/08/2011

CHENNAI
ORGANISING OF MEETINGS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES AND SEMINARS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COMMERCIAL, TRADE AND BUSINESS CONFERENCES.
MOHAMMED HUWAIS

trading as ; MAXXO CREATIVE

UMA BUILDING T.K.S PURAM KODUNGALLUR, PIN - 680 664, TRICHUR DIST, KERALA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P. U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Used Since : 27/01/2010

CHENNAI

BEAUTY PAGEANT, EVENT MANAGEMENT, IMPRESSARIO SERVICES, CONDUCTING OF COMPETITION, CONDUCTING FASHION EVENTS, CELEBRITY MANAGEMENT, RENTAL OF CINE FILMS, PROVIDING CINEMA FACILITIES, COMPETITIONS, ENTERTAINMENT SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS, MODELING FOR ARTISTS, EDUCATION, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND T.V PROGRAMME, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS.
2206849  17/09/2011
I-COM INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION & OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (A UNIT OF SUNIL HI-TECH ENGINEERS LTD.)
SAI RUDRA, PLOT NO. 39, PANCHAL LAYOUT, MAIN HINGNA ROAD, NAGPUR- 440 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :12/08/2011
MUMBAI
TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES IN SCHOOL AND COLLEGES
2208527   21/09/2011
ELLORA MEDICAL AND EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
MILIND TEJPAL LADGE
E-2, PATANG PLAZA, PHASE-5, OPP-PICT COLLEGE, BEHIND BHARATI VIDYAPEETH, KATRAJ, PUNE-411046
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED TRUST FORMED UNDER MUMBAI PUBLIC TRUST ACT 1950

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :30/04/2008

MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR PLAY GROUP TO HIGH SCHOOL
INTERNATIONAL GEMS & JEWELLERY LABORATORIES

2208622  21/09/2011
DIPIKA H. SHAH
trading as ;INTERNATIONAL GEMS AND JEWELLERY LABORATORIES
FLAT NO 9, SANKET, 84, BHAVANI SHANKAR ROAD, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 028.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :15/09/2011

MUMBAI

ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN RELATION TO DIAMOND GRADING, JAMES STONE IDENTIFICATION AND JEWELLERY DESIGNING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2225110   24/10/2011
FIROZ KHAN.M
MOYIKKAL HOUSE NO: 800, CHERUVATHUKUNNU CHANTHAKUNNU, NILAMBUR PIN -679329 MALAPPURAM DIST KERALA, INDIA,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.U. VINOD KUMAR
41/785, SWATHI, C.P. UMMER ROAD, KOCHI 682 035, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AD FILM MAKING, FILM MAKING, EDITING, MIXING, EVENT MANAGEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT, ACADEMICS (EDUCATION), EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, TRAINING ON COMPUTER NETWORK, TRAINING, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO, FILM, RADIO AND ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ALL BEING INCLUDED
RAHUL MITTRA
MADHAV BHAGERIA
TIGMANSHU DHULIA
trading as ;BRANDSMITH MOTION PICTURES
SHOP NO. WG-5, BOMBAY MARKET UMARWADA, SURAT (GUJARAT)
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since: 16/06/2011
AHMEDABAD
ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; MOTION PICTURE; FILM PRODUCTION; FILM EDITING; FILM MASTERING SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF CONTENT, PREPARATION, NAMELY, DEVELOPMENT, CREATION, PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND EXHIBITION OF FEATURE FILM, TELEVISION SERIES, DOCUMENTARIES, AD-FILMS, CORPORATE FILMS AND AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATION, SERVICE OF MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT; EDITING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF AUDIO, VIDEO, DIGITAL MEDIUM AND FILM; EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION AND AUDIO-VISUAL AND DIGITAL MEDIUM PROGRAMMES;
2234494   15/11/2011
SHRI JAYANTILAL NIRMAL FOUNDATION
MR. KARTIK JAGDISHCHANDRA NIRMAL
MRS. TRUPTI KARTIKKUMAR NIRMAL
ASTODIA CHAKLA, NEAR BANK OF BARODA, AHMEDABAD
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHILA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :20/12/1986

AHMEDABAD
MARRIAGE HALL

Trade Mark : SHUBHAM HALL
2235264 17/11/2011
ANWAR CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as: ANWAR CHARITABLE TRUST
# 21-4-195, HUSSAINI ALAM, HYDERABAD- 50000, ANDHRA PRADESH
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPTURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING

This application is accepted for registration subject to association with the Application No. 1627756 class 41 in Certificate No. 1071257 Dated : 08/08/2012 Necessary fees should be paid within a month of receipt of the order copy. The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
2235651 17/11/2011
MANJUNATH. N. V
trading as ;Jupiter Videos
TF-2, 6/20, SV Enclave, 11th Cross, Raghavendra Layout, Padmanabhanagar, Bangalore - 560070, Karnataka.
Video, Photography.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
M/s. PATSON Legal Knowledge Process Private Limited, No. 1297, 3rd Floor, 30th Main, BSK 2nd Stage, Bangalore - 560070.
Used Since :10/04/1997

CHENNAI
Video and Video - Photography.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo..
PITBULL
2243331  02/12/2011
ACP IP, LLC.
trading as ;ACP IP, LLC.
235 ALTARA AVENUE, CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33146 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A FLORIDA, USA CORPORATION
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/06/2000
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES NAMELY, THE PRESENTATION OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES BY A RECORDING ARTIST, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, NON-DOWNLOADABLE RINGTONES, PRE-RECORDED MUSIC, AND GRAPHICS PRESENTED TO MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS DEVICES VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK AND WIRELESS NETWORKS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING NON-DOWNLOADABLE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES MUSICAL VIDEOS, RELATED FILM CLIPS, PHOTOGRAPHS, AND OTHER MULTIMEDIA MATERIALS FEATURING MUSICAL PERFORMANCES OF A RECORDING ARTIST, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE STAGE PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF LIVE CONCERTS BY AN INDIVIDUAL, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT.
2243638    02/12/2011
Satyabrata Ratho, Sameer Hans, Sonia Dubey, Annie Patri
trading as ;FIRST ACADEMY OF MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
PLOT NO.108/B, 2ND FLOOR, JANPATH, UNIT-3, BHUBANESWAR-751001, ORISSA
Service provider
A unit of Vinaya Foundation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 16/09/2011
KOLKATA
Courses in Media and entertainment like- M.A in event management, M.A in public relation, advertisement, journalism, diploma & certificate course in anchoring, DJ, tourism, hospitality, culture media and event management.
2248733  13/12/2011
VARUN MELROY SHARMA
trading as ;ACOUSTICA -SCHOOL OF ROCK N ROLL
U 15/1 BASEMENT DLF PHASE 3 GURGAON 122002
SERVICES PROVIDERS
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING IN MUSIC, ART, AND ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
GYANTARU

Nourishing Young Minds

2253811  21/12/2011
LEENA SHARMA
166 AKASH DARSHAN APARTMENTS MAYUR VIHAR I DELHI-91
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/12/2008

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
2261095    04/01/2012

SHAHAJI SHOVAKAR
trading as ;BODHI TREE INC
302, REGENCY AVENUE, 39, SHRINAGAR EXT., INDORE-452001 (M.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2326427  04/05/2012
GREEN GOLD ANIMATION PVT. LTD,
trading as ;GREEN GOLD ANIMATION PVT. LTD,
OFFICE No. A1101, THE PLATINA 11TH FLOOR, A BLOCK, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD-500032, TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :12/07/2010
To be associated with:
1883243
CHENNAI
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENTS, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO AND AUDIO, FILM PRODUCTIONS, GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, GAMING, EDUCATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTE, DIGITAL IMAGING SERVICES, PUBLICATION SERVICES,
PAWAN J SHUKLA trading as ;TIMELINE STUDIO
FLAT NO-104, 1ST FLOOR, TRUPTI CHS, RAM NAGAR, NEAR SAI BABA NAGAR, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SOUND EDITING, VIDEO EDITING, ARRANGING OF EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS
QUANTUM LEARNING NETWORK
1938 AVENIDA DEL ORO OCEANSIDE CALIFORNIA 92056 UNITED STATES
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA USA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING A SUMMER CAMP PROGRAM FOR TEENS EMPHASIZING ACCELERATED LEARNING AND LIFE SKILLS, ACADEMICS, AND PERSONAL CONFIDENCE DEVELOPMENT
2501090    22/03/2013
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LTD.
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O.BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
LIVE OR RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL OR AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL FOR BROADCASTING BY RADIO AND TELEVISION
OR THROUGH FILM OR VIDEOTAPE: ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; PLANNING,
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS: PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
PROGRAMS FEATURING SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS TRANSMITTED VIA WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION DEVICES: NEWS REPORTING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS,
MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS VIA THE INTERNET; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND PRINTED MATTER
RELATING TO GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, FILMS, VIDEOTAPES, RADIO AND TELEVISION: NEWS PUBLICATION;
RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, FILMS, FILM PROJECTORS, VIDEOTAPES, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RADIOS
AND TELEVISION SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; PROVIDING CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES; EDUCATION
AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANISATION OF
EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL
INTERACTIVE MEDIA; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR VIA TERRESTRIAL
CABLE, SATELLITE CHANNELS, WIRELESS OR WIREFLINK SYSTEMS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
2501095    22/03/2013
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LTD.
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O.BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
LIVE OR RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL OR AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL FOR BROADCASTING BY RADIO AND TELEVISION
OR THROUGH FILM OR VIDEOTAPE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; PLANNING,
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
PROGRAMS FEATURING SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS TRANSMITTED VIA WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION DEVICES; NEWS REPORTING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS,
MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS VIA THE INTERNET; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND PRINTED MATTER
RELATING TO GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, FILMS, VIDEOTAPE, RADIO AND TELEVISION; NEWS PUBLICATION;
RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, FILMS, FILM PROJECTORS, VIDEOTAPE, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RADIOS
AND TELEVISION SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF; PROVIDING CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES; EDUCATION
AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANISATION OF
EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL
INTERACTIVE MEDIA; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR VIA TERRESTRIAL
CABLE, SATELLITE CHANNELS, WIRELESS OR WIRELINK SYSTEMS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS, EVENTS, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES; PUBLICATION OF NEWSLETTERS INCLUDING ONLINE NEWSLETTERS (NON-DOWNLOADABLE); EDUCATION AND TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES.
2535449 22/05/2013
RADIKAL OVERSEAS PVT LTD
28 COMMUNITY CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI 110017
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT -1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2575513 05/08/2013
PLUTO EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PLUTO EDUCATION PVT. LTD.
3N BLOCK, 2, RAMANIYAM EDEN, 46/1, VELCHERY MAIN ROAD, CHENNAI - 600042
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V RAVI
AP1396, 31ST STREET 6TH SECTOR K K NAGAR CHENNAI 600 078
Used Since :01/03/2013
CHENNAI
Providing educational information in connection with finance & inter related field and also conducting examinations, competitions in relation thereto
2581933  19/08/2013
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :10/06/2013
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, INFOTAINMENT, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
STAR VERDICT

2583377  21/08/2013
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
MANUFACTURER TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since : 17/08/2013

To be associated with:
2583373

DELHI
EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
LIVE OR RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL OR AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL FOR BROADCASTING BY RADIO AND TELEVISION
OR THROUGH FILM OR VIDEOTAPE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; PLANNING,
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
PROGRAMS FEATURING SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS TRANSMITTED VIA WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION DEVICES; NEWS REPORTING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF SNORTS,
MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS VIA THE INTERNET; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND PRINTED MATTER
RELATING TO GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, FILMS, VIDEOTAPE, RADIO AND TELEVISION; NEWS PUBLICATION;
RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, FILMS, FILM PROJECTORS, VIDEOTAPE, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RADIOS
AND TELEVISION SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; PROVIDING CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES; EDUCATION
AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANISATION OF
EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL
INTERACTIVE MEDIA; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR VIA TERRESTRIAL
CABLE, SATELLITE CHANNELS, WIRELESS OR WIRELINK SYSTEMS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
2584822    23/08/2013
RAJHANS NUTRIMENTS PRIVATE LTD.
3RD FLOOR, RAJHANS HOUSE, OPP. GITANJALI PETROL PUMP, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2586865  27/08/2013
INX MUSIC PVT LTD
SCO 306 SECTOR 38D CHANDIGARH UT
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :11/07/2013
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO, ON-LINE BROADCASTING AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION AND RENTAL OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA WHETHER IN COMPRESSED OR UNCOMPRESSED FORM; PUBLISHING, ORGANIZATION PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF SHOWS, CONTESTS, CONCERTS AND EVENTS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES
2586867    27/08/2013
INX MUSIC PVT LTD
SCO 306 SECTOR 38D CHANDIGARH UT
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :11/07/2013
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO, ON-LINE BROADCASTING AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION AND RENTAL OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA WHETHER IN COMPRESSED OR UNCOMPRESSED FORM; PUBLISHING, ORGANIZATION PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF SHOWS, CONTESTS, CONCERTS AND EVENTS; INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES
DAULI

2587276   28/08/2013
Labhkush
555/8 model town, Narwana, Dist. Jind, Haryana, Pin- 126116
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :16/10/2012
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND AWARENESS, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, ARRANGEMENT OF EVENTS.
2593369  09/09/2013
STAR TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS LIMITED
CRAIGMUIR CHAMBERS, P.O. BOX 71, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1323907, 1774482, 2560147

DELHI
EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF LIVE OR RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL OR AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL FOR BROADCASTING BY RADIO AND TELEVISION OR THROUGH FILM OR VIDEOTAPE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND FILMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAMS FEATURING SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS TRANSMITTED VIA WIRELESS COMMUNICATION DEVICES; NEWS REPORTING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS VIA THE INTERNET; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND PRINTED MATTER RELATING TO GAMES, ELECTRONIC GAMES, FILMS, VIDEOTAPE, RADIO AND TELEVISION; NEWS PUBLICATION; RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, FILMS, FILM PROJECTORS, VIDEOTAPE, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RADIOS AND TELEVISION SETS AND ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; PROVIDING CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES; EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANISATION OF EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL INTERACTIVE MEDIA; ELECTRONIC-GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR VIA TERRESTRIAL CABLE, SATELLITE CHANNELS, WIRELESS OR WIRED SYSTEMS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.
ASSOCIATED WITH APPL.NO. 1323907, 1774482, 2560147.
2593440  09/09/2013
DR.S.SAJIKUMAR
VELANCHIRA, POST PUTHIYAVILA, KAYAMKULAM - 690531, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025
Used Since: 01/08/2013

CHENNAI
FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2594403   11/09/2013
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE 91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 019
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2594400

DELHI
ORGANIZING COMPETITION, EVENT MANAGEMENT, STAGE SHOWS, AMUSEMENT AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES, PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES AND PUBLICITY INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
2594410  11/09/2013
MS. MEENU SAINI
SCF 16, FIRST FLOOR, HOLLYWOOD PLAZA, VIP ROAD, ZIRAKPUR
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 25/08/2013
DELHI
PROVIDING TRAINING SERVICES IN RELATION MULTIMEDIA, ONLINE GAMES, KIDSE- LEARNING, CARTOON
CHARACTER, ANIMATIONS AND ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT IN CLASS 41
YOUR IMAGE & I

2594459  11/09/2013

SHREYA DHINGRA
F-168 E, 1ST FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/09/2012

DELHI
PROVIDING OF EDUCATION, COUNSELLING & TRAINING, RELATING TO FASHION, IMAGE BUILDING & PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT.
2595412  12/09/2013

K.K.NIRMAL
RAJU.B.R
BABU.K.J
SOORAJ.N.S
PRADHEEPKUMAR.N.R
AKHL.RAJ
VINILKUMAR.V.M
RENJITH.T.R

trading as : BLUE DIAMONDS WEDDING EVENTS AND DECORATORS

NANDIKKARA.P.O, THRISSUR - 683301, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERS
Used Since :06/09/2013

CHENNAI

EVENT MANAGEMENT, WEDDING PLANNERS, PERSONAL EVENTS, CONDUCTING STAGE PROGRA1ES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO, FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAES
2595914  13/09/2013
EXPERION DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA-1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU, SECTOR 10, DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075 AND CORPORATE OFFICE AT FIRST INDIA PLACE, FIRST FLOOR, B BLOCK, SUSHANT LOK, M.G. ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA- 122002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :11/03/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2595920   13/09/2013
EXPERION DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA-1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU, SECTOR 10, DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075 AND CORPORATE OFFICE AT FIRST INDIA PLACE, FIRST FLOOR, B BLOCK, SUSHANT LOK, M.G. ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA- 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :11/03/2013

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2595926 13/09/2013
EXPERION DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA-1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU, SECTOR 10, DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075 AND CORPORATE OFFICE AT FIRST INDIA PLACE, FIRST FLOOR, B BLOCK, SUSHANT LOK, M.G. ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA- 122002
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICES
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY, DELHI-110007
Used Since :11/03/2013

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2595941    13/09/2013
VINOD SUVARNA
trading as ;SPIRITUAL SOULS
802, NEPTUNE UPTOWN, N.S. ROAD, OPP. POST OFFICE, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI 400080
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :17/11/2012
MUMBAI
CULTURAL, SPIRITUAL EDUCATION, TRAINING, CONSULTANCY, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS ACTIVITY.
Baya Weaver

2596007  13/09/2013

SHRI AMIT MAVI
B-207 GAMAI GREATER NOIDA U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. K. TRADEMARKS CO.
C-36, MAHENDRU ENCLAVE, LANE NO 4, DELHI- 110 009.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2596414  14/09/2013
NMIMS BUSINESS SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
NARSEE MONJEE INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES, 7TH FLOOR, V L MEHTA ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400056
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since: 27/07/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TAILORMADE EDUCATION

2596880  16/09/2013
GLOBAL CLASSROOM PVT. LTD.
10 G, STATION ROAD, LUCKNOW, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/03/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION/TRAINING
2597660  17/09/2013
RUSHIL NICHANI
YASHNA LALLA
trading as ;STUDIO RELEVE
913, SAMARTH AISHWARYA, NEAR PIZZA HUT CIRCLE, LOKHANDWALA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/09/2013
MUMBAI
DANCE STUDIO, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; EVENTS MANAGEMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2597855   17/09/2013

Y. SUNITA CHOWDARY
B. KIRAN KUMAR

trading as ;Luckybaamboos

FLOT.NO 303, SHANTI NIVAS APARTMENTS ANAND NAGAR COLONY, KHAIRTABAD HYDERABAD-500 004, AP INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BEING SERVICES
2597941  17/09/2013
SURYANSH BROADCASTING PVT.LTD.
D-45 BASEMENT PANCHSHEEL ENCLAVE NEW DELHI-110017
SERVICES
Used Since : 30/06/2010

DELHI
SERVICES CONSISTS OF ENTERTAINMENT CHANNEL, SATELLITE TV, TV CHANNEL, BROADCASTING, NET - WEB NEWS CHANNEL, MEDIA PRODUCTION, FILM PRODUCTION, MOVIE STUDIOS, PROVIDING OF CINEMA FACILITIES, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC HALLS; SERVICES RELATED TO ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION & TRAINING IN TECHNOLOGICAL FIELDS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCE, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES AND SHOWS, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, THEATRE PRODUCTION, CINEMA PRESENTATION, DJ SERVICES
ARHAT YOGA

2598327    18/09/2013

R. LAKSHMI DHEVI
R. LAKSHMI DHEVI

trading as ; FEED THE SOUL

HOUSE NO 16 2ND FLOOR SHANTI KUNJ MAIN VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/04/2012

DELHI

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.
YPV

2598328  18/09/2013
R. LAKSHMI DHEVI
R. LAKSHMI DHEVI

trading as ;FEED THE SOUL
HOUSE NO 16 2ND FLOOR SHANTI KUNJ MAIN VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.
YOGA PRANA VIDYA

2598329  18/09/2013
R. LAKSHMI DHEVI
R. LAKSHMI DHEVI
trading as ;FEED THE SOUL
HOUSE NO 16 2ND FLOOR SHANTI KUNJ MAIN VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.
2598517    18/09/2013
NEW VISION GENERATION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;New Vision Generation India Private Limited
C/o, Essilor India Pvt Ltd, #71/1, Brigade Plaza, 6th Floor, S.C Road, Anand Rao Circle, Gandhi Nagar, Bangalore-560009, Karnataka, India.
Service Provider
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAIN LEAGUE IP COUNSELS
#40,2nd Floor,3rd Main Road,JC Industrial Estate,Kanakpura Road, Bangalore 560062
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education, teaching and training courses and services, including business management, organization and administration, book keeping, sales, commercial skills, staff management, marketing, sales promotion, client communication and relationship, negotiations, buying, inventory management, supplier selection and management, arranging and conducting of seminars; all other documents, publications and newsletters included in class 41 in relation to ophthalmic optical goods and services.
2598605  19/09/2013
PRATIK JAYANT BHOIR MEMORIAL FOUNDATIONS
GARDEN VIEW, OFFICE NO. 26 1ST FLOOR, FINAL PLOT NO. 213A AND 212, PANVEL, TAL-PANVEL, DIST-RAIGAD-410 206
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :17/07/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
2599010  19/09/2013
HETALKUMAR JIVRAJBHAI HINGRAJIA
trading as ;HETALS HAPPY HOME
DHANK MARG, NEAR BUS STAND, UPLETA - 360 490, DIST. : RAJKOT (GUJARAT)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAYESH DEVAJIBHAI JADAV , ADVOCATE
C/O. TRADETEND, 121, RAJLAXMI COMPLEX, 16, VIJAY PLOT, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :01/08/2010

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF EDUCATION AND TRANIING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MENTAL FACULTIES OF PERSONS BY
EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOP, SEMINAR AND COACHING CLASS, TRAINING FOR INCREASING MEMORY, MIND POWER
OR BRAIN POWER, OVERALL PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES AND ART OF LIVING PROGRAMMES
INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
2599553     20/09/2013
KOHO SPORTS PVT LTD
PLOT NO. 169, MAXHEAL HOUSE, OPPOSITE AAYAPPA TEMPLE, BANGUR NAGAR, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400090
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoob Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since :13/09/2013

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING TRAINING; INSTITUTE, COACHING, CLASSES, GROUP TUITIONS, PERSONAL TUTORS, VARIOUS GAMES AND ENTERTAINMENT; EVENTS, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BEING
2600140  23/09/2013
RANJANA CHHABRA
MADHU DAGAR
trading as ;VEDA EDUCATION TRUST
D 202, PALAM APARTMENTS, SECTOR 5, PLOT NO 7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110053
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C & K ASSOCIATES
D-139, STREET NO.4, BHAJANPURA, DELHI-53
Used Since :01/09/2013

DELHI
SERVICES PROVIDING QUALITY EDUCATION IN PRE-PRIMARY AND PRIMARY SPHERE TO TODDLERS AND CHILDREN
OF AGE 4-8 THROUGH VALUE-BASED WORKSHOPS DESIGNED ON PROVEN CURRICULAM AND THEME BASED
ACTIVITIES.
2600470  23/09/2013
PUNEET GUPTA
ANUP GUPTA
trading as ;INCLINE INSTITUTE OF IT AND MANAGEMENT
D-19/B, MAHAVIR ENCLAVE, STREET NO-05, PALAM, NEW DELHI 110045
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :20/03/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION PROVIDING OF TRAINING
2600478  23/09/2013
ROHIT BIDLA
trading as ;FAME 3 EVENTS
719/10, CHURCH ROAD, RAVIDASS NAGAR, NARELA, DELHI-110040
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/09/2011
DELHI
ENTERTAIN, EVENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2600484    23/09/2013
GULSHAN KHATRI
trading as ;GR8 INDIA FILM PRODUCTION
2369/D4, BASEMENT, NEAR METRO PILLER NO 215, GALI MANDIR WALI, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/08/2013
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, EVENT & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2600673    23/09/2013
C. ABDUL REZAKH
LIGHT HOUSE, KANNADIPOYIL POST, BALUSSERI, KOZHIKODE, PIN-673612, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :01/08/2013

CHENNAI
TRAINING AND COACHING; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS; PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING
ADVICE; ALL COMING UNDER CLASS
2600732  23/09/2013

P.DINESH

trading as ;YELLOW KIDS PLAY SCHOOL

NO.288/A, SIVAN KOIL STREET, PUDHU NAGAR, PALANI-624601.

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Used Since :09/08/2013

CHENNAI

PROVIDING OF PLAY SCHOOL, PRE SCHOOL, DAY CARE CENTRE, SPORTING, CULTURAL AND AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
EDEXWORLD

2601248  24/09/2013

NIVEDITA SHARMA
Radha Residency CHS. LTD., D-702, Radha Govind, Siddarth Nagar, Borivali(East), Mumbai-400066, Maharashtra
Manufacturer, Trader & Service Provider
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/09/2013

MUMBAI
TELEVISION PROGRAMME, FILMS AND DOCUMENTARIES, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, PRODUCTION HOUSE (AUDIO AND VIDEO), MOVIE PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT, ART FILMS, AMUSEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT RELATED TO CINE-FILMS, TELEVISION PROGRAMME, PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE THEATRE FACILITIES (PROVIDING), PUBLICATION OF BOOKS.
2601803  25/09/2013

AMARJIT SINGH

trading as ;M/s. FORECASTER INSTITUTE

FORECASTER, NEAR CENTRAL BANK, AAWASH CHS. LTD, PLOT NO. 86/87, SECTOR - 19, KAMOTHE, NAVI MUMBAI - 410 209

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Used Since :30/01/2013

MUMBAI

providing of training & educational
RHYMING WHEELS

2602270    25/09/2013

KOVIDA LIMITED
trading as :KOVIDA LIMITED

#57, NAGARJUNA HILLS, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD- 500 082 ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :07/05/2013

CHENNAI

SERVICES: EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL INFORMATIONS, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, TUTION, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, SCHOOLS, BOARDING AND NURSERY SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
2602594    26/09/2013
VYOMESH BAKHAI
11, VIDYA, 3RD FLOOR, S. V. ROAD, VILLE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400 056
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/03/2012
MUMBAI
EDUCATION INCLUDING SPIRITUAL, LECTURES AND DISCOURSES INCLUDING SPIRITUAL, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING, CULTURAL, SPIRITUAL, HOLISTIC ACTIVITIES INCLUDING MARKETING AND PROMOTING OF ITS PRODUCTS, PRODUCES GADGETS, APPLIANCES, ELECTRONIC, ELECTRICAL, MEDIA GADGETS APPLICATIONS AND GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET, ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NEWS, INTERNET/WEB T.V, TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO, OR ANY DIGITAL MUSIC (NOT DOWNLOADABLE) FROM THE INTERNET
2602599    26/09/2013
TAMARIND TOURS PVT LTD
OFFICE NO.101, SHARYANS CENTRE, 3-GURUNANAK ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :20/09/2013

To be associated with:
2590877, 2602595

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN CLASS 41
2602800  26/09/2013
AFSAR ZAIDI
A/104, REDWOOD, EVERSIN GREENS, 1ST FLOOR, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR,133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since :20/09/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; LIVE PERFORMANCES; MODEL MANAGEMENT, ARTIST MANAGEMENT, CELEBRITY MANAGEMENT, SPORTS MANAGEMENT, EVENT MANAGEMENT, TALENT MANAGEMENT AND TALENT PROMOTION; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; CONCEPTUALIZING, DEVELOPING PRODUCING AND DISTRIBUTING ALL KINDS OF AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO CONTENT INCLUDING FOR CINEMA, EVENTS, THEATER, PRINT, RADIO, TELEVISION, THE INTERNET, THE MOBILE SPACE AND EMERGING/NEW MEDIA; CONCEPTUALIZING, PRODUCING, DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISEMENTS, ANIMATIONS, FEATURE FILMS, SHORT FILMS, TELEVISION SHOWS, REALITY SHOWS, MUSIC VIDEOS, RADIO PROGRAMS, SOUND RECORDINGS, AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS, PROMOS AND DOCUMENTARIES; PROVIDING POSTPRODUCTION FACILITIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EDITING, DUBBING AND RECORDING; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; SET DESIGN; DISTRIBUTION OF FILMS AND ANY AUDIO-VIDEO CONTENT IN ANY AND ALL MEDIA AND ALL FORMATS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD; ORGANIZING EVENTS, SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS AND LIVE EVENTS, FILM FESTIVALS AND PERFORMANCES; RENTAL OF AUDIO AND FILM EQUIPMENT; PHOTOGRAPHY
2602805  26/09/2013
AFSAR ZAI
A/104, REDWOOD, EVERSHER GREENS, 1ST FLOOR, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400053
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, 133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since : 20/09/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; LIVE PERFORMANCES; MODEL MANAGEMENT, ARTIST MANAGEMENT, CELEBRITY MANAGEMENT, SPORTS MANAGEMENT, EVENT MANAGEMENT, TALENT MANAGEMENT AND TALENT PROMOTION; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; CONCEPTUALIZING, DEVELOPING PRODUCING AND DISTRIBUTING ALL KINDS OF AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO CONTENT INCLUDING FOR CINEMA, EVENTS, THEATER, PRINT, RADIO, TELEVISION, THE INTERNET, THE MOBILE SPACE AND EMERGING/NEW MEDIA; CONCEPTUALIZING, PRODUCING, DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISEMENTS, ANIMATIONS, FEATURE FILMS, SHORT FILMS, TELEVISION SHOWS, REALITY SHOWS, MUSIC VIDEOS, RADIO PROGRAMS, SOUND RECORDINGS, AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS, PROMOS AND DOCUMENTARIES; PROVIDING POSTPRODUCTION FACILITIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO EDITING, DUBBING AND RECORDING; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; SET DESIGN; DISTRIBUTION OF FILMS AND ANY AUDIO-VIDEO CONTENT IN ANY AND ALL MEDIA AND ALL FORMATS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD; ORGANIZING EVENTS, SHOWS, EXHIBITIONS, COMPETITIONS AND LIVE EVENTS, FILM FESTIVALS AND PERFORMANCES; RENTAL OF AUDIO AND FILM EQUIPMENT; PHOTOGRAPHY
2602809  26/09/2013
MADHYAMAM BROADCASTING LIMITED
trading as ;MADHYAMAM BROADCASTING LIMITED
15/594.C, VELLIPARAMBA PO, KOZHIKODE - 673008, KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :29/06/2013

CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM, TELEVISION NEWS SHOWS, MUSIC SHOWS, ON-GOING REALITY BASED TELEVISION PROGRAM; SATELLITE TELEVISION SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DIRECTION OF MAKING RADIO OR TELEVISION PROGRAMS; DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS FOR OTHERS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES
2602914 26/09/2013
ABDUL LATHEEF.C.K
trading as ;UNIQ GLOBAL EDUCATION
MKH BUILDING, PAYYANANGADI, TIRUR PIN-676101, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :05/01/2011

CHENNAI
EDUCATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SCHOOLS COLLEGES STUDY CENTERS CENTRE FOR ARTS SCIENCE
ENGINEERING LAW AND COMMERCE EDUCATION BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING ENTREPRENEURIAL
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT MANAGEMENT ENTRANCE COACHING PROVIDING OF TRAINING COACHING AND
INFORMATION CONDUCTING LECTURES SEMINARS WORK-SHOPS CONFERENCES SYMPOSIUMS COLLEGIUMS
ONLINE, DISTANT EDUCATION ETC.ARRANGING AND ORGANIZING SPORTING CULTURAL AND ENTERTAINMENT
EVENTS;
YCGS

2603098   26/09/2013

NAVNEET KUMAR SINGH
D-355, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, VIKASH MARG, DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/09/2013

DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
2603132  26/09/2013
MOHAMMAD ARIF
605, MORYA LANDMARK, OFF LINK ROAD, NEAR INFINITY MALL, MUMBAI-400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH BHAGNARI
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru nanak High School, ULHASNAGAR 421004
Used Since: 26/09/2013

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION;
PUBLISHING SERVICES (EXCEPT FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES); PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND
JOURNALS ON-LINE; PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND CONCERTS; FILM, TELEVISION AND
RADIO PRODUCTION; MUSIC PRODUCTION; RENTAL OF STUDIOS FOR TELEVISION AND FILM PRODUCTION
PURPOSES; SCRIPT-WRITING SERVICES, ARRANGING OF EVENTS AND EXHIBITIONS RELATED TO ENTERTAINMENT;
FILM DISTRIBUTION; FILM EXHIBITION; CINEMA HALLS AND MULTIPLEX THEATERS.
2603134  26/09/2013
HORMAZD PERCY Siganporia
Sachin Rahate
Gilder Lane, Opposite Navjivan Society, Ahead of Crystal Hotel, Bombay Central, Mumbai-400008, India.
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Manish Bhagnari
Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004
Used Since: 26/09/2013
Mumbai
Fitness Training Services; Conducting Group Fitness Training Classes; Health Club Services [Health and Fitness Training]; Fitness Instruction Services; Personal Trainer Services [Fitness Training]; Physical Education; Practical Training [Demonstration]; Training in Yoga; Yoga Instruction; Fitness Club Services [Fitness Training]; Instruction Courses Relating to Physical Fitness; Physical Fitness Consultation; Physical Fitness Education Services; Providing Fitness and Exercise Facilities.
2603325   27/09/2013
L. ATHEESHVAR

trading as :ARAN FILMS

NO. 2/3, RAJA PRIYA ILLAM, CHOWDHY NAGAR, 1ST STREET, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600087, TAMILNADU,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/10/2012

CHENNAI
FILM PRODUCTION AND ENTERTAINMENTS
KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED

trading as ;KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED

POST BOX NO. 3209, AVINASHI ROAD COIMBATORE - 641 014, TAMIL NADU

SERVICE PROVIDERS

A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)

13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

No exclusive right over KOVAI MEDICAL CENTER AND HOSPITAL LIMITED separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark
PREETI RAO
2603673  27/09/2013
DOLPHIN INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD
D-189 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-I NEW DELHI 110020
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEV CONSULTING GROUP
24 AIIMS APARTMENTS MAYUR KUNJ, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE 1 EXTN DELHI-96
Used Since :27/09/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; CERTIFICATIONS, DIPLOMAS, WORKSHOPS/ FITNESS CLASSES/ WELLNESS PLANS, SEMINARS OR EVENTS ON HEALTH AND WELLNESS STUDY TOPICS, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, PHYSICAL EDUCATION; SPORTING ACTIVITIES, RECREATION FACILITIES.
2604427    30/09/2013
PUVAIAHH KODENDER
NO. 102, 1 FLOOR, VARSHA APARTMENT 6A CROSS, RMV EXTENSION, SADASHIVANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560080,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
-
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/08/2004

CHENNAI
PROVIDING QUALITY SERVICES OF ACADEMICS (EDUCATION); BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS; EDUCATION
INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; ELECTRONIC DESKTOP PUBLISHING; ENTERTAINER SERVICES;
ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES,
IBBHAN

2604897  30/09/2013
PUVAIAHH KODENDER
NO. 102, 1 FLOOR, VARSHA APARTMENT 6A CROSS, RMV EXTENSION, SADASHIVANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560080,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/08/2004

CHENNAI

PROVIDING QUALITY SERVICES OF ACADEMICS (EDUCATION); BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS; EDUCATION
INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; ELECTRONIC DESKTOP PUBLISHING; ENTERTAINER SERVICES;
ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS; ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; SPORTING AND
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
2605179 01/10/2013
MR. SANDEEP BANSAL
trading as ;IPS EDUCATIONAL & VOCATIONAL SOCIETY
IPS INSTITUTE, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR FOUNTAIN CHOWK JAGADHRI ROAD, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL IP SERVICES
121, FIRST FLOOR, JEEWAN PARK, NEAR M.C.D. PRIMARY SCHOOL, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110059
Used Since :05/09/2001

DELHI
COACHING CLASSES FOR BANKING AND RAILWAY, TRAINING CLASSES OF SPOKEN ENGLISH, PERSONALITY
DEVELOPMENT, VOICE AND ACCENT TRAINING, LINGUA SKILL DIAGNOSTICS AND INTERVIEW PREPARATION,
PROVIDING CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL SORTS OF EDUCATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS OPEN BOARD
OF HIGHER SECONDARY EDUCATION, HARYANA EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON
THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
LOK NAGRIK KALYAN SAMITI
190/28, OM NAGAR SHEETAL KHAN ROAD, FIROZABAD-283203, UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS.
(REGISTERED UNDER SOCIETY ACT, 1860.)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 10/09/2013

DELHI
ACADEMIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTION CONFERENCES, TRAINING AND SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, ALL FORMS OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND INFORMATION, EVENT SHOWS RELATING TO ADVICE HEALTH AND HEALTHCARE, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, CHARITABLE SERVICES, WELFARE ACTIVITIES, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, SOCIAL ACTIVITIES, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, RELIGIOUS TEACHING, RELIGIOUS TEXT, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, EDUCATIONAL SERVICE, TRAINING CENTERS, RELIGIOUS AND WELFARE PURPOSE AS PER CLASS-41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS LOK NAGRIK KALYAN SAMITI UTTAR PRADESH EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SHIVYOG

2606539  03/10/2013
SADHNA RATRA
D - 170, SECTOR - 8, DWARKA, NEW DELHI.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI
Used Since :01/04/1994

To be associated with:
1879795, 2369355, 2395754, 2395756

DELHI
EDUCATION INCLUDING RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, PROVIDING TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CLASSES/ SEMINARS/ CONFERENCES/ WORKSHOPS/ EXHIBITIONS/ ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE WEBINARS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PROVIDING MENTORING AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES IN RELATION TO EDUCATIONAL, MEDITATIONAL, TEACHING, CULTURAL, MOTIVATIONAL, MYSTICISM, METAPHYSICS, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, SPIRITUAL, HEALING ACTIVITIES AND PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS/ COURSE CONTENT BY WAY OF PRINTED MATERIALS IN CONNECTION THEREWITH IN HARD COPY OR ELECTRONIC FORMAT AND ONLINE PUBLISHING INCLUDING BY WAY OF ONLINE JOURNALS/ BLOGS.
2610252   10/10/2013
ARVIND KUMAR OJHA
trading as ;MAHARISHI DAYANAND EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE & EDUCATIONS
ACHARYA NAGAR, BYPASS ROAD, FAIZABAD, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROVIDER
2621147    30/10/2013
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :01/09/2013

To be associated with:
2094850
DELHI

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, INFOTAINMENT, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
ZINDAGI

2628856  18/11/2013
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since : 17/10/2013

To be associated with:
1597399, 1597405

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, INFOTAINMENT, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017

“PranDhyan”

2664968   23/01/2014
SHRI MITAL RAJDEV
C/O SHRI RAJIV M. JOSHI, FLAT NO. 27, 4TH FLOOR, SAGAR TARANG, BHULAVHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400036.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARAT SHAH & CO.
301, YASMIN HERITAGE, B WING, 84, VALLABHBHAI PATEL ROAD, ABOVE KISHMAT HARDWARE SHOP, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI 400056

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

YOGA CLASSES [FITNESS TREATMENT]. PROVIDING OF TRAINING INCLUDING TRAINING CENTRE FOR PUBLIC AND PROFESSIONALS IN YOGA, PROVIDING ONLINE INSTRUCTION IN THE FIELD OF YOGA, MEDITATION, EXERCISE, AND FITNESS; PROVIDING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CAMPS IN THE FIELDS OF FITNESS AND EXERCISE YOGA
VARAYARANGU

2679777  17/02/2014

ADV.S.JITHESH
KALLUZHATHIL HOUSE, KEERUKUZHY P0, PADALAM THEKKEKARA VILLAGE. ADOOR TALUK, PATHANAMTHITTA DISTRICT, KERALA,
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :22/07/2008

CHENNAI

ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY PERFORMING ARTISTS; ART EXHIBITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE STAGE PERFORMANCES IN THE NATURE OF SPEED CARTOONING AND CARICATURE DRAWING IN THE FIELD OF ART AND ENTERTAINMENT BY AN INDIVIDUAL; ROAD SHOWS BEING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO LIVE PERFORMANCES, ROAD SHOWS, LIVE STAGE EVENTS, THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION IN SUCH EVENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783 , 06/02/2017

2707400  27/03/2014

JALNAWALA SPORTS & WELLNESS PVT. LTD.
GURU SAMRIDHI, PLOTNO.2, SHOPNO.2, SECTOR-14, PALM BEACH ROAD, VASHI SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI-400705.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 22/03/2011

MUMBAI
SPORTS EDUCATION SERVICES
YOUTALENT

Priority claimed from 03/12/2013; Application No. : 1594599 ;Australia
2724286  24/04/2014

BORIS TETERIN
9091 ANDROMEDA DRIVE, BURKE, VIRGINIA 22015, THE USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL BEING CITIZEN OF THE U.S.A.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FEATURING ENTERTAINING OR CREATIVE VIDEOS, MUSIC VIDEOS, ENTERTAINING OR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHS OR IMAGES, ENTERTAINING OR CREATIVE TEXTUAL WORKS, CASTING AND AUDITIONING INFORMATION, PERSONAL PROFILES AND RELATED CONTENT IN REGARDS TO MODELS, ACTORS, SINGERS, DANCERS, FILMMAKERS, MUSICIANS, CELEBRITIES, PHOTOGRAPHERS, PRODUCTION AND CASTING CREWS, OR ANY INDIVIDUAL OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS TO SHOWCASE THEIR PROFESSIONAL OR AMATEUR TALENT, SPECIAL OR UNIQUE SKILLS OR ABILITIES, AND RELATED PROFESSIONAL OR NON-PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE VIA AN ONLINE PORTFOLIO; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING COMPETITIONS FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS OF PROFESSIONAL OR AMATEUR TALENT, OR SPECIAL OR UNIQUE SKILLS OR ABILITIES; PROVIDING AN ONLINE INTERACTIVE WEBSITE AND ONLINE DATABASES IN THE NATURE OF GENERAL PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT, PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT, SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, PERFORMING ARTS, MUSIC, DANCE, SINGING, MODELING, ACTING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY INTERNET-BASED CASTING AND AUDITIONING SERVICES; ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLISHING OF TEXTUAL, GRAPHIC, AUDIO, AND VIDEO WORKS OF ANY INDIVIDUAL OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS OF PROFESSIONAL OR AMATEUR TALENT, OR SPECIAL OR UNIQUE SKILLS OR ABILITIES.
2766820    02/07/2014
MR. HARVINDER PAL SINGH
G-3/48 MODEL TOWER-III DELHI 110009
MANUFACTURER, TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRA SHEKHar (ADV)
A-14 NIZAMUDDIN EAST NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2770061  08/07/2014
DINESH CHANDRA
trading as ;AASTHA SHIKSHA KENDRA
A-98, SHARDA PURI, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/07/2000
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2770095  08/07/2014
RAJEEV GARG
trading as : WISDOM EDUCATION
RZ-O/11, NANDA BLOCK, MAHAVIR ENCLAVE, DWARKA SECTOR 1, NEW DELHI-45
SERVICES
Used Since : 01/04/2001
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
KHALID RASOOL AHMED KHAN
C-303, FIRDOSH PARK CHS LTD. 80, NEXT TO SABARI MASJID, S.V.ROAD, JOGESHWARI(WEST), MUMBAI-400102
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NEWS REPORTER SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, RECREATION FORMATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE], TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
2798787   27/08/2014
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :20/06/2014
To be associated with:
2581933
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, INFOTAINMENT, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
2799466   28/08/2014
MS. VINITA SADARANGANI
C/8, JEEVAN JYOT BUILDING, 14TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL-AN INDIAN RESIDENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.,
TRADE MARKS, PATENTS, DESIGN AND COPYRIGHTS, OFFICE NO. 8, LUCKY MANSOIN, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HIRA LAB, VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since: 01/08/2014

MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDING FOR EDUCATION
INNOVCARE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
704, The Landmark, Plot No. 26A, Sector 7, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai-410210, Maharashtra

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Conducting events, seminars, courses, workshops, awareness programs, conferences in the fields of medicine, patient care and research; training clinicians and medical and social workers in the fields of medicine, medical research and patient care and support; development and dissemination of educational materials in the fields of medicine.
2882133  14/01/2015
SOMATHEERAM AYURVEDIC HOSPITAL AND YOGA CENTRE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SOMATHEERAM AYURVEDIC HOSPITAL AND YOGA CENTRE PVT. LTD.
CHOWARA, SOUTH OF KOVALAM, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA.
SERVICES PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :01/06/2007
CHENNAI
YOGA INSIRUCTION: TRAINNING IN "YOGA: EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO YOGA: PROVIDING PHYSICAL FITNESS AND EXERCISE SERVICE, NAMELY, INDOOR CYCLING AND YOGA INSTRUCTION: EDUCATION: PROVIDING OF TRAINING: ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES."
2891960  29/01/2015
NITESH MATHUR S/O. SH. KAILASH LAL MATHUR trading as ;UNIVERSAL SELECTIVE
33, SARDAR CLUB SCHEME, RATANADA, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
Service provider as PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :05/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. Cinema presentations. Organization of education or entertainment & Sports. Entertainment information. Film production, advertising films, live performances. Movie projectors & Movie studios. Music composition services, News reporters services, Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, Performances (Presentation of live), Photographic reporting, Photography, Production of music, Recording studio services.
2902859    16/02/2015
VIBHA TANEJA
GROUND FLOOR, NIRMAL BUILDING, GURU GOBIND SINGH MARG, MULUND COLONY, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI-400082
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :16/02/2015
MUMBAI
PRESCHOOL ACTIVITIES, TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTE, TOY LIBRARY, THEATRE, MARTIAL ARTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
LIVING FOODZ
2926093  20/03/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since: 03/03/2015

To be associated with:
2926087

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR
CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE
PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF
LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-
BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO
ENTERTAINMENT.
2926114    20/03/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :12/03/2015
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR
CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE
PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/Organization of shows; PRESENTATION OF
LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITY;
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-
BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURE S/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION &
RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
2956640    02/05/2015
MS. NIDHI MALHOTRA
A-2/105, First Floor, Back half, Janak Puri, New Delhi-110058
Service Provider
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Used Since :01/02/2014

DELHI
Educational and informative services by providing notes, observatory comments, reviews and writing up, photographs via weblogs regarding experiences of different traveling destinations; Reviews on hospitality of different hotels & resorts; Review on significance to visit different themed parks & amusement locations worldwide; To interact with, interview and publish personal views of unique personalities of Travel & Hospitality Industries to assist, support and aid potential consumer to decide travel destination, restaurants to dine, properties to stay and events to attend

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
AADHE ADHOORE

2971892   27/05/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
trading as :ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :10/05/2015
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT. ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF EXTRAVAGANZA/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MOVIE STUDIOS. CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING, PHOTOGRAPHY, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES. PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE, RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS. SOUND RECORDING, TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
2979071    05/06/2015
HOUSE OF ANITA DONGRE LIMITED.
R 847/1/1, TTC Industrial Area. MIDC. Rahale, Navi Mumbai - 400 701, State of Maharashtra. India.
RETAILERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Used Since :01/04/2015

MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING, CORPORATE TRAINING, CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, WORKSHOPS (ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF TRAINING) EXHIBITIONS, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT, MEDIA MANAGEMENT, FILMS AND ADVT. FILMS PRODUCTION, EVENTS AND TALENT MANAGEMENT, PUBLICATION OF MAGAZINE AND ON-LINE ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND PUBLICATION (NOT DOWNLOADABLE)
MR. VIRANDER MOHAN
A – 115/2, Wazirpur Industrial Area, New Delhi –110052
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :01/03/2015

DELHI
EDUCATING INDIVIDUALS ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE AND METHODS OF ECOLOGICAL BALANCE, ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION, CLEANLINESS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783 , 06/02/2017 Class 41

CH Institute of Management & Commerce

2982306 10/06/2015
CEREBRAL EDUCATION SOCIETY
GRAM-BAROLI, SANWER ROAD, INDORE, M.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/07/2007

MUMBAI
Education, providing of training; entertainment; sporting, cultural activities and coaching classes
2992151  24/06/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :18/06/2015

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT,
3008061  13/07/2015
BOSINO INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW NO. 30, OLD NO. 12, DR. SUBARAN NAGAR, 4TH CROSS STREET, KODAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI-600 024, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :26/03/2014

To be associated with:
3008049

CHENNAI
ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS; RENTAL OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT VEHICLES; TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS; SPORT CAMP SERVICES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; RENTAL OF SPORTS GROUNDS; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3015654   23/07/2015  
GLOSSAREAD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;Chandrabhanu Pattajoshi  
E-20, South Extension - I New Delhi 110049  
Service Provider  
BODY INCORPORATE  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
MEERA CHATURE SANKHARI  
Jupiter Law Partners Office # 123, First floor, Vipul Agora, MG Road, Gurgaon-122002  
Used Since :20/04/2015  

To be associated with:  
3015649  
DELHI  
Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; on-line digital publishing services; information relating to electronic publications of all kinds via a global computer information network; publication and providing payment or subscription based access to exclusive information and content in the fields of publication and books, especially e-books, book series, chapters and excerpts of books, publications, magazines, journals, newspapers, newsletters, news articles, newspaper/magazine articles, short stories, poetry, speeches, reviews and associated content created by third parties whether such content was already published via print media or not and is stored on electronic media.
SONGLINES ABACUS

3021828   03/08/2015
C.D.GOPINATH
KAMINI SUNDARAM
JUSTICE MR.MUKUL MUDGAL
SKANDA SUNDARAM
S.R.RAGHUVR
trading as ;ABACUS TRUST
47, VI MAIN ROAD, R.A.PURAM, CHENNAI - 600028
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES
3029915  12/08/2015
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since :11/07/2015
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MOVIE STUDIOS, CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING, PHOTOGRAPHY, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE, RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS, SOUND RECORDING, TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT .
3093660  04/11/2015

ALL INDIA SWAMI VIVEKANANDA MISSION
trading as ;ALL INDIA SWAMI VIVEKANANDA MISSION
VILLMURALIBAR, POST- BAGNAN, P.S- BAGNAN,DIST- HOWRAH, PIN-711303,W.B, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/08/2015

KOLKATA
EDUCATION, AND E EDUCATION OF DIFFERENT COURSES
Happy Valley Trekking

3188359  18/02/2016

AMBOOTIA TEA EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
trading as :AMBOOTIA TEA EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
20,COALBERTH,HOBOKEN ROAD,KOLKATA 700088
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/ 1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Entertainment and education services, sporting and cultural activities, sports, holiday and sporting camp services, club services, in class 41.
Happy Valley Buggy Ride

3188360  18/02/2016
AMBOOTIA TEA EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
trading as :AMBOOTIA TEA EXPORTS PVT. LTD.
20,COALBERTH,HOBOKEN ROAD,KOLKATA 700088
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A. SHUNGLU & CO.
155/ 1, BLOCK G, NEW ALIPORE, KOLKATA - 700 053.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Entertainment and education services, amusement parks, providing sports facilities, sports in class 41.
3220430  28/03/2016
PRAMOD KUMAR BAJAJ & AMAN BAJAJ
A-5, MAYAPURI, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI, INDIA.
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :06/08/1988
DELHI
Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities including production of television
and radio programs, news reporter services, television & radio entertainment, production of shows and films,
arranging and conduction and organization of seminars or colloquiums or conferences, presentation of live
performances and shows, publication of electronic books and journals online, organization of exhibitions for
cultural or educational purposes, recording studio services.
3235433  14/04/2016

Labhkush
555/8 model town, Narwana, Dist. Jind, Haryana, Pin- 126116
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since :16/10/2012

To be associated with:
2587276
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND AWARENESS, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS, ARRANGEMENT OF EVENTS
55 PRODUCTIONS

3241147  25/04/2016

MS DIVYA KHATTAR

trading as :55 PRODUCTIONS

# 776, SECTOR-4, WARD NO. 22, PANCHKULA, HARYANA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since :20/04/2016

DELHI

FILM PRODUCTION AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION INCLUDING CLASS 41
3245901  29/04/2016
SAISHA
trading as ;SUNSHINE FOREVER
B-892, GREENFIELDS COLONY, NEAR NHPC CHOWK, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :15/07/2015
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS, TRAININGS, YOGA, COACHING FOR PEOPLE TO IMPROVE THEIR LIFE IN
POSITIVE & HOLISTIC WAY
3246040  28/04/2016
RAVINDRA CHAUHAN
trading as ;KERABROX
HOUSE NO 631, GHAROLI DAIRY COLONY, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE 3, DELHI -110096
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
FITNESS TRAINING, YOGA TRAINING, MEDITATION TRAINING, GYMKHANA, HEALTH CLUBS; EDUCATION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF FITNESS, WELLNESS, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT; BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
3253364    06/05/2016
ROHIT OBEROI
trading as ;CHLORIS BEAUTY ACADEMY
14, LINK ROAD, KAPURTHALA-144601
service provider
partner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUV KUMAR
c-7-72 east of kailash

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; INSTITUTES RELATED TO BEAUTY PARLOUR, WELLNESS & SPA;
ORGANISATION OF BEAUTY CONTESTS; ARRANGING OF MODELLING COMPETITIONS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS,
CATALOGUES RELATED TO BEAUTY SPA & WELLNESS, ON-LINE TRAINING & CONSULTANCY and any other related
services to beauty and beauty education including in this class.
Network18Digital

Advertised before Acceptance under section 20(1) Proviso

3260155  16/05/2016

NETWORK18 MEDIA & INVESTMENTS LTD.
503, 504 & 507 5TH FLOOR, MERCANTILE HOUSE, 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since :01/04/2016

To be associated with:
1602227, 1602231, 1602232, 1602235

DELHI

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017

3264077  20/05/2016

I M ENTERTAINMENT P. LTD
S-21, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE -II, NEW DELHI -110020.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING AND ORGANISATION OF SEMINARS OR CONFERENCES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES AND SHOWS, AWARD FUNCTIONS; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ONLINE, ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES IN CLASS 41
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIONS CLUBS

3275838 03/06/2016
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIONS CLUBS.
300, 22ND STREET OAK BROOK, ILLINOIS 60523, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION OF THIS STATE OF ILLINCIS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JEHANGIR GULABBHAI & BILIMORIA & DARUWALLA.
RAJABAHADUR MANSION, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, (HAMAM STREET), FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 03/02/1956
To be associated with:
1538659
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION FOR SELF-DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF BUSINESS COMPETENCIES, INTERPERSONAL SKILLS AND TECHNICAL SKILLS, PROVIDED VIA A WEB PAGE ON THE INTERNET; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS AND DISSEMINATION OF LITERATURE IN THE FIELD OF BLINDNESS PREVENTION AND ELIMINATION, CHILDHOOD BLINDNESS PREVENTION AND ELIMINATION, AND THE TREATMENT OF BLINDNESS CAUSING DISEASES; CLUB SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING, SUPERVISING AND GUIDING THE FORMATION OF CLUBS FOR CHARITABLE, HUMANITARIAN, SERVICE AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES IN CLASS 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1538659.
Educational services; training services; entertainment services; presentation of live performances; sporting activities all provided in the context of or relating to an educational establishment; cultural activities; the provision of education information relating to education and/or child development and/or specific pupils and/or school events; educational examination services; managing schools; boarding schools; independent schools; nursery schools; academies (education); summer schools (education and/or training); correspondence courses; provision of educational courses, lectures, seminars and/or youth training schemes; the provision of consultancy services in relation to education and schooling; mentoring, vocational guidance, coaching (education and/or training); translations; providing sports training and/or coaching all provided in the context of or relating to an educational establishment; organisation of sporting events all provided in the context of or relating to an educational establishment; gym services all provided in the context of or relating to an educational establishment; religious education services; providing recreation facilities; organising events for cultural purposes; arranging and/or conducting conferences, congresses, symposia, seminars, workshops and/or colloquia; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organisation of balls; arranging of competitions; information services relating to any of the aforesaid services whether on a charitable basis or otherwise.
SHINE 'N' LOOKS SALON ACADEMY

3327622   03/08/2016

VIJAY KAPOOR

trading as ;M/S SHINE 'N' LOOKS SALON ACADEMY

R/O H. NO. 5, ISHA TOWER, WAZIR SINGH ENCLAVE, RAMA MANDI, JALANDHAR

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNIL

37, NEW MARKET BEHIND NARINDER CINEMA JALANDHAR

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING.
3338071  17/08/2016
SIDHARTHA MALHOTRA
54, GROUND FLOOR, SANT NAGAR, NEAR EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATION, COACHING CENTRE, CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, INFORMATION EDUCATION, TUITIONS, COMPETITIVE EXAMINATION CLASSES, TRAINING; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS; ARRANGING COMPETITIONS, WORKSHOPS AND EXHIBITIONS; AND OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3352684   02/09/2016
MOHTASHIM HASHMI
GARY STEELE
trading as ;SUBCLTR
A-1662, 2ND FLOOR, GREENFIELDS COLONY, SURAJKUND, FARIDABAD-121010, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IP GLOBAL SERVICES
8/3, GROUND FLOOR, RAJINDER NAGAR, N. DELHI-60.
Used Since :18/01/2016

DELHI
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS; EDUCATION INFORMATION; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES;
ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE;
PROVIDING ON-LINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE;
ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS
[IMPRESSARIO SERVICES]; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN
PUBLICITY TEXTS
3354627   03/09/2016
RAGASPHERE LLP
trading as :Ragasphere
304, AZALEA APATMENTS, Nr. Solaris Gym, BANER ROAD, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA 411045
Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing services of music publishing, music concerts and performance; musical entertainment, live music services, shows and performances; teaching of music, musical educational services, organization of musical concert, providing information about music, providing facilities for music, arranging of music shows, performances, musical concerts by radio; arranging and conducting of training workshops and events; Provision of information relating to live performances, live stage events, theatrical performances, and audience participation in such events
3371411  26/09/2016
N.LOKESH
N.DIVAKAR
trading as ;CYCLOPEDIA
NO. D-47, 'PADMASHREE' 12TH CROSS, V V MOHALLA, MYSURU - 570 002, KARNATAKA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Used Since :01/04/2015

CHENNAI
SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
AMANDEEP SINGH  
WZ-170, Street-5, Virender Nagar, New Delhi-110058
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA  
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002
Used Since :02/06/2016

DELHI
Publishing and reporting, Education, Entertainment and sports, Conferences, exhibitions and Competitions, Audio and Video production, and photography, Library services, Translation and interpretation
3377562   30/09/2016
AARNA DÉCOR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AARNA DÉCOR PRIVATE LIMITED
D - 501, SUYASH STATUS, OPP. URJA NAGAR 1, NR. CITY PULSE CINEMA, KUDASAN, GANDHINAGAR - 382006, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
DHARAMSHALA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

3392856  21/10/2016
WHITE CRANE ARTS & MEDIA TRUST
E-302 SOM VIHAR NEW DELHI 110022
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :01/08/2016

To be associated with:
2386117
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND HOSTING A FILM FESTIVAL.
The OM Music

3396820   26/10/2016

AMIT SHITAL
13, SHRI DWARKESH NIKETAN, FLAT-13, 3RD FLOOR, N.S.ROAD, NO.1, AZAD NAGAR SOCIETY, JUHU, VILE PARLE,
MUMBAI-400056
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDAIN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Used Since :14/08/2016

MUMBAI

ENTERTAINMENT AND MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES IN CLASS 41
3396824  26/10/2016
AVADHUT SATHE
trading as; AVADHUT SATHE TRADING ACADEMY
601, ATMARAM DARSHAN, VIDYALAY MARG, MULUND EAST LANDMARK: NEAR SAMBHAJI PARK, OPPOSITE DODE VIDYALAY, MUMBAI-400081
SERVICES PROVIDER
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Used Since: 16/01/2016
MUMBAI
TRAINING IN INVESTMENTS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3397664  26/10/2016
ANSHUL JAIN
5/28, MAHESH NAGAR, INDORE-452002, M.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultants, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/05/2005

MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZATION OF EVENT, EXHIBITIONS, PUBLICATION SERVICES INCLUDING PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, SUPPLEMENTS OF NEWSPAPER ETC PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, FILM PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, MOVIE STUDIOS, ORGANIZATION AND PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, VIDEO FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
3398421  28/10/2016
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA STATE, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/05/2005
To be associated with:
3398420

MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZATION OF EVENT, EXHIBITIONS, PUBLICATION SERVICES INCLUDING PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, SUPPLEMENTS OF NEWSPAPER ETC PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, FILM PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, MOVIE STUDIOS, ORGANIZATION AND PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, VIDEO FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
ENVALE
3407082   10/11/2016
ENVALE SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
304/305, OLIVE ARCADE, NEAR SHILP CROSS ROADS, OFF C.G.ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380 009.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :29/05/2009
To be associated with:
1834276
AHMEDABAD
TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO-BRIDGE BETWEEN BUYER AND SELLER, ONLINE/ OFFLINE TENDERING SERVICES,
ONLINE/OFFLINE AUCTION SERVICES, ONLINE/OFFLINE ESCROW SERVICES, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
SERVICES AND PROCURING OF CONTRACTS FOR PURCHASE AND SALE OF PRODUCTS.
3407690   10/11/2016
ANJALI GARG
trading as : BREWZ ROCK PVT LTD
Alakh kripa 3rd floor, 42- A, Panchwati, Udaipur(Raj)-313001
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE
Used Since :19/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
Music performances, Music- halls, Musical entertainment, Musical performances, live music concerts, music entertainment services, Jazz music entertainment services, Education services relating to music, Education and training in the field of music and entertainment
3408234  15/11/2016
V SYNERGIZE OUTSOURCING PRIVATE LIMITED
GROUND FLOOR, NORTH SIDE IT6 BUILDING SEZ, FLAGSHIP INFRASTRUCTURE PVT LTD, RAJIV GANDHI INFOTECH PARK, PHASE 1, HINJEWADI, PUNE – 411057
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :05/07/2010
MUMBAI
LIVE INTERACTIVE PERSONALIZED ONLINE YOGA STUDIO, LEARN FROM HOME CUSTOMIZED CLASSES OF ONLINE YOGA AND TRAINING CENTER.
3408382  11/11/2016
ANDSLITE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ANDSLITE PVT. LTD.
103, F.I.E., PATPARGANJ, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3410304  16/11/2016  MRS. POORNA DAFTARI PALIWAL  
ARJUN PALIWAL  
trading as ;GO FIGURE  
B-37/148, SUNDARNAGAR, LANE # 3, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 098, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA  
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAI ANAND SERVICE  
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.  
Used Since :01/05/2016  
MUMBAI  
PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, FITNESS SERVICES  
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION  
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3410771  17/11/2016
LOCOBUDDY MOBILE TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
C 1906, OBEROI WOODS, OBEROI GARDEN CITY, GOREGAON-EAST, MUMBAI-400063. MAHARASHTRA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
LAW FUTUREX, 301, Rose Residency, Dixit Road Extn., Off. Shradhanand Road, Nr. Thakkar Hall, Vile Parle, Mumbai - 400 057.
Used Since :06/11/2015
MUMBAI
ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND STAGING OF SPORTS EVENTS, TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, EVENT MANAGEMENT; TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS AND EVENTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FEATURING MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, VIDEOS, MOVIES, PICTURES, IMAGES, TEXT, PHOTOS, AUDIO VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTER NETWORKS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; HEALTH CLUB AND GYMNASIUM SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES.
LOCOBUDDY MOBILE TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
C 1906, OBEROI WOODS, OBEROI GARDEN CITY, GOREGAON-EAST, MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
LAW FUTUREX, 301, Rose Residency, Dixit Road Extn., Off. Shradhanand Road, Nr. Thakkar Hall, Vile Parle, Mumbai - 400 057.
Used Since :19/11/2015

MUMBAI
ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND STAGING OF SPORTS EVENTS, TOURNAMENTS, COMPETITIONS, EVENT MANAGEMENT; TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS AND EVENTS; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES FEATURING MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, VIDEOS, MOVIES, PICTURES, IMAGES, TEXT, PHOTOS, AUDIO VIA THE INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTER NETWORKS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; HEALTH CLUB AND GYMNASIUM SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; INDOOR AND OUTDOOR GAMES.
3411278   17/11/2016
NEHA SHARMA
trading as ;KIDS HEAVEN
Bunglow No-3, Sapphire Bungalows, Nana Chiloda, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 382330.
SERVICE
Used Since :01/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES MOTIVATE AND
STIMULATE CHILDREN TO ACHIEVE POTENTIAL, ORGANIZATION OF WORKSHOP, WHICH WILL BE STATE OF THE ART
IN ALL THE FACETS OF EDUCATION, ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY PUBLICATION OF TEX, AUDIO,
VIDEO AND GRAPHIC WORKS ONLINE FEATURING NEWS, COMMENTARY, PHOTOS, POETRY, MINI-ESSAYS, NON
FICTION AND FICTION, PROVIDING FRANCHISE FOR PRESCHOOL INCLUDING ABOVE ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS
41.
3412843  19/11/2016
O.P. JINDAL GLOBAL UNIVERSITY
SONIPAT NARELA ROAD, NEAR JAGDISHPUR VILLAGE, SONIPAT, (HARYANA) - 131001.
SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :07/07/2011

DELHI
Education, providing of training, undergraduate, graduate, post-graduate & all professional courses; education via communication network & correspondence courses, distance learning; schools, university & institutional services, curriculum development; teaching & instructional services, organizing, arranging & conducting conferences, seminars, colloquiums, symposiums, workshops, competitions, publication of printed material, books, catalogues, brochures; entertainment, sporting & cultural activities, live performances; music concert & related services.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3413404    21/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041846
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
SANTOSH ALLURI VERMA
No1 Madhu Hans Building, 263 Dr Annie Besant Road, Behind Union Bank, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI

Education, Providing of training, Entertainment, Sporting and cultural activities
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
MAIN TERA AASHIQ

3414848    21/11/2016

SWAPAN PRADHAN

trading as : FILM PUJA

58/136, PRINCE ANWAR SHAH ROAD, KOLKATA – 700045, W.B., INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH, 107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD, KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since : 11/03/2016

KOLKATA

ENTERTAINMENT FOR RADIO, FILM, MUSICAL, FILM EDITING, FILM MAKING, FILM STUDIO AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3415561  21/11/2016

PUNEET NIGAM
trading as : AIRA
117/137 O Block, Geeta Nagar, Kanpur 208025, Uttar Pradesh.

service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 17/02/2016

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
LUPIN

3415705  22/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2041913
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :09/11/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION, NEWS & CURRENT
AFFAIRS AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET,
AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES;
PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

3416682 23/11/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since : 27/10/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION, NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO
& PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION,
DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
EXPRESS TRADE TOWERS, PLOT NO. 15 & 16 SEC-16A, NOIDA U.P-201301
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :10/09/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO. RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION, NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS
AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO
& PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION,
DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
3416993   24/11/2016
SCHOOL OF INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP PRIVATE LIMITED
39/248, LEELASHREE, SECOND FLOOR, OPP. BANK OF MAHARASHTRA, NEAR GARWARE COLLEGE, ABOVE KAKA HALWAI ERANDWANE, KARVEROAD PUNE - 411004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
THE COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :07/07/2015
MUMBAI
EDUCATION PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
3417612  24/11/2016
AINSTIN.S DENNIS
trading as ;MEDLINE ACADEMY
2ND FLOOR, KUNNATHU PARAMBIL COMPLEX, NEAR INDIA COFFEE HOUSE, TK ROAD, TIRUVALLA,
PATHANAMTHITTA (DIST) 689 101, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Used Since :11/04/2016
CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, DHA, HAAD, MOH, NCLEX-RN, PROMETRICS, NURSING,
EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, SYMPOSUMS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, SOFT SKILL
TRAININGS, COMPUTER COURSES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION
PROGRAMMES
3417659  24/11/2016
24AM STUDIOS PVT. LTD
trading as ;24AM STUDIOS PVT. LTD
NO.9, SPRING FIELD APARTMENTS, JAGANNATHAN ROAD, NUNGAMBKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 034
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMT LAW PRACTICE
32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :02/06/2015

CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, AMUSEMENT OR RECREATION OF PEOPLE, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, RENTAL OF
CINEMATOGRAPHIC APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, MICROFILMING, MODELLING FOR
ARTISTS, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, ORCHESTRA
SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, SONGWRITING, SUBTITLING,
THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, TICKET AGENCY SERVICES, VIDEOTAPING, VIDEOTAPE EDITING
3417701 24/11/2016
HIMACHAL PRAKASHMUMAR MEHTA
1085, SAMARPAN, OPP. PATEL PARK, BEHIND MUNICIPAL DAIRY, BHAVNAGAR - 364001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/01/2015
AHMEDABAD
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING, PUBLICATION SERVICES, PUBLICATION OF BROCHURES, MANUALS, PAMPHLETS, BOOKS, MAGAZINE, PRINTED MATTER, DIRECTORIES, ARRANGING AND ORGANISING OF CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, MULTIMEDIA PUBLISHING OF MAGAZINES, JOURNALS AND NEWSPAPERS, NEWS REPORTER SERVICES, NEWS PROGRAMMING SERVICES FOR TRANSMISSION ACROSS THE INTERNET, ON-LINE PUBLISHING SERVICES OF NEWSPAPER, ELECTRONIC BOOKS, JOURNALS, PERIODICALS, PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPER, BROCHURES, CATALOGUES ON THE INTERNET, MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
KAUSHAL BHARAT

3418082   25/11/2016
GROUP MEDIA PVT. LTD.
C-2/5 & 6, GROUND FLOOR, STREET NO-1, ACHARYA NIKETAN, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1, DELHI-110091
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3418618  25/11/2016
DR. R. RANGARAJAN
SANTI SUDHA, OLD NO.24, NEW NO.38, ARCH BISHOP MATHIAS AVENUE, RAJA-ANNAMALAIPURAM, CHENNAI-600028,
TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA R CHANDRAN
2ND FLOOR, KANDATHIL BUILDINGS, COLLECTORATE P.O. KOTTAYAM - 686 002, KERALA.

To be associated with:
1253232

CHENNAI
SERVICES RENDERING EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Dr. R. RANGARAJAN
SANTI SUDHA, OLD NO.24, NEW NO.38, ARCH BISHOP MATHIAS AVENUE, RAJA-ANNAMALAIPURAM, CHENNAI-600028,
TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA R CHANDRAN
2ND FLOOR, KANDATHIL BUILDINGS, COLLECTORATE P.O. KOTTAYAM - 686 002, KERALA.

Used Since : 18/10/1997

To be associated with:
1253232

CHENNAI
SERVICES RENDERING EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3418620  25/11/2016

R. RANGARAJAN

trading as ;VELTECH DR.RR. AND DR.SR UNIVERSITY
SANTI SUDHA, OLD NO.24, NEW NO.38, ARCH BISHOP MATHIAS AVENUE, RAJA - ANNAMALAIPURAM, CHENNAI - 600028, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA R CHANDRAN
2ND FLOOR, KANDATHIL BUILDINGS, COLLECTORATE P.O. KOTTAYAM - 686 002, KERALA.

Used Since :18/10/1997

To be associated with:
1253232

CHENNAI

SERVICES RENDERING EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3418877  25/11/2016
HT MEDIA LIMITED
HT House, 18-20, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110 001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :12/09/2016
DELHI
EVENT MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES; PROVIDING OF TRAINING;
ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3418980  24/11/2016

AMDUS GROUP EDUCATIONAL AND WELFARE SOCIETY & AGEAWS'S VOLUNTARY INSTITUTIONS & ASSOCIATIONS
trading as: AMDUS GROUP EDUCATIONAL AND WELFARE SOCIETY (AGEAWS) & AGEAWSS VOLUNTARY INSTITUTIONS & ASSOCIATIONS
ASCENT COMPOUND PLOT NO.E-16/ 1/4, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, CHIKALTHANA, AURANGABAD- 431006.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 11/11/2015

MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
3419197   28/11/2016
S AND N LIFESTYLE HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD.
111/2, RAJPUR ROAD, DEHRADUN -248001, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Used Since :01/01/2016

To be associated with:
3387953
DELHI
"EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41"
3419556   25/11/2016
ROBY RIBU
14/3/1A, priyadarshini nagar 2nd avenue, opp. Lulu. Int.convt. centre,Ayyanthole PO,Trissur- 680003
learning hub: special training for school students

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALACHANDRAN KRISHNAN PALAKKADAN
7/431-CB-3, 1ST FLOOR, NARAYANA APARTMENT, KUNNUMPURAM ROAD, NEAR WEST GATE OF CIVIL STATION, KAKKAND, ERNAKULAM-682030, KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :15/10/2016

CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3420507  28/11/2016
USP STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SILVER CROFT, OFF. T.P.S. III, CORNER OF 16TH AND 33RD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/10/2013

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; PROVIDING OF ONLINE TUTORIALS, ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT; GAME; DIGITAL PUBLISHING SERVICES, ONLINE ACADEMIC LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS; PROVIDING ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS; GRAPHIC NOVELS; COMIC BOOKS; VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ONLINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, EVENT AND ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZING OF SEMINARS
3420542  28/11/2016

USP STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SILVER CROFT, OFF. T.P.S. III, CORNER OF 16TH AND 33RD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; PROVIDING OF ONLINE TUTORIALS, ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT; GAME; DIGITAL PUBLISHING SERVICES, ONLINE ACADEMIC LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS; PROVIDING ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS; GRAPHIC NOVELS; COMIC BOOKS; VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ONLINE INTONATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, EVENT AND ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZING OF SEMINARS BEING
3420557    28/11/2016
USP STUDIOS PRIVATE LIMITED
3, SILVER CROFT, OFF. T.P.S. III, CORNER OF 16TH AND 33RD ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601
Used Since :01/10/2013
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; PROVIDING OF ONLINE TUTORIALS, ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT; GAME; DIGITAL PUBLISHING SERVICES, ONLINE ACADEMIC LIBRARY SERVICES, ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS; PROVIDING ONLINE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS; GRAPHIC NOVELS; COMIC BOOKS; VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ONLINE INTONATION IN THE FIELD OF EDUCATION, EVENT AND ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZING OF SEMINARS BEING
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3421903    30/11/2016

ALOK RAJWADE
FLAT NO.3, SADHANA APARTMENT, 2076, SADASHIV PETH, VIJAYNAGAR COLONY, PUNE-411030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHATE AND PONKSHIE
12, VENU - MADHAV APARTMENTS, 5 TH FLOOR, 104/7, OFF LANE NO.14, PRABHAR ROAD, PUNE- 411 004 MHASHTRA STATE, INDIA
Used Since :01/02/2014

MUMBAI

AUDIO-VISUAL PRODUCTION SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF FILMS, VIDEOTAPES, FEATURE FILMS, SHORT FILMS, AND RENTAL THEREOF; MOVIE STUDIOS AND TELEVISION STUDIOS; T.V. AND RADIO PROGRAMMES AND ENTERTAINMENT; EVENT MANAGEMENT PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS, SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS; NETWORKING EVENTS, MEDIA/PRESS MEETS, FILM PRODUCTIONS BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
KOFFEE WITH KARAN

3422071   29/11/2016

STAR INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Star Centre, Plot No. 77, Institutional Area, Sec- 32, Gurgaon 122 001, Haryana Also registered office at: Star House, Urmi Estate, 95 Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel West, Mumbai 400 013
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :19/11/2004

DELHI
Educational and entertainment services; Production of programs for television, cable television, radio, on-line broadcasting and interactive services; production, presentation, distribution, syndication and rental of audio, video, still and moving images and data whether in compressed or uncompressed form; publishing, organization production and presentation of shows, contests, concerts and events; information and advisory services for aforesaid services;
3422384 30/11/2016

AARUL MALAVIYA
A-69, ASPEN GREEN, NIRVANA COUNTRY, GURGAON (HARYANA) 122001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ SINGH
CH. NO. Y-73, CIVIL WING, TIS HAZARI COURT, DELHI-110054
Used Since: 10/02/2016

DELHI

COMPUTER APPLICATION BASED GAMES PROVIDED ON LINE; DEVELOPING AND PROVIDING GAME BASED LEARNING; AUGMENTED / VIRTUAL REALITY APPLICATION AND SOFTWARE; DEVELOPMENT OF CONTENTS; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, E-BOOKS, JOURNALS, E-JOURNALS, PUBLICATION OF TEXT (OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOP (TRAINING), TESTING SERVICES (EDUCATION), TEACHING AND LIBRARY (INCLUDING E-LIBRARY)
3422588  30/11/2016
G.MURUGAN
trading as :ANUKIRAGAA ANNAI TRUST
NO. 3, NAVALAR STREET, IYYANKUTIPALAYAM, PUDUCHERRY - 605 009.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Used Since :10/05/2008
CHENNAI
PROVIDING TRAINING IN TAILORING, EMBROIDERING, ARYA WORK, BATCH WORK, FLOWER WORK AND COMPUTER TRAINING CENTRE FOR WOMENS
IIIEM EXIM TRAINING PRIVATE LIMITED
201, ISCON AVENUE, NR. CHOICE RESTAURANT, C.G. ROAD, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380009. GUJARAT. INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.A.BHATT, ADVOCATE
B-603, SIGNATURE-2, NEAR SARKHEJ SANAND CIRCLE, OPP. RELIEF HOTEL, S.G.HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD - 382210 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING OF IMPORT AND EXPORT MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
3424006  01/12/2016
JOHN M THOMAS
trading as ;IGEM
PALM PLAZA, YMCA LANE, KOTTAYAM - 686001, KERALA;
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BUSINESS TRACK
II , VILANGANPARA BUILDING, GOOD SHEPHERD STREET, KOTTAYAM 686 001,KERALA
Used Since :01/04/2012

CHENNAI
COACHING FOR VARIOUS COURSES AND EXAMINATIONS INCLUDING CHARTERED ACCOUNTANCY, COAT ACCOUNTANCY AND OTHER COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS
3424676  02/12/2016
GAURAV SHARMA
trading as ;G MOVES DANCE STUDIO
WZ-45 STREET NO.1, SADH NAGAR, PALAM COLONY, NEW DELHI-110045
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2016
To be associated with:
3230294
DELHI
DANCE ACADEMY, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANISING DANCE EVENTS & DANCE SHOWS, ORGANISING EVENTS
3424704  02/12/2016
ZEE MEDIA CORPORATION LIMITED
B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2160979

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR
CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSE; MOVIE STUDIO; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS;
MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE
PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITY; EDUCATION
SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO/& TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOK/JOURNALS
ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURE/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2160979
3424773  02/12/2016
ZEE DIGITAL CONVERGENCE LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 14/09/2016

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS REPORTING PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE: RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING: TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

3425271  05/12/2016
EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP OF INDIA
805/92, DEEPALI BUILDING, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI
Used Since: 28/05/1962

DELHI
EDUCATION; SPORTING, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; TRAINING SERVICES, CONDUCTING CLASSES, WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES IN RELIGION AND FAITH; DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATIONAL, INSTRUCTIONAL AND TRAINING MATERIAL; CONDUCTING SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, PLAYS AND WORKSHOPS, ONLINE JOURNALS, BLOGS, ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS; ENCOURAGING COLLABORATION AMONG CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATIONS, CHURCHES AND INDIVIDUALS.
3425727    05/12/2016

RAJEV S. KUMAR

trading as ; WASMAATIC

D-201, THE PEARL, BALEWADI, PUNE-411045, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAVINDRA SARASWAT, ADVOCATE

Office no. 17, 1st floor, Chandhere Complex, Next to CTR Co., Nagar Road, Pune-14

Used Since : 24/11/2016

MUMBAI

SERVICE PROVIDER TO PROVIDE EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING INDUSTRY AS WELL AS PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND COURSES FOR FABRIC CARE
3427950  07/12/2016
COMPLAY DIGITAL MEDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;COMPLAY DIGITAL MEDIA PVT. LTD.
A-1/B 114-C, 2ND FLOOR LIG FLATS, PASCHIM VIHAR DELHI SOUTH WEST DELHI DL 110063 INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDE THE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES BY ONLINE VIDEO PLAYERS, DISTRIBUTE AND EXHIBIT MOTION PICTURES OF ALL KIND AND SERVICES RELATED TO COMPANY BUSINESS COVERED UNDER THE CLASS 41.
3427979   07/12/2016
S RAGHAVAN
SRI SRI RADHA RASABHARI MANDIR, OFFICE NO. 236, HARE KRISHNA LAND, SRI MUKTESHWAR DEVALAYA MARY, OPP GANDHI GRAM SCHOOL, JUHU, MUMBAI - 400049
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3427980   07/12/2016
S RAGHAVAN
SRI SRI RADHA RASABHIHARI MANDIR, OFFICE NO. 236, HARE KRISHNA LAND, SRI MUKTESHWAR DEVALAYA MARY,
OPP GANDHI GRAM SCHOOL, JUHU, MUMBAI - 400049
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3407926, 3427979

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 41
3428069 07/12/2016
BHAWNA TANWER
trading as ;KDETOOLS SOFTWARE
RZ-57A, GALI NO-8, RAJ NAGAR PART-I, PALAM COLONY, DELHI 110077
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-IIIRD, DELHI 110052
Used Since :04/10/2016
DELHI
SERVICES INCLUDING PROVIDING EDUCATION, LEARNING, TRAINING, SKILL ENCHANCEMENT, CULTURAL AND SPORTING ACTIVITIES THROUGH COMPUTERS, ACADEMIES, SCHOOLS. INSTITUTES, EDUCATIONAL CENTRES, UNIVERSITIES, CORRESPONDENCE, INSTRUCTION SERVICES, TEACHING, COACHING, MOBILE, TABLET. ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES CONGRESSES SEMINARS SYMPOSIUMS WORKSHOPS, ORGANISING COMPETITIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783 , 06/02/2017 Class 41

Castor

3428079 07/12/2016
MEDIAMANDI INTERNATIONAL PVT.LTD
16, LINK PLAZA, NEW LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400102
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVISION OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES FILM PRODUCTION OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING], CLUB SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION], ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT]
3429153   08/12/2016
VIVEK KUMAR
trading as ;VIVEK KUMAR
HOUSE NO 170 GUDADIYA MOHALLA, VILLAGE SABHAPUR DELHI 110094
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MRS. KUMUD SINGH
C/O K.C. SINGHAL & ASSOCIATES B-1/21, YAMUNA VIHAR DELHI 53
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY DISTANCES LEARNING AND TRAINING.
3429187   08/12/2016
SAKAL PAPERS PVT. LTD.
595, BUDHWAR PETH, NEAR SHANIWAR WADA, PUNE-411002, MAHARASHTRA, STATE INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
UNIQUE CONSULTANCY SERVICES FLAT NO.4, CHINTAMANI APT. 507, KASBA PETH, PUNE - 411 011. MAHARASH
Used Since :01/05/2005

To be associated with:
1971161, 2028702, 2028703, 2035591, 2341264, 2341265, 3227844, 3308376, 3398443

MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZATION OF EVENT, EXHIBITIONS, PUBLICATION SERVICES INCLUDING PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, SUPPLEMENTS OF NEWSPAPER ETC., PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, FILM PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, MOVIE STUDIOS, ORGANIZATION AND PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, VIDEO FILM, RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES
Fufimywish

3429284  09/12/2016
JAY AGARWAL
trading as ;FUFIMYWISH INC.
525, SAINI MARKET COMPLEX, VILLAGE CHAUMA, OPP. H BLOCK, PALAM VIHAR, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICES
Used Since :11/10/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED INDER
CLASS 41.
Queen of Mashups

3429627  09/12/2016

CHAND YUSUF SETH

trading as ;SOS NITELIFE

OFFICE # 213, 2ND FIR, MOHID HEIGHTS, 4BUNGLOWS RTO SIGNAL JUNCTION, LOKHANDWALA ROAD, ANDHERI - WEST, MUMBAI - 400 053

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Used Since :29/04/2003

MUMBAI

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 41
ANJANA MASCARENHAS
trading as ;DIVA
23, GROUND FLOOR, RAHEJA MIDAS, M G ROAD, PUNE 411001
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWAROOP HEMANT GODBOLE
49, Narayan Peth, Venu Gopal Apartments, Near Kabir Baug, Pune 411030
Used Since :13/07/2016
MUMBAI
SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41 (ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF FASHION, GROOMING, BEAUTY CONTEST)
3431290 08/12/2016

JOURNALISTS MEDIA GROUP

trading as: JOURNALISTS MEDIA GROUP

DOOR NO. 41-18-28, TIRUMALA RAO STREET, KRISHNA LANKA, VIJAYAWADA-520013, ANDHRAPRADESH, INDIA.,

Providing Services related to NEWS Reporting and Entertainment and Broadcasting.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NARESH KUMAR PUTREVU

Door no. 21/24, Brahmin Street, P S Peta, Chodavaram, Visakhapatnam-531036, Andhra Pradesh, India.

Used Since: 06/12/2016

CHENNAI

Providing Services related to NEWS Reporting and Entertainment and Broadcasting.
MAHARSHRAMAN VIDYAPEETH
3431356   09/12/2016
AMIT JAIN
trading as ;MAHARSHRAMAN VIDYAPEETH
160 Araria Nagarpalika, Mahaveer Road, Araria - 854311, Bihar.
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/04/2016
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS VIDYAPEETH EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3431962  14/12/2016
SWATI GULATI
trading as ;KIDONESIA
203, SAINIK VIHAR, PITAMPURA DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDING
Used Since :14/12/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
SARADA DEVI EDUCATIONAL & CHARITABLE TRUST
Padmapukhuria (Kumarpara), P. O. & P. S.- Contai, Dist- Purba Medinipur, Pin- 721 401, West Bengal.

Service Provider: A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN TRUST ACT, 1882.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA. P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.

Used Since: 01/04/2016

KOLKATA
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
VISITA

3433087  15/12/2016
VIVEK VENUGOPAL
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA & CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001
Used Since : 04/09/2015
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PROVIDING ON-LINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE;
PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; SONGWRITING; PRODUCTION OF MUSIC;
3433556  16/12/2016
JAISING SHIVRAM BHOSALE
RAMESH SITARAM MOHITE
trading as ;TARUN MITRA NAVRATRA UTSAV MANDAL
BUILDING NO-10, 11, 11A, ABHYUDAYA NAGAR KALACHOWKI, MUMBAI-400033
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC CHARITABLE TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE BOMBAY PUBLIC TRUST ACT, 1950
Used Since :23/04/1999
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Formula SAEINDIA

3434134   16/12/2016

SAEINDIA trading as ;SAEINDIA

2nd Floor, Ceebros Arcade, No.1/17, 3rd Cross, Kasturba Nagar, Adyar, Chennai - 600 020.

Service Provider

Society Registered under the Societies Act, 1975.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Used Since :01/01/2010

CHENNAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, sports entertainment services, organizing competitions and events relating to motor sports.
DYCINE
3435041  19/12/2016
DYCINE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
SHOP NO-381 BLOCK-III GANCA SHOPPING COMPLEX SECTOR-29 NOIDA 201302
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :03/08/2010
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
TRI KRIYA
3435057   15/12/2016

SAMIR SHAH
444, LACEBARK DRIVE, IRVING TX 75063 USA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
169, 3RD FLOOR, KAPIL VIHAR, PITAMPURA, DELHI-110034.

Used Since: 03/12/2013
DE DELHI
YOGA INSTRUCTION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING PROGRAMS, SEMINARS, INSTRUCTION AND TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF SPIRITUALITY AND YOGA; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, CONDUCTING COURSES IN THE FIELD OF YOGA AND MEDITATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE MATERIAL IN CONNECTION THEREWITH; MEDITATION TRAINING; PROVIDING FITNESS INSTRUCTION SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF YOGA BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3435110  17/12/2016
CODEVIDHYA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
G-1 GROUND FLOOR, IRIS TOWER, TODI NAGAR, SANWALI ROAD, SIKAR 332001 RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Pvt. Ltd. Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015, (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :25/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, COACHING CENTER, PRESCHOOL, SCHOOLS, COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY PROVIDING OF TRAINING,
ENTERTAINMENT, COMPETITION CLASSES, CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, INFORMATION EDUCATION, TUITION IN
CLASS 41.
3435135  17/12/2016
DELHI PRAKASHAN VITRAN PVT. LTD.
E-8, RANI JHANSI ROAD, JHANDEWALA, NEW DELHI-110055, INDIA
Service Provider
An Indian Company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PUBLICATION OF PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, BROCHURES, LEAFLETS, PAMPHLETS, HOARDINGS & BOARDS.
ANIMAL FACTORY AMPLIFICATION

3436172  20/12/2016

ADITYA NANDWANA
26 VALENTINA, 5 NAOROJI GAMADIA ROAD, MUMBAI 400026
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA & PADAMSEY
Fort Chambers, C Block, 65 Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400001
Used Since: 23/09/2013

MUMBAI

ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF IN-PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS; PRODUCTION OF MUSIC; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS [IMPRESARIO SERVICES]; PRACTICAL TRAINING [DEMONSTRATION]; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]
FASHION FOOTFALL

3436989   20/12/2016

NEHA KULKARNI
A-401, ASTER APARTMENTS, I. C. CROSS ROAD NO 4, I. C. COLONY, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI 400-103,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA,
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROVIDING ONLINE AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS IN THE FORM OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, JOURNALS,
MAGAZINES, PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND JOURNALS
3437157  20/12/2016
MR.SACHIN ADGONDA PATIL & MR.DEEPAK ADGONDA PATIL
trading as ;Vishwadhara Dairy Farm
A/P.Rahul Arcade Flat No.10 Vidyanagar-Lane No.2,Warnali Road,Vishrambag,Sangli-416415.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :09/11/2016

MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION & TRADING, EVENT MANAGEMENT & ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES
3437385  21/12/2016
DALIP TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
KHASRA NO. 379 & 394, OPP. DALIP SERVICE STATION NH-8, VILLAGE RANGPURI, NEW DELHI-110037.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK SERVICES
3565 GALI NO 4, NARANG COLONY, TRI NAGAR, DELHI 110035
Used Since : 01/04/2003

DELHI
PROVIDING TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, AMUSEMENT OR RECREATION OF PEOPLE. ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3437641   21/12/2016

INFONOVIA MARKETING SERVICES PVT. LTD.
30-240, SANGHMITRA CHS LTD., MOTILAL NAGAR ROAD, NO.1, OPP. BEST COLONY, NEAR FIRE BRIGADE,
GOAREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI-400104

SERVICES PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :01/11/2016

MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF EVENT ORGANIZER
3437695 21/12/2016
ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED
G 4, AL AMANA TOWER, OLAVANNA, CALICUT, CALICUT DISTRICT, 673 019 PIN, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :29/04/2010

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, RESEARCH, OFFLINE, ONLINE COACHING, VARIOUS INTERIOR EXTERIOR DESIGNING
ARCHITECT CIVIL ENGINEERING AND ALLIED COURSES, COMMERCE, RETAIL MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE, PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND VARIOUS MANAGEMENT COURSES, TRAINING,
ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT, CARPENTRY, COMPUTER, RELIGIOUS ETC. CONDUCTING LECTURES,
SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INSTITUTES, ARRANGING,
SPORTING, CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT, TRAINING, EVENT MANAGEMENT
3437705    21/12/2016
MANMEET RATTAN
67C, BG-5 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGPAL & ASSOCIATES
A-5,SUNLIGHT COLONY-II,ASHRAM,NEW DELHI 110 014,INDIA
Used Since :07/12/2015

DELHI
EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF FOOD FESTIVAL AND COOKERY SHOWS,
SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING, ORGANIZING DANCING EVENTS, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, ARRANGEMENT OF
CELEBRITIES & ARTISTS, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR
ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MODELLING FOR ARTISTS, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, EVENTS WORTHY OF
REMEMBRANCE, FALLING IN CLASS 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

DILLI KE PAKWAAN

3437709 21/12/2016
MANMEET RATTAN
67C, BG-5 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGPAL & ASSOCIATES
A-5, SUNLIGHT COLONY-II, ASHRAM, NEW DELHI 110 014, INDIA
Used Since: 07/12/2015

To be associated with:
3437705
DELHI

EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF FOOD FESTIVAL AND COOKERY SHOWS, SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING, ORGANIZING DANCING EVENTS, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, ARRANGEMENT OF CELEBRITIES & ARTISTS, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MODELING FOR ARTISTS, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, EVENTS WORTHY OF REMEMBRANCE, FALLING IN CLASS 41
DELHI KE PAKWAAN

3437711 21/12/2016
MANMEET RATTAN
67C, BG-5 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAGPAL & ASSOCIATES
A-5, SUNLIGHT COLONY-II, ASHRAM, NEW DELHI 110 014, INDIA
Used Since: 07/12/2015

DELHI
EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF FOOD FESTIVAL AND COOKERY SHOWS, SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING, ORGANIZING DANCING EVENTS, LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, ARRANGEMENT OF CELEBRITIES & ARTISTS, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES, MODELING FOR ARTISTS, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS, EVENTS WORTHY OF REMEMBRANCE, FAILING IN CLASS 41.
3438056    20/12/2016
INOX LEISURE LIMITED
5th Floor, Viraj Towers, next to Andheri flyover, Western Express Highway, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400 093
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :30/11/2016

MUMBAI
Entertainment; movie theatres; motion picture theatres; multiplexes; movies studios; movie showing; presentation of movies; provision of information relating to movies; providing facilities for movies, movie premiers and other audio-visual presentations for entertainment purposes; preparing subtitles for movies
3438269   21/12/2016

DR. NAMRATA PATHANIA

trading as ;DR. NAMRATA PATHANIA

B-3/1, MASJID MOTH, NEW DELHI-110049

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BALAJI IP PRACTICE

E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

Used Since :15/05/2010

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3438571  20/12/2016
NAVNEET ISHWAR AGGARWAL
trading as ;M/s NAV AG
20, Rd. No. 13, Punjabi Bagh Extension, New Delhi -110026
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI
Sports Coaching.
3438719   22/12/2016
ROYAL SPORTS PROMOTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
RZ-239, GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO. 3, SAYED, NAGLOI PASHCIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110087.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :20/12/2016
To be associated with:
3371065
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3438804 22/12/2016
DANISH HINGORA

trading as ;TONY PREMIER LEAGUE

NATASHA, SHOP 21C-25C, 52 HILL ROAD, NEAR ELCO MARKET, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI - 400050, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SPORTS EVENTS
JIPRO

3438879  21/12/2016

JITENDRA KUMAR

trading as JIPRO

RAMNAGAR COLONY, SHASTRINAGAR WEST, GADI NO.3, PO+PS- RAMPUR, GAYA, BIHAR-823001

Education Services

SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NEETU KUMARI

GOSAI TOLA, PATLIPUTRA COLONY, PATNA- 800001

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

EDUCATION SERVICES
WRITER GALAXY FILM PRODUCTIONS PVT. LTD.,
FLAT NO, 002, BLDG, NO, 2B, OM SAI GANESH, NEW DINDOSHI, MALAD (EAST), MUMBAI-400 097
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since :17/08/2015

MUMBAI

FILM PRODUCTION HOUSE, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, EVENTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3439971  21/12/2016
ESHANKA WAHI ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ESHANKA WAHI ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
E-77,EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI-110065
ESHANKA WAHI ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF , MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/06/2016

DELHI

Providing services for entertainment
SHANTI SEVA SANSTHAN

3440022  21/12/2016
SHANTI SEVA SANSTHAN
G N Ashiyana, Bhalotia Market, Golghar, Gorakhpur, Uttar Pradesh, 273001 INDIA
services

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Used Since :09/08/2011

DELHI

Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities.
3441049   26/12/2016
RICK CRAN
SAI VISHWA, PLOT NO. 341, 12TH ROAD, GAYATRI MANDIR, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/12/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

3441050 26/12/2016
RICK CRAN
SAI VISHWA, PLOT NO. 341, 12TH ROAD, GAYATRI MANDIR, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI-400052
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/12/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3441482  23/12/2016
ADITYA CHANDAVARKAR & DILIP RAGHAVAN
trading as ;CNT EXPOSITIONS AND SERVICES LLP
126-A, DHURUWADI, A. V. NAGWEKAR MARG, PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400025, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONFERENCE SEMINARS EXHIBITION OTHER THAN FOR BUSINESS, ADVERTISING & PROMOTION PURPOSE,
PROVIDING TRAINING & EDUCATION ARRANGING OF CONFERENCES
3442418    27/12/2016
R.KAMESH KUMAR
trading as ;ARISING CLUB
NO. 2ND FLOOR , NO.70, CENTRAL STREET , KILPAUK GARDEN COLONY , KILPAUK , CHENNAI - 600 010
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :01/01/2016
CHENNAI
SERVICES HAVING BASIC AIM OF THE ENTERTAINMENT, AMUSEMENT, RECREATION OF PEOPLE
3442519    27/12/2016
INDIAN SCHOOL OF DESIGN AND INNOVATION PRIVATE LIMITED
427/428, SAMUDRA MAHAL, DR. A.B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI 400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN DESAI
JEHANGIR BLDG., 3RD FLOOR, 133, MAHATMA GANDHI RD., MUMBAI - 400 023.
Used Since: 18/01/2013
To be associated with:
2488908, 2941766, 3037805, 3182640, 3182641, 3182643, 3182644, 3182645

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING INCLUDING THROUGH ACADEMIES, SCHOOLS, INSTITUTES, CENTRES AND
UNIVERSITIES; CORRESPONDENCE COURSES; INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES; TEACHING AND TEACHER TRAINING
SERVICES; TUITION SERVICES; LIBRARIES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, NEWSPAPERS,
CATALOGS AND BROCHURES; ONLINE EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES; RESEARCH IN THE FIELD OF
EDUCATION; CAREER COUNSELLING AND VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICES; CONDUCTING CONFERENCES,
SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, EXHIBITIONS; COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
BLUE FRAMES ANIMATION
3443042 27/12/2016
SHRI. RAKESH RENUKUNTLA S/O. SHRI. KRISHNA RENUKUNTLA
3-7-3/B, Sri Sainagar Colony, Road No. 1, Mansoorabad, L B Nagar, Hyderabad – 500 068, Telangana, India.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :26/07/2011
CHENNAI
Entertainment Services, Film Production, Motion Pictures, Video / Television Productions, Television Entertainment & Television Programs, Photography, Online Educational Services for Job, Providing Online Tutorials, Providing Online Training, Training Institute, Education Institute, Education Academies, Educational consultancy, Editorial consultancy.
eksQ Subject Domain Skills

3443555  28/12/2016

KOVIDA INDIA LIMITED

trading as ;KOVIDA INDIA LIMITED

# 57, NAGARJUNA HILLS, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD -500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.BALAJANAKI

SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since :26/09/2016

CHENNAI

EDUCATION, CONDUCTING OF EXAMINATION, TRAINING, CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, PUBLISHING OF TEXT BOOKS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND OTHER TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
eksQ21stCentury Core Skills

KOVIDA INDIA LIMITED trading as KOVIDA INDIA LIMITED
# 57, NAGARJUNA HILLS, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD -500 082, TELANGANA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 26/09/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION, CONDUCTING OF EXAMINATION, TRAINING, CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, PUBLISHING OF TEXT BOOKS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND OTHER TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
MEDI10

3443933    28/12/2016

SAURABH BADERIA
H. No. 1752, Cherital Ward, Saraswati Colony, Jabalpur - 482002, Madhya Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN,GROUND FLOOR,8,KUMTHA STREET,BALLARD ESTATE,MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities
MEDITEN

3443935  28/12/2016

SAURABH BADERIA
H. No. 1752, Cherital Ward, Saraswati Colony, Jabalpur - 482002, Madhya Pradesh

SERVICE PROVIDER
Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3443933

MUMBAI
Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities
SANJAY JANGIR
Deepajyoti Apt, RN18, Shanti Nagar, Wagle Estate, Thane, Maharashtra - 400604
Service Provider
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT, LIVE DANCE SHOWS, AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017
Class 41

3444501 29/12/2016
VARUN MEHRA
VIKRAM MEHRA
trading as; VQAZOMV
9A/30, W.E.A, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since: 05/08/2015

DELHI
MUSIC BAND SERVICES AND RELATED SERVICES, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, AND PLEASURE GROUND COMPOSING,
RECORDING AND DUBBING OF MUSIC AND SONGS, COMPILING AUDIO/VIDEO MUSIC ALBUMS, PUBLIC/PRIVATE
PERFORMANCE (CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL) VIA BAND OR OTHERWISE, COMPOSING LYRICS FOR SONGS,
CONDUCTING CONCERTS, DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, CONDUCTING CONCERTS,
DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES, ORCHESTRA SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
3444911 30/12/2016
SAVITA GAHLOT
H. No. -29, Village & Post, Kakrola Dwarka, New Delhi-110078
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
3445002  29/12/2016
ANKITBHAI V. PARMAR
trading as ;ACTION PERFECTION FITNESS CLUB
AMBIKA SQUARE, DHEBAR ROAD ONEWAY, OPP. SADGURU ARCADE, NEAR JIVAN CO-OPERATIVE BANK, RAJKOT-360002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
FITNESS AND EXERCISE CLUB SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3445014  29/12/2016

INDO-POL AYUSH TECHNOLOGY
Pardeep Sharda
Mrs. Vandana Sharma

Trading as: INDO-POL AYUSH TECHNOLOGY
Saraswati Vihar Colony, Backside Gati Transport, Near Doon Valley School, Nalagarh, Dist. Solan (H.P.)
Service Provider
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Used Since: 23/12/2016

DELHI

Organization of conferences and symposiums in the field of medical science; Training in the use of surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus; Publication of scientific papers in relation to medical technology; Providing continuing medical education courses; Medical training and teaching
3445434  30/12/2016
RAHUL KUMAR
PRAKASH KUMAR
trading as ;ECSC KNOWLEDGE JUNCTION
L-81, SHOP NO-2, GEETA MANDIR ROAD, HAPPY CHOWK, MOHAN GARDEN, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/12/2016
DELHI
COACHING SERVICES.
3445744  30/12/2016

DR. AJOY KUMAR GHOSH trading as ; DRG BRAIN DEVELOPMENT KINDERGARTEN (DRG KIDS)
NEAR RAM KRISHNA ASHRAM (SHIVMANDIR), FAYRANI JOTE, P.O. RANIDANGA, PIN-734012, DARJEELING, WEST BENGAL
SERVICE, MERCHANT, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU
DEY LODGE, 1ST FLOOR, NAJRUL SARANI, ASHRAM PARA, SILIGURI-734 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 10/01/2013

To be associated with:
3380223

KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
namanhr.com
3446335   31/12/2016
SAMIR PARIKH
trading as ;SAMIR PARIKH
NAMAN HOUSE, 1/2 -B, HARIBHAKTI COLONY, OPP. RACE COURSE POST OFFICE, RACE COURSE, VADODARA - 390 007, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :28/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3446376    30/12/2016
BONNEFIRE ENTERTAINMENT PVT LTD
C - 405 Akrurati Orchid Park, Saki Naka Andheri Kurla, Road, Andheri (e) Mumbai - 400072
Service Provider
A Company Incorporated under Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since: 22/12/2016
MUMBAI
ORGANISING OF BEAUTY PAGEANTS, EVENTS, COMPETITIONS AND AWARD CEREMONIES
3446560  31/12/2016
ZUBAIR MOHAMMED IFTEKHAR
trading as ;RAZORFISH SWIM UNIVERSITY
H. NO. 12-2-800/C/6,DILSHADNAGAR,MEHDIPATNAM, AIRPORT FLYOVER PILLAR 52, HYDERABAD-500028
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :20/12/2016
CHENNAI
PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, PROVIDING RECREATION FACILITIES, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, SPORT CAMP SERVICES.
3446629    31/12/2016
M N INDUSTRIES
210A-Bhagthani Enclave, Behind Asian Paints, Bhandup West, Mumbai Maharashtra
Providing of above mentioned services included in class 41.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial Automation Skill Development Training included in class 41.
3446636    30/12/2016
INDIAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS
K-43 (Basement), Kailash Colony, New Delhi - 110 048
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAveshwara Nagar, Bangalore-560 079, Karnataka State India.
Used Since :01/01/2004
DELHI
arranging and conducting technical seminars and educational conference
3446638  30/12/2016
INDIAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS
K-43 (Basement), Kailash Colony, New Delhi - 110 048
Service Providers
a registered Indian Society

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2006

DELHI
arranging and conducting technical seminars and educational conference
3446639  30/12/2016
INDIAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATING AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS
K-43 (Basement), Kailash Colony, New Delhi - 110 048
Service Providers
da registered Indian Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :11/11/2016
DELHI
arranging and conducting technical seminars and educational conference
UP-MEDIA VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Up-Media Ventures Private Limited
802, Crystal Plaza, Opp. Solitaire Corporate Park, Andheri-Ghatkopar Link Road, Chakala, Andheri East, Mumbai-400099

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEHHA AMRUT RATHOD

Used Since :16/01/2008

MUMBAI
Entertainment Services Namely Providing An Internet Web Site Portal In The Field Of Music, Entertainment, Cultural And Sporting Event
3446856    31/12/2016
NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
166/2, DR. SHAM SINGH ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :16/06/2015
DELHI
Entertainment Services, Preparations of Entertainment Programs, Documentary Programs & News Programs for Broadcasting; News Syndication for the Broadcasting Industry, Entertainment by means of Wireless Television Broadcast, Production of Television Programs for Broadcast on Cellular Phones & Mobile Devices, Providing Multi-media Entertainment, Sports Information, Sports & Video Entertainment information Via a Website; Providing Digital Music (not downloadable) from MP3 Internet Websites; Providing Information about Exercise & Fitness from Website.
3446858   31/12/2016
NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
166/2, DR. SHAM SINGH ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :16/06/2015
To be associated with:
3446856
DELHI
Entertainment Services, Preparations of Entertainment Programs, Documentary Programs & News Programs for Broadcasting; News Syndication for the Broadcasting Industry, Entertainment by means of Wireless Television Broadcast, Production of Television Programs for Broadcast on Cellular Phones & Mobile Devices, Providing Multi-media Entertainment, Sports Information, Sports & Video Entertainment information Via a Website; Providing Digital Music (not downloadable) from MP3 Internet Websites; Providing Information about Exercise & Fitness from Website.
3446871   31/12/2016
NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
166/2, DR. SHAM SINGH ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :16/06/2015

DELHI
Entertainment Services, Preparations of Entertainment Programs, Documentary Programs & News Programs for Broadcasting; News Syndication for the Broadcasting Industry, Entertainment by means of Wireless Television Broadcast, Production of Television Programs for Broadcast on Cellular Phones & Mobile Devices, Providing Multi-media Entertainment, Sports Information, Sports & Video Entertainment information Via a Website; Providing Digital Music (not downloadable) from MP3 Internet Websites; Providing Information about Exercise & Fitness from Website.
3446874    31/12/2016
NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NEWS DNN PVT. LTD.
166/2, DR. SHAM SINGH ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 16/06/2015
To be associated with:
3446871
DELHI
Entertainment Services, Preparations of Entertainment Programs, Documentary Programs & News Programs for Broadcasting; News Syndication for the Broadcasting Industry, Entertainment by means of Wireless Television Broadcast, Production of Television Programs for Broadcast on Cellular Phones & Mobile Devices, Providing Multi-media Entertainment, Sports Information, Sports & Video Entertainment information Via a Website; Providing Digital Music (not downloadable) from MP3 Internet Websites; Providing Information about Exercise & Fitness from Website.
3446920  31/12/2016
MS.RUCHIKA AGARWAL
trading as ;M/S SAMM ASHRAYA YOGMATH
A-127,ALKAPURI,HABIBGANJ,BHOPAL-462024(M.P)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)
Used Since :02/01/2016
MUMBAI
YOGA HEALTH CARE,EDUCATION,TRAINING & WELFARE SERVICES
3446929  02/01/2017
ONE STEP UP EDUCATION SERVICES PVT. LTD
55, PASCHIMI MARG ,VASANT VIHAR ,DELHI -110057
SERVICES PROVIDERS
INcorporated under the provision of the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROLAW
No. 18, Chitrakoot, 1st Cross Kumaracot Layout, High Grounds, Bengaluru - 560 001
Used Since :22/03/2010
To be associated with:
1939394, 3446925
DELHI
EDUCATION; ACADEMIES; TEACHING; BOOK & JOURNAL PUBLICATION; PROVIDING TRAINING, WORKSHOPS,
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE; CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, COLLOQUIUMS, EXAMINATIONS, EXHIBITIONS;
ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION OF CINEMA, FILMS, SHOWS, RADIO AND
TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; SERVICES AND INFORMATION RELATING TO EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT ALSO
PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET, ONLINE VIDEOS, VIDEOTAPE EDITING;
PHOTOGRAPHY; NEWS REPORTING.
3446953    30/12/2016
MR. KARAN B. SHAH
trading as 8FX Imaginations to Life
Flat No. #7, 2nd Floor, Vishnu Bhavan, Behind Shoppers Stop, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016 (Telangana)
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :30/08/2014

CHENNAI
Providing of Education & Training, Music video Production Services
3447228    30/12/2016
GOPAL DASH BAGHEL
trading as ;Big Leader
Mahamaya Niwas ,197-243, RSC-48 Opp OXford Public School Gate No. -2Sector-5,Charkop Kandivali West Mumbai-400067, Maharashtra 
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
CALIPH

3447365  30/12/2016

MUHAMMED HASHIM A K
WHITE HOUSE, ERANHIMVU, PANNICODE PO, KOZHIKODE, KERALA, 673602
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUHAMMED HASHIM AK
LEGACY PARTNERS LAW OFFICES 2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX LG ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA-673004

Used Since : 01/03/2014

CHENNAI

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, RUNNING OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, SCHOOLS, ACADEMIES, EDUCATIONAL CENTERS, BOARDING SCHOOL, DAY CARE CENTRES AND PLAY SCHOOLS
3447367   30/12/2016
VIBHA VIKRAM MANE
trading as ;M/s Law Matters
94/100, Sitaram Poddar Marg, 14 Rungtha Bhuvan, 1st Floor, Fanaswadi, Mumbai 400002, India
Service Providers
Individual / Sole proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT NITIN DESHPANDE
Inventilect Consultants, Office No. 102, Shree Vidyanand Apartments, Dr. Ketkar road, Erandwane, Pune 411004,
Maharashtra, India
Used Since :01/03/2015
MUMBAI
Educational services, Providing of training and induction sessions, Arranging and conducting of seminars,
workshops, competitions, and Content creation for bespoke modules, syllabi and entire course works for degree
courses in the field of law
3447597  31/12/2016
KARAN SINGH AHUJA
trading as ;KARAN SINGH AHUJA
104, New Tejpal Premises, Andheri Kurla Road, Saki Naka, Andheri East, Mumbai 400 072.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANIMAL TRAINING SERVICES; CONDUCTING OF ANIMAL EXHIBITION AND ANIMAL SHOWS; HIRE OF ANIMALS FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES; PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER RELATING TO PET ANIMALS; TUITION FOR ANIMAL BEAUTICIANS IN ANIMAL GROOMING; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF ANIMALS AND PETS IN THE FIELD OF ANIMAL TRAINING AND ANIMAL EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL OR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES.
TRADE & TECHNOLOGY EXPOSITION CO. (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
FGP CENTRE, COMMERCIAL UNION HOUSE, 3RD FLOOR, 9 WALLACE STREET, FORT, MUMBAI-400001, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :02/01/2017
To be associated with:
3370617
Mumbai
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SYMPOSIUMS; ARRANGING AND
CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS; ARRANGING AND
CONDUCTING OF WEBINARS; NEWSPAPER PUBLICATION; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS,
PERIODICALS, PAMPHLETS, LEAFLETS, BROCHURES AND YEARBOOKS; PUBLICATION OF REVIEWS; PROVIDING ON-
LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS
ON-LINE; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS.
HOLA

3448856  04/01/2017
RASHI ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
B-9, GREATER KAILASH, ENCLAVE -2, NEW DELHI-110048.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 26/12/2016
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY
PHARMLE

3449089   04/01/2017
RANJAN KUMAR PATEL
H.NO. 55, THIRD FLOOR, KHASRA NO. 602 MIN. (BLOCK-A-1), CHHATTARPUR EXTENSION NEAR, DELHI-110074
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
HEALTHIANCE
3449182   03/01/2017
DR. ASHUTOSH CHANDRASHEKAR PRADHAN
D-7, NAV PRABHAT CHSL., SANT JANABAI MARG, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI-400 057.
Training, education on - Medical, Healthcare, Stress Management, Yoga, Health Awareness, Homeopathy, Lifestyle Modification, Mind and Body Connection, Life Skills, Wellness, Diet, Nutrition, Diseases
Used Since : 21/02/2005

To be associated with:
1404346, 3437374

MUMBAI
Imparting Training, Education on – Medical Sciences, Healthcare, Stress Management, Yoga, Health Awareness, Homeopathy, Scientifically Structured Lifestyle Modification, Mind-Body Connection, Life Skills, Wellness, Fitness, Diet, Nutrition, Diseases, Motivation, Positive Thinking, Psychology
3449589  05/01/2017
ABHIMANYU DAGAR
RAJNISH KUMAR
trading as :ABHIRAJ PRODUCTION
KANAK DURGA APPT. FLAT NO. 402, PLOT NO. 26 SECTOR-12 DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AUDIO AND VIDEO PRODUCTION & PHOTOGRAPHY
3449709 04/01/2017
PAN INDIA NETWORK LIMITED
135, CONTINENTAL BUILDING, DR. A. B. ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 04/01/2017
To be associated with:
1874296
MUMBAI
LOTTERY SERVICES; OPERATING LOTTERIES; BINGO PARLOUR SERVICES; ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND ORGANIZATION OF QUIZZES, GAMES AND COMPETITIONS; GAME SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS OR MOBILE TELEPHONE; PROVIDING CASINO FACILITIES [GAMBLING]; AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES; GAMES EQUIPMENT RENTAL; CLUB SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT]; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS; EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3449716  04/01/2017
SUHAS KALBURGI
trading as ;TRIGNOSOURCE
#7 14TH C CROSS KB TEMPLE STREET ,6TH BLOCK RAJAJINAGAR,BANGALORE-560010
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :15/12/2016
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3449812  04/01/2017
MUKEISH S. JAGETIA
trading as ;M/S. INSTITUTE OF INTERIOR & FASHION DESIGN
M – 22,23, BHAGVATI ASHISH COMPLEX, NEAR ASHOK PAN HOUSE, CITY LIGHT, SURAT. GUJARAT-INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTE INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3449841 05/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 20/12/2016
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC OF COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS SOUND ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
3450017 04/01/2017
VINOD KUMAR S/O MAHAVIR PARSAD
HOUSE NO. 170, V.P.O. SARHERA, TEHSIL BARWALA, HISAR-125121, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOC IATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since: 27/11/2016

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3450019  04/01/2017
FRIENDS ACADEMY EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
trading as : FRIENDS ACADEMY EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
SCO 20, URBAN ESTATE, MARKET, QADIAN ROAD, BATALA, DISTT. GURDASPUR-143505, PUNJAB
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)
Used Since : 28/01/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
EMOHEAL

3450332  05/01/2017

RESONANT VENTURES LLP
202, Sheetal Palace, TPS IV, First Road, Bandra, Mumbai- 400 050

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.

Used Since : 26/12/2016

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3450364    05/01/2017

SUNIL GUPTA
H. No. 17, Ward No. 35, Makhdoom Pura, Jalandhar-144001, Punjab
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :10/12/2014

DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES, COACHING INSTITUTE
CEEKR

3450500  05/01/2017
INNER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Service Provider
4, Community Centre, New Friends Colony, New Delhi-110025.
Service Provider
A company incorporated and existing under the Indian Company's Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHITRA ARVIND
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES, AMSOFT BUSINESS CENTRE, UNITECH TRADE CENTRE, Sector 43, Gurgaon- 122 002, Haryana, India
Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI

“Training, development Discourses, self-improvement tools Included In Class-41”
3450586  05/01/2017

SARIKA AGARWAL

trading as : Education; Providing of training;

Flat No 306, Paras Deep Sahakariwash Samiti (SBI Society), Plot No. 4, Sec P1 Part 1, Greater Noida, U.P-201303

Education; Providing of training;

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

UMESH AGGARWAL

195 Pocket 15 Sector 24 Rohini Delhi-110085

Used Since : 02/01/2017

DELHI

Education; Providing of training;
AMIT SAYAJI DHIWAR
Flat No. 10, Yashashree Shubham, Lane No. 13 E, Vidyanagar, Pune 411032 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Publications of books, novels, memoirs, electronic books and journals on-line
3451283  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1763708, 2161667, 2163227, 2166937, 2166977, 2166983, 2167137
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3451349    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with: 2163217, 2167167
DELHI
3451388  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3451395    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1783, 06/02/2017 Class 41

3451455 06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356463, 1356479

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT: ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOL'RNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT

Trade Mark : Z BANGLA CINEMA
3451485  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2238463
DELHI
3451491  06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
2238463
DELHI
3451497 06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356463, 1356479
DELHI
3451527    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1356463, 1356479
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT: ENTERTAINER SERVICES: ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOINS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY: SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE: RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT
3451562    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1906727
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3451568    06/01/2017
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
ESSEL HOUSE, B-10, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI 110035
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/01/2017
To be associated with:
1906727
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3451706   08/01/2017
MR. ASADUZZAMAN
trading as ;INDIAN YOUTH ELECTRONIC MECHANIC CENTER
TALTALA BHAGWANGOLA, MURSIDABAD-742135,(W.B),INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :07/10/2015
KOLKATA
Providing training of repairing AC,FREEZER,GEYSER,WASHIN MACHINE,ICE CREAM FREEZER,MOBILE
REPAIRING, COMPUTRE & ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS & PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND ELECTRIC
CYCLE,
3451764    06/01/2017
ARGHADIP PAL
trading as Individual
9/1, BHUBAN MOHAN MUKHARJEE LANE, MALIPANCHGHARA, HOWRAH, SALKIA, HAORA - 711106 WEST BENGAL INDIA
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
Cercles, T-2 Back Lane Deer Park, Hauz Khas Village, Hauz Khas , New Delhi 110016
Used Since: 15/07/2015
KOLKATA
EDUCATION SERVICES.
AQUA SAFARI

3451876    06/01/2017

VIKAS SINGH TIWARI
23/506, ARJUN NAGAR, AMANIYA REWA - Madhya Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PULASTYA LEGAL SERVICES LLP
C-111, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp. Infiniti Mall, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Entertainment in the nature of a water park, amusement center and amusement park shows; Amusement park and theme park services
THRIIVE

3452026  06/01/2017

THRIIVE ART & SOUL LLP
trading as ;THRIIVE ART & SOUL LLP

Floor-4, Plot-17, Western India House, Phirozshah Mehta Road, Handloom House, Fort, Mumbai 400001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANDITTA MALHOTRA HEGDE
56, World Trade Centre, 1st Floor, The Arcade, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 400 005

Used Since :03/10/2013

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES WHICH MAY BE ACCESSIBLE BY MEANS OF DOWNLOADABLE APPLICATIONS; PROVIDING RECREATION FACILITIES & INFORMATION; ARRANGING & CONDUCTING CONFERENCES; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS & E-COURSES; MUSIC LIBRARY SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS, CAMPS & EVENTS FOR CULTURAL, RECREATIONAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ARRANGING & CONDUCTING SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]; PRESENTATION OF VARIETY SHOWS & LIVE PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING SPIRITUAL & PHILOSOPHICAL GUIDANCE; PUBLICATION OF BLOGS & WRITING SERVICES FOR BLOGS
TENPIN BOWLING ASSOCIATION OF TELANGANA (TBAT)

3452051 06/01/2017
VENKATESH BOOTHARAJU
trading as ;TENPIN BOWLING ASSOCIATION OF TELANGANA(TBAT)

#Plot No:514, Prashanth Nagar, Vanasthalipuram, Hyderabad-500070, Telangana, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :03/01/2017

CHENNAI

Organization of sports competitions, sport camp services, providing sports facilities, timing of sports events, organization of competitions, physical education, providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
THE HOLIDAY HUB

3452315  06/01/2017

CHANDNI FOREX-TOUR PVT. LTD
16, Royd Street, Ground Floor, Kolkata 700016, West Bengal, India

Service Provider

a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Used Since :06/04/2011

KOLKATA

Entertainment, sporting, cultural activities including sport camp services, amusement and recreational activities, organization of competitions, arranging of conferences.
3453085   09/01/2017
MANIKANDAN NARASIMHAN
trading as ;GNANAMUDRA FOUNDATION
G1 SRIRANGA APTS, 42/44, 7TH CROSS STREET, WEST SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 030, TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN, OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :01/01/2017

CHENNAI
EXECUTIVE COACHING, LEADERSHIP COACHING, PARENTAL COACHING, LIFE COACHING, BUSINESS COACHING,
PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT
LEANPITCH

3453134    09/01/2017

LEANPITCH TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Leanpitch Technologies Private Limited, #309, 4th B Cross, HRBR Layout, 3rd Block, Bangalore - 560043

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Used Since :30/09/2011

CHENNAI

Training relating to computer programmes;Training relating to computer software;Training services in the field of
computer software development;coaching;proving of training;Conducting courses, seminars and workshops
iSingleParent
3453990  09/01/2017
RICHA SHARMA
trading as ;Service Provider
C 27, FF 4 Surya Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VOLANTIS LEGAL
3 Anita Apartments Bavdi Cross Lane Orlem Malad West Mumbai 400064
Used Since :01/12/2016
MUMBAI
production of online videos not downloadable, camps [entertainment and education]; Arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and workshops [training]; Entertainment; Party planning services; Children's entertainment services; Conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational events and cultural activities; Organization of competitions or other sporting, entertainment and cultural events for charitable purposes; Training; Education, Training for parents in parenting skills
FootDream

3454012 09/01/2017

RISHABH AGARWAL
A-601, Kingston, Shastri Nagar, Andheri- west, Mumbai- 400053
News Agency Services
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since :27/12/2016

MUMBAI
entertainment services provided by means of the Internet; news reporting; providing online information in the fields of sports, music, culture, lifestyle and news via the Internet; news publication; education and entertainment information services; organisation of education or entertainment competitions; entertainment including electronic and digital interactive media; news services provided by means of the Internet or via terrestrial cable, satellite channels, wireless or wirelink systems and other means of communication.
EKAVARTA

3454022 09/01/2017

SUCHITRA INAMDAR
A – 001, Green Acre, Ramchandra Lane Ext, Near Movietime Cinema, Off. New Link Road, Malad (West), Mumbai – 400064, Maharashtra, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAILENDRA THATTE & ASSOCIATES
1/9, DNYANAYOG SOC., PARANJAPE NAGAR, VAZIRA NAKA, L. T. RD., BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 091

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Providing educational services, educational information, providing training, conducting educational tests or exams; arranging and conducting colloquiums, conferences, talk shows, seminars, symposiums, training workshops, correspondence courses, organisation of educational competitions, exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes, publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of books, electronic books and journals on-line.
MEDIA YAANA
3454673   10/01/2017

MEDIAYAANA COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; MEDIAYAANA COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

# 33, Trident, 2nd Floor, Primrose Road, Bangalore - 560025, Karnataka.
Service Providers
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR N
# 26, Rajamma Garden, Rajeev Gandhi Road, Jaraganahalli, JP Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560078.

Used Since : 23/04/2012

CHENNAI

EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, A CONTINUING PROGRAM ACCESSIBLE BY RADIO, TELEVISION, SATELLITE, AUDIO, VIDEO AND COMPUTER NETWORKS; FILM PRODUCTION, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, DUBBING; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAM, LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALS PROVIDING THE ENTERTAINMENT, ON-GOING REALITY BASED TELEVISION PROGRAM; PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF MOTION PICTURES
CHATURMANAS

3455054  10/01/2017

CHATURMANAS CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
No-907,4th Cross, ITI Layout, 2nd Stage, Nagarbhavi, Bangalore-560 072

Services

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMA K
IBHA IP SOLUTIONS, # 165, 10th Cross, 1st Block, BEL Layout, Vidyaranyapura, Bangalore-560 097, Karnataka

Used Since :04/02/2015

CHENNAI

Education and Training;on computer education and corporate educational training; and training based on computer hardware, techniques, software, computer programs.